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Abstract
Automated Code Engine for Tensor HyperContraction:
Derivation, Optimization and Implementation of
Rank-reduced Coupled Cluster Theories
by
Yao Zhao
Adviser: Professor Edward G. Hohenstein
The ultimate goal of electronic structure theory is solving the electronic Schrödinger Equa-
tion. However, even accurate approximations of solving Schrödinger Equation, such as high
order coupled cluster theories, require computational efforts that are too demanding to be
applied on large chemical systems. This thesis tackles the problem of curse of dimensional-
ity : how to reduce the time complexity of high-accuracy coupled cluster methods in order
to accelerate computations of molecular energy. On one hand, we believe that low-rank
approximation (i.e. Tensor HyperContraction) of high-order tensors appearing in coupled
cluster theory is a promising way to achieve rank-reduced coupled cluster theory. On the
other hand, we think that the work of deriving, optimizing and implementing low-rank ap-
proximated coupled cluster theory is both tedious and repetitious, and shall be performed
by an automatic code engine other than chemists.
In this thesis, we introduce our chemistry equation compiler, Autom: a code engine that
is designed for automatically deriving, optimizing and implementing low-rank approximated
coupled cluster theories. With Autom, the development of electronic theories is greatly
simplified. Autom can easily generate runnable codes in minutes for tensor-algebra based
chemistry equations with customized low-rank approximation rules; conventionally, such
procedure may take an expert weeks or even months to manually program.
v
This thesis roughly consists of two parts. In the first part, we aim to cover the low-
rank approximation techniques for high-accuracy coupled cluster theories, emphasizing on
two new factorization techniques we developed especially for several coupled cluster theories
including triple contributions. In the second part, we demonstrate the algorithms of our
automatic code engine. We also summarize recent advances of domain specific compilers in
Machine Learning community and discuss future directions for compute graph optimization.
We believe that this new software infrastructure holds great promise for future chemistry
package designs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Some of the most important wavefunction-based methods for providing accurate descriptions
of molecular electronic structure and predicting molecular structures and properties are
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) and its coupled-cluster (CC) generalizations. These
approaches have become the methods of choice in quantum chemistry for highly accurate
predictions.(Shavitt and Bartlett (2009)) The accuracy of these methods is due in large part
to the rigorous scaling of energy with system size, a property known as size-extensivity, and
correct dissociation limits, size-consistency.(Crawford and Schaefer (2000))
However, wavefunction-based methods in quantum chemistry are plagued by the curse
of dimensionality : while the information content of the wavefunction grows as a low poly-
nomial power of system size (eventaully linear, at sufficient length scales), the volume of
data associated with the wavefunction grows exponentially. This manifests in MBPT meth-
ods as steep computational scaling of energy evaluation and higher-order tensors used to
describe the wavefunction. For example, the computational cost of the Møller–Plesset third
order perturbation theory (MP3) scales with the sixth-power of system size O(N6) and
1
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coupled cluster singles, doubles and perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) scales at O(N7) com-
plexity, where N denotes the number of electrons. As a result, although CCSD(T) method
(Raghavachari et al. (1989)) is often considered the ‘gold standard’ of computational chem-
istry, its high computational cost has limits its application to molecules with at most a few
dozen atoms.(Peng et al. (2019); Shen et al. (2019); Gyevi-Nagy et al. (2020); Datta and
Gordon (2021b))
Many techniques have been developed in order to accelerate MBPT methods and reduce
their memory requirements. One popular strategy is based on orbital localization (e.g. lo-
cal pair natural orbital (PNO) method (Neese et al. (2009))), which transforms to a basis
where sparsity in the pairwise interaction of electrons can be exploited to accelerate calcu-
lations. Another important strategy is low-rank approximation of high order tensors such
as electron repulsion integrals (ERIs).(Whitten (1973); Dunlap et al. (1977, 1979); Vahtras
et al. (1993); Feyereisen et al. (1993); Bernholdt and Harrison (1996); Weigend et al. (2002);
Weigend (2002)) For instance, the density fitting (DF) approximation decomposes ERIs into
two three dimension tensors in a manner similar to an incomplete Cholesky decomposition
(pq|rs) ≈ τApqτArs, where the size of newly introduced auxilary index A scales linearly with
system size.(Beebe and Linderberg (1977); Røeggen and Wisløff-Nilssen (1986); Koch et al.
(2003a); Aquilante et al. (2007)) Laplace transformation is also often applied on energy de-
nominators, for example, fourth-order denominator tensor ∆abij ≡ (εi + εj − εa− εb)−1 can be
accurately decomposed into four matrices ∆abij ≈ τ vi τ vj τ va τ vb , where the size of index v depends
on the band gap and otherwise remains constant with respect to system size.(Almlöf (1991);
Häser and Almlöf (1992); Braess and Hackbusch (2005); Takatsuka et al. (2008)) By replac-
ing high order tensors in the original equations, more efficient computational schemes with
lower complexities may be found. For example, O(N6) scaling CCSD(T) method (Cacheiro
et al. (2011a)) has been reported with Cholesky decomposition on the denominator tensor
∆abcijk ≈ τnijaτnckb.
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Recently, we have introduced the tensor hypercontraction (THC) method (Hohenstein
et al. (2012a,b); Parrish et al. (2012, 2013)) and have shown that it can accurately decom-
pose ERIs into five matrices: (pq|rs) ≈ XPp XPq ZPQXQr XQs , where sizes of auxiliary indices
P and Q scale linearly with respect to system size. Through this approximation, we have
reported THC-MP2, THC-CC2 (second-order approximate coupled cluster singles and dou-
bles) and THC-EOMCC2 (equation-of-motion second-order approximate coupled cluster),
all with time scaling reduced to O(N4) complexity (Kokkila Schumacher et al. (2015); Ho-
henstein et al. (2013a,b)) while introducing negligible errors.
However, applying THC approximation to higher order methods is non-trivial. In order
to fully exploit the algebraic flexibility provided by THC, conventional contracted MBPT
equations need to be fully expanded and the low-rank approximations of higher-order tensors
introduced. Whereas a contribution to the CCSD residual might be the product of two
fourth-order tensors, after expansion, it is now the product of ten matrices. In general,
this expansion leads to a massive increase in the number of equations for high-accuracy
methods. For instance, triple corrections of CCSD(T) should be expanded to 216 equations
where each equation consists of 24 or 28 factors. Due to the associativity of tensor algebra,
there exist myriad schemes to compute one such equation and each possible scheme requires
different amounts of computational resources. For example, there are 27! (≈ 1.1 × 1028)
ways to implement the contraction of 28 factor matrices. Beyond derivation, enormous
efforts are also needed for optimization and implementation of such a method, which makes
it impractical to apply THC-approximation on accurate methods such as CCSD(T) without
aid from computer algebra.
In previous works, most efforts were spent on the factorization of ERIs. But in CC
methods, ERIs are not the only higher-order tensors that appear, and it remains an open
question how to accurately factorize the double excitation (T̂2) amplitudes in CC theories or
the t1-dressed ERIs in t1-transformed CC theories.
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In summary, following questions arise in the development of efficient low-rank approxi-
mated methods for high-accuracy chemistry MBPT theories:
• How can we accurately factorize high-order tensors other than ERIs, such as T̂2 am-
plitudes in CC theories?
• Can O(N5) scaling CC methods including triples excitations be obtained by THC
approximation techniques?
• How can we effectively derive, implement and optimize different theories with
different low-rank approximation techniques for different compute platforms?
To address these problems, we introduce our automatic code engine program, Autom,
which is a Chemistry Equation Compiler designed to automatically derive, optimize and
implement MBPT theories equipped with low-rank approximation techniques. In this the-
sis, we first apply THC approximation to Møller–Plesset third order perturbation theory
(MP3) and demonstrate that O(N4) and O(N5) scaling compute schemes can be drived for
THC-MP3 method and Autom can automatically select the most optimal compute scheme
based on system size. Next we demonstrate O(N5) scaling THC-CCSD(T) and THC-CC3
methods can also be achieved by THC approximation techniques while only introducing
sub-millihartree level errors. We illustrate the design philosophy of Autom and compare its
structure with some modern compilers designed by Machine Learning community for prob-
lems similar to ours. We are confident that Autom will serve as a powerful tool for future
chemistry theory developments.
1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we present an introduction to electronic structure theory with an emphasis
on coupled-cluster (CC) theory. We introduce several derivation techniques such as second
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quantization, Wick’s theorem and diagrammatic techniques, and compare differences and
connections between general MBPT theories and CC theories. This chapter is background
introduction with the author’s understanding of MBPT theories.
In Chapter 3, we first introduce in more detail how diagrammatic techniques are used
for deriving MBPT equations. Next we present an algorithm for deriving MBPT equations
based on Wick’s Theorem. Then we relate the results of the algorithm with diagrammatic
derivation procedure, and present author’s revelation on understanding the diagrammatic
rules. This chapter is based on the author’s research work.
In Chapter 4, we explore several low-rank approximation techniques such as density-
fitting, Cholesky decomposition and Laplace transformation. We then focus on the Tensor
HyperContraction (THC) approximation developed by Hohenstein et al. Next we introduce
the derivation of THC-MP3, THC-CCSD(T) and THC-CC3 methods and demonstrate their
optimized complexities with example equations. This chapter is based on our previous work
(Hohenstein et al. (2012a,b); Parrish et al. (2012)) and the author’s research work.
In Chapter 5, we introduce our program Autom, a compiler-like code generator that can
handle complicated equations provided by low-rank approximated MBPT theories. We show
the structure of Autom and explain in detail the kernel of our program: a Dynamic Pro-
gramming algorithm and a Graph Isomorphism algorithm. Then we introduce the Compute
Graph optimization problem and several techniques developed for handling similar prob-
lems in related fields. Next we relate our work with recent development of Domain Specific
Compilers in Machine Learning fields. This chapter is based on the author’s research work.
Finally in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we present some practical results of Autom generated
THC-MP3, THC-CCSD(T) and THC-CC3 methods. We compare the accuracy and time
scaling of THC-CC methods with DF-approximated CC methods provided by a popular
chemistry package, PSI4. We demonstrate that Autom is a powerful tool for exploring fast
and rank-reduced chemistry theories. We end this thesis with discussing future work and
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open challenges.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include:
• We are among the first to study the low-rank approximation of high-accuracy Coupled
Cluster Theories. In particular, we proved by implementation that with our THC
technique, CCSD(T) and CC3 methods can be computed accurately with effort scaling
as O(N5), two orders reduced from the original O(N7) complexity.
• We studied low-rank approximation of T̂2 amplitudes and t1-dressed ERIs used for
in CCSD(T) and CC3 methods. Our technique only lead to negligible errors to final
energies. Such approximations were not reported before.
• We developed Autom, a compiler-like automated code engine that can derive equa-
tions for different MBPT theories with different low-rank approximation techniques
with consideration of system sizes and compute platforms. We developed a Dynamic
Programming algorithm and a Graph Isomorphism algorithm for rapidly deriving com-
pute schemes and reported that Autom can generate algorithms faster than manually
tuned methods provided by popular chemistry softwares.
• Finally, we set out to explore the optimal software design paradigm for chemistry soft-
wares. We compare problems in computational chemistry field with similar challenges
in Machine Learning fields and show that certain designs and techniques developed by
ML community can also serve for solving chemistry problems.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
It is important to emphasize here that the focus of this thesis is not on developing certain
computational chemistry theories, but rather on introducing a novel Chemistry Equation
Compiler architecture that can be applied to any electronic structure theory that heavily
depends on tensor algebra calculations equipped with low-rank approximation techniques.
We demonstrate the power of such compiler system by applying it to several complicated
theories such as CCSD(T) and CC3. Therefore, this chapter serves as a theoretical back-
ground introduction and more details on implementation of these theories shall be found in
Chapter 4.
2.1 Notations
The following convention for the the labelling of different types of indices are used:
i, j, k, l: Indexes occupied molecular orbitals.
a, b, c, d: Indexes virtual molecular orbitals.
A,B,C,D: Indexes density fitting auxiliary functions.
7
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T, U, V,W : Indexes the rank-reduced coupled cluster factors.
v, w: Indexes the quadrature points relevant to Laplace transformation of the orbital energy
denominator.
For equations, generalized Einstein summation convention is implied, that is, summation is
implied over repeated indices.
2.2 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
The ultimate goal of electronic structure theory is solving the electronic Schrödinger Equa-
tion. The time-independent Schrödinger Equation for a system with multiple electrons and
nuclei is:
ĤΨ(r,R) = EΨ(r,R) (2.1)
where R is the set of nuclear coordinates, r is the set of electronic coordinates, and the
non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a molecule consists of five terms (in atomic unit):
Ĥ = −1
2
∑
i
∇2i −
∑
A
1
2MA
∇2A −
∑
A,i
ZA
rAi
+
∑
A>B
ZAZB
RAB
+
∑
i>j
1
rij
(2.2)
where i, j refer to electrons and A,B refer to nuclei.
We would like to solve separately for the electronic and nuclear contributions to the
wavefunction. However, the wavefunction is not exacly separable because the electrons in-
teract with nuclei through the term −∑A,i ZArAi , which is important and cannot be neglected.
However, the nuclei are much massive than the electrons (the mass of a proton is 2000 times
larger than an electron) and therefore the electrons can be assumed to respond instanta-
neously to nuclear motion. This allows us to fix the nuclei coordinates R and solve for the
electronic wave-function Ψ(r; R) depending parametrically on R:
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Ψ(r,R) ≈ ΨN(R)Ψelec(r; R)
Ĥelec(R)Ψelec(r; R) = E(R)Ψelec(r; R)
(2.3)
where ΨN(R) is the wave-function of nuclei, Ĥelec(R) and Ψelec(r; R) are Hamiltonian and
wave-function of electrons, respectively, and E(R) is the molecular energy. This leads to
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation where we consider individual solutions to the elec-
tronic Schrödinger equation, E(R), and the neglect the coupling between them.(Born and
Oppenheimer (1927))
The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation is also referred to as the adiabatic approx-
imation, because the nuclei are treated as frozen when the energy is computed. E(R) only
depends on nuclei coordinates, and if we compute energy for a range of R, we obtain a poten-
tial energy surface. The advantage of the BO approximation is that, for a single electronic
state, the potential energy surface defines the potential on which the nuclei move.
Even with the BO approximation, solving the electronic Schrödinger Equation 2.3 is
still difficult because electrons also interact with each other. If we roughly assume that no
electronic interaction exists, the electronic Hamiltonian can be simplified as:
Ĥ =
∑
i
ĥi
ĥi = −
1
2
∇i −
∑
A
ZA
rAi
(2.4)
If we consider a one-electron system with the same nuclei, its Schrödinger Equation is
ĥiχi = εiχi, the eigen-function χi is the one-electron wave-function, which is also named
molecular orbital (MO), and eigen-value εi is its corresponding orbital energy.
The easiest way to build a N-electron wave-function is directly multiplying molecular
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orbitals, which is called the Hartree Product:
ΨHP = χ1χ2 · · ·χN
E =
∑
i
εi
(2.5)
Obviously, the Hartree Product does not meet the anti-symmetry requirement of elec-
tronic (Fermionic) systems. Additionally, the Pauli exclusion principle must be satisfied. To
ensure both requirements are satified, we use the Slater Determinant of molecular orbitals
for representing N-electron wave-functions:
Ψ(r1, r2, · · · rN) =
1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(r1) χ2(r1) · · · χN(r1)
χ1(r2) χ2(r2) · · · χN(r2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(rN) χ2(rN) · · · χN(rN)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= |χ1χ2 · · ·χN〉
The Slater Determinant wave-function expression naturally guarantees that swapping
two electrons ri and rj would cause a sign change, as required by anti-symmetry, and two
identical identical molecular orbitals χi and χj would make the wave-function vanish, as
required by the Pauli exclusion principle.
In next section, we introduce how the molecular orbitals can be determined by minimizing
the energy of Slater Determinant wave-function using the Hartree-Fock method.
2.3 Hartree-Fock Method
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method approximates the wave-function and the energy of a chemical
system in a stationary state by assuming that each electron is subjected to the mean field
created by all other electrons.(Hartree and Hartree (1935)) The HF energy is defined in a
spin molecular orbital basis as:
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EHF = 〈Φ0|Ĥ|Φ0〉 =
∑
i
〈i|ĥ|i〉+ 1
2
[∑
ij
(ii|jj)− (ij|ji)
]
(2.6)
where the one electron integral is:
〈i|ĥ|i〉 =
∫
dx1χ
∗
i (x1)h(r1)χj(x1) (2.7)
and the two electron repulsion integral (ERI) in Chemists’ notation is:
(ij|kl) =
∫
dx1dx2χ
∗
i (x1)χj(x2)
1
r12
χ∗k(x2)χl(x2) (2.8)
By definition, HF neglects all electron correlation. This can lead to large deviations
from experimental results (Szabo and Ostlund (2012)). HF is useful in providing a set of
molecular orbitals {χi} as a starting point for more sophisticated methods, collectively named
post-HF methods. Typically, in modern HF calculations, one-electron wave-functions (i.e.
molecular orbitals) are approximated by a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO).
Atomic orbitals are usually atom-centered Gaussian-type orbitals or Slater-type orbitals.
The coefficient matrix of atomic orbitals is determined by solving eigenvectors of the Fock
operator. For a closed-shell system, the Fock operator is defined as:
f̂(i) = ĥ(i) +
n
2∑
j
[
2Ĵj(i)− K̂j(i)
]
(2.9)
where f̂(i) represents the Fock operator for the i-th electron in the system, ĥ(i) is the
one-electron Hamiltonian for the i-th electron, n
2
is the number of occupied orbitals in the
closed-shell system, Ĵj(i) is the Coulomb operator, defining the repulsive electrostatic force
between the j-th and i-th electrons in the system and K̂j(i) is the exchange operator. The
exchange operator defines a quantum effect resulting from the antisymmetry of fermionic
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wavefunctions.
A Fock matrix is a discretized approximation of the Fock operator under a certain basis
set, its elements are Fµν = 〈µ|f̂ |ν〉 where µ and ν are one-electron orbitals. It is derived by
invoking the variational method and minimizing the HF energy of a chemical system:
min(EHF ) ⇐⇒ δEHF = 0 ⇐⇒ Focc,vir = 0 =⇒ f̂χi = εiχi (2.10)
The solutions that minimize the HF energy are not unique, any molecular orbital that
can form a block-diagonalized Fock matrix is a valid solution. Equation 2.11 indicates the
shape of such a Fock matrix.

〈i|f̂ |i〉 〈i|f̂ |j〉 · · · 〈i|f̂ |o〉
〈j|f̂ |i〉 〈j|f̂ |j〉 · · · 〈j|f̂ |o〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈o|f̂ |i〉 〈o|f̂ |j〉 · · · 〈o|f̂ |o〉
Focc,vir = 0
Fvir,occ = 0
〈a|f̂ |a〉 〈a|f̂ |b〉 · · · 〈a|f̂ |v〉
〈b|f̂ |a〉 〈b|f̂ |b〉 · · · 〈b|f̂ |v〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈v|f̂ |a〉 〈v|f̂ |b〉 · · · 〈v|f̂ |v〉

(2.11)
All molecular orbitals that block-diagonalize the Fock matrix are related by unitary
orbital rotations. The canonical HF orbitals are uniquely defined as the eigenfunctions of
the Fock operator f̂χi = εiχi, and εi are called orbital energies. That is, the whole Fock
matrix is diagonalized when expressed by canonical HF orbitals. After a basis conversion,
canonical HF orbitals are solved by finding eigen-vectors of a transformed Fock matrix:
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f̂ · ~BHF = ~BHF · EΛ =⇒
f̂ · ~BAO · C = ~BAO · C · EΛ =⇒
~B†AO · f̂ · ~BAO · C = ~B†AO · ~BAO · C · EΛ =⇒
FAO · C = S · C · EΛ =⇒
F ′AO · C ′ = C ′ · EΛ
(2.12)
Molecular orbitals are determined by diagonalizing Fock matrices, however, the Fock
matrix itself also depends on the molecular orbitals. That is, diagonalization of the Fock
matrix is a non-linear function F̂ (C) ·C = C ·EΛ, where F̂ (C) indicates that F̂ is a function
of C coefficient matrix. This equation is normally solved by picking an initial guess of
coefficient matrix and iteratively diagonalizing a sequence of Fock matrix until the C matrix
is converged.
Figure 2.1: An excited Slater determinant |Ψai 〉
In HF theory, for ground state systems, electrons occupy the orbitals with lowest orbital
energies, forming a ground state determinant |Ψ0〉. For closed shell systems, these N2 orbitals
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with lowest orbital energies are referred to as occupied orbitals and the remaining unoccupied
orbitals are virtual orbitals. By moving electrons from occupied orbitals to virtual orbitals,
excited determinants are constructed, e.g., Figure 2.1 illustrates an excited determinant
|Ψai 〉, where |Ψai 〉 indicates the Slater determinant formed by replacing occupied spin-orbital
i in |Ψ0〉 with virtual spin orbital a. The ground state determinant |Ψ0〉 together with all
excited determinants |Ψai 〉, |Ψabij 〉, |Ψabcijk〉, ... form a complete N-electron basis for expressing
wavefunctions in post-HF methods.
2.4 Configuration Interaction Method
The Configuration Interaction (CI) method is a variational approach to the determination
of N-electron wavefunctions. Given a set of molecular orbitals, a complete set (in the chosen
atomic basis set) of orthonormal N-electron basis functions can be constructed. These basis
functions can be divided into groups according to their excitation levels: ground state |Φ0〉,
singly excited states |Φai 〉, doubly excited states
∣∣Φabij 〉, etc. The full CI method does not
truncate the space of N-electron basis functions and represents the exact solution of the
time-independent Schrödinger equation in a given one-particle basis.
|Ψ〉 = (1 + Ĉ) |Φ0〉 = (1 + Ĉ1 + Ĉ2 + Ĉ3 + Ĉ4 + · · ·) |Φ0〉 (2.13)
The terms with same color lead to determinants with same excitation level in the wave-
function, and it can be expressed in a vector form:
|Ψ〉 = |Φ0〉+
∑
S
cS |S〉+
∑
D
cD |D〉+
∑
T
cT |T 〉+
∑
Q
cQ |Q〉+ · · · = ~BΦ · ~C† (2.14)
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where ~BΦ = {|Φ0〉+|S〉+|D〉+|T 〉+|Q〉+· · · } represents the vector of complete orthonor-
mal N-electron basis functions and ~C† = {1, cS, cD, cT , · · · }† represents the coefficient vector
need to be solved by CI. The coefficient vector is solved according to Schrödinger Equation
by finding approximations to the eigen-values and eigen-vectors of the Hamiltonian operator,
namely, by diagonalizing the discretized Hamiltonian matrix HΦ:
Ĥ |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 · E =⇒
Ĥ · ~BΦ · ~C† = ~BΦ · ~C† · E =⇒
~B†Φ · Ĥ · ~BΦ · ~C† = ~B†Φ · ~BΦ · ~C† · E =⇒
HΦ · ~C† = ~C† · E =⇒
HΦ · C = C · EΛ
(2.15)
With the Hamiltonian matrix diagonalized, each eigen-value corresponds to the energy of
a particular electronic state; the eigen-vectors together with the molecular orbitals provide
the corresponding wave-functions. However, for full CI, the number of N-electron basis
functions grows factorially as the system size increases, which makes it impractical solve full
CI even with small basis sets. One approximation of full CI is truncating the full wave-
function space based on excitation level; the CI singles and doubles (CISD) approximate
wave-function by including only those N-electron basis functions which represent single or
double excitations relative to the reference state, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Complexity of a complete matrix diagonalization is O(N3) where N is the matrix dimen-
sion, and because the number of N-electron basis functions in CISD method grows quartically
as system size grows, the complexity of a naively implemented CISD would be O(N12) where
N indicates the system size. In practice, only the few lowest excited states are solved by
Davidson method, which starts with initial eigen-vector guesses and iteratively updates these
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a CISD wave-function
trial vectors until convergence is reached. The Davidson method can greatly accelerate the
computation of CISD because only few matrix-vector multiplications are required in each
iteration. In fact, the CISD method only scales as O(N6) when a constant number of states
are sought and sparsity in the matrix-vector multiplications is exploited.
One particularly attractive feature of CI methods is its variational formulation: the
calculated lowest energy eigen-values are always upper bounds of the exact ground state
energies. Such property is not always true for other electronic structure theories such as
MBPT methods (to be introduced in next sections). This property is usually referred to
as variational, and it is because the ground state energy, which is the Rayleigh quotient of
Hamiltonian operator E = 〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Ψ〉 , is minimized by the eigen-vector corresponding to its
lowest eigen-value.
However, it is worth pointing out that truncated CI methods are neither size consis-
tent nor size extensive. A method is called size consistent if it gives a summed energy
Etotal = EA + EB for two subsystems A and B equal to their energy computed as a super-
molecule at infinite separation. A method is said to be size extensive if the energy calculated
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scales linearly with respect to the number of particles. Take CISD for example, applying
CISD on two subsystems separately will include double excitations for both subsystems, but
then simultaneous double excitations on both subsystems would require quadruple excita-
tions for the supermolecular system, which is not describable when applying CISD to the
supermolecule system directly. According to the linked diagram theorem in MBPT theo-
ries, such simultaneous pairs of double excitations are described as an unlinked quadruple
excitation. And in order to achieve size extensivity, many MBPT theories such as Coupled
Cluster Theory would include only fully linked diagrams when making approximations. We
will introduce more on Coupled Cluster Theories in following section.
2.5 Coupled Cluster Method
The essential idea in CC theory is the full ground state wave function can be described by the
exponential ansatz, where the wave-function is represented as an exponentiated excitation
operator eT̂ acting on a reference wave-function: (Č́ıžek (1966))
|Ψ〉 = eT̂ |Φ0〉 = (1 + T̂ +
1
2!
T̂ 2 +
1
3!
T̂ 3 + . . . ) |Φ0〉 (2.16)
where T̂ represents the cluster excitation operators:
T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂3 + · · ·
T̂1 |Φ0〉 =
occ∑
i
vir∑
a
tai |Φai 〉
T̂2 |Φ0〉 =
occ∑
i>j
vir∑
a>b
tabij
∣∣Φabij 〉
T̂ 22 |Φ0〉 =
occ∑
i>j
occ∑
k>l
vir∑
a>b
vir∑
c>d
tabij t
cd
kl
∣∣Φabcdijkl 〉
(2.17)
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For non-truncated full coupled cluster theory, we can expand the exponential excitation
operator according to Taylor Expansion:
eT̂ =1 + T̂ +
1
2!
T̂ 2 +
1
3!
T̂ 3 + · · ·
=1 + (T̂1 + T̂2 + · · · ) +
1
2!
(T̂1 + T̂2 + · · · )2 +
1
3!
(T̂1 + T̂2 + · · · )3
=1 + T̂1 + (T̂2 +
1
2!
T̂ 21 ) + (T̂3 + T̂1T̂2 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 )+
(T̂4 + T̂1T̂3 +
1
2!
T̂ 22 +
1
2!
T̂ 21 T̂2 +
1
4!
T̂ 41 ) + · · ·
(2.18)
The terms with same color contribute to determinants with same excitation level in the
wave-function:
|Ψ〉 = |Φ0〉+
∑
S
cS |S〉+
∑
D
cD |D〉+
∑
T
cT |T 〉+
∑
Q
cQ |Q〉+ · · · (2.19)
The non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation can be left-multiplied by
another excitation operator e−T̂ and lead to series of non-linear equations:
ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E · eT̂ |Φ0〉 =⇒
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E · e−T̂ eT̂ |Φ0〉 =⇒
〈Φ0| e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E · 〈Φ0|Φ0〉 = E
〈Φai | e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E · 〈Φai |Φ0〉 = 0〈
Φabij
∣∣ e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |Φ0〉 = E · 〈Φabij |Φ0〉 = 0
(2.20)
Figure 2.3 illustrates the exponential ansatz. Note that wave-functions parameterized by
truncated T̂ operators (T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2) still span function spaces with excitation level higher
than doubles (higher order excitations are not displayed in figure.) because T̂1 and T̂2 can still
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of exponential ansatz of Coupled Cluster wave-functions.
contribute to high order excitated determinants through multiplications (see Equation 2.18).
The energy and T̂ amplitudes are determined by the non-linear equation sets in Equation
2.20, and in order to evaluate e−T̂ ĤeT̂ , Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula is applied:
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ = Ĥ+
[
Ĥ, T̂
]
+
1
2!
[[
Ĥ, T̂
]
, T̂
]
+
1
3!
[[[
Ĥ, T̂
]
, T̂
]
T̂
]
+
1
4!
[[[[
Ĥ, T̂
]
, T̂
]
T̂
]
T̂
]
+ · · ·
(2.21)
where
[
Ĥ, T̂
]
= ĤT̂ − T̂ Ĥ indicates a commutator between Ĥ and T̂ operators. Modern
computational chemistry theories usually express Ĥ and T̂ operators in terms of second
quantized operators:
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ĤN = F̂N + V̂N + 〈Φ0|Ĥ0|Φ0〉
F̂N =
∑
pq
fpq{â†pâq}
V̂N =
1
4
∑
pqrs
〈pq||rs〉{â†pâ†qârâs}
T̂1 =
1
2
occ∑
i
vir∑
a
tai {â†aâi}
T̂2 =
1
4
occ∑
ij
vir∑
ab
tabij {â†aâ†bâj âi}
T̂ 21 =
1
4
occ∑
ij
vir∑
ab
tai t
b
j{â†aâi}{â†bâj}
(2.22)
where the subscript N and parenthesis indicate normal-ordered operators with respect to
Fermi vacuum |Φ0〉 =
∏
i a
†
i | 〉 instead of the true vacuum | 〉 and â†p and âq are creation and
annihilation operators, respectively:
a†p |χq(x1) . . . χr(xN)〉 = |χp(x1)χq(x2) . . . χr(xN+1)〉
a†p |χp(x1)χq(x2) . . . χr(xN)〉 = 0
ap |χp(x1)χq(x2) . . . χr(xN)〉 = |χq(x1) . . . χr(xN−1)〉
ap |χq(x1) . . . χr(xN)〉 = 0
(2.23)
Thanks to commutation properties between creation and annihilation operators, a com-
mutator between Ĥ and T̂ operators must share common indices in order not to vanish,
and because Ĥ includes at most four creation/annihilation operators, Equation 2.20 natu-
rally truncates at fourth order commutators. Evaluation of Equation 2.20 can be solved with
Wick’s Theorem, which indicates that product of normal-ordered operators can be computed
by all possible contractions between operators:
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{ÂB̂ . . .}{ĈD̂ . . .}{ÊF̂ . . .} = {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ . . .
+ {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ . . .
+ {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ . . .
+ {ÂB̂ . . . ĈD̂ . . . ÊF̂ . . .}+ . . .
Where the only two non-vanishing contraction properties between creation and annihila-
tion operators are:
â†i âj = â
†
i âj − {â†i âj} = â†i âj + âj â†i = δij
âaâ
†
b = âaâ
†
b − {âaâ†b} = âaâ†b + â†bâa = δab
(2.24)
And when the Fermi vacuum is applied on the production of normal-ordered operators,
only the fully connected items persist, for example:
{apaqa†ra†s}+ {apaqa†ra†s} ⇒ −δprδqs + δqrδps (2.25)
Take one energy equation term of Equation 2.20 as example, its tensor algebra result is:
1
2
〈Φabij |V̂N T̂ 21 |Φ0〉
=⇒ 1
2
∑
ck
∑
dl
∑
pqrs
〈pq||sr〉tkc tld〈Φ0|{a†pa†qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}|Φ0〉
=⇒ 1
2
∑
ijab
tai t
b
j〈ij||ab〉
(2.26)
A convenient way for evaluating such equations is using diagram techniques. For example,
Figure 2.4 shows diagrammatic representations of T̂ and F̂N and some V̂N operators.
To evaluate an equation, we replace its operators by their corresponding diagram com-
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Figure 2.4: GoldenStone Diagrams for representing second quantization operators.
ponents and combine them following certain restrictions, and valid resultant diagrams can
be interpreted according to certain rules (Shavitt and Bartlett (2009)). The example term
in Equation 2.26 can be easily represented and evaluated by one diagram:
Coupled cluster theories are size extensive because of the exponential ansatz. Consider
a supermolecule system with two seprated subsystems A and B, if their reference wave-
functions are separable Φ0(A · · ·B) = Φ0(A)·Φ0(B) and if excitation operators T̂ are additive
T̂ (A · · ·B) = T̂ (A) + T̂ (B), the total wave function is easy to be proved multiplicatively
separable:
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Ψ(A · · ·B) = eT̂ (A···B)Φ0(A · · ·B)
= eT̂ (A)eT̂ (B)Φ0(A)Φ0(B)
= eT̂ (A)Φ0(A) · eT̂ (B)Φ0(B)
= Ψ(A) ·Ψ(B)
(2.27)
and the energy of the supermolecule system is:
Ĥ(A · · ·B)Ψ(A · · ·B) =
[
Ĥ(A) + Ĥ(B)
]
Ψ(A)Ψ(B)
=
[
Ĥ(A)Ψ(A)
]
Ψ(B) + Ψ(A)
[
Ĥ(B)Ψ(B)
]
= [E(A) + E(B)] Ψ(A)Ψ(B)
= [E(A) + E(B)] Ψ(A · · ·B)
(2.28)
which ensures the additivity of the energy, as required for size extensivity. This is an im-
portant feature that distinguishes CC methods with CI methods. Other finite-order MBPTs
(i.e. RSPT) do not satisfy the wave-function multiplicative separability condition in Equa-
tion 2.27, but they still give extensive energy results as long as all terms in their energy
diagrams are fully linked.
In this thesis, if not otherwise noted, we use closed-shell HF canonical orbitals as the
reference state for all post-HF methods.
2.5.1 Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles, CCSD
The Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles (CCSD) model is the simplest and most commonly
used model in the CC hierarchy and its computational cost scales by O(occ2 ·vir4) complexity
where occ and vir are the number of occupied and virtual orbitals in the Hartree-Fock de-
terminant, respectively (Pople et al. (1978); Bartlett and Purvis (1978); Purvis and Bartlett
(1982); Noga and Bartlett (1987); Scuseria and Schaefer III (1988)).
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CCSD approximates the wave-function by truncating ithe excitation operator to only
first- and second-order excitations T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2. Equation 2.20 can be simplified as Equation
2.29, where ĤN = Ĥ − 〈Φ0|Ĥ|Φ0〉 is the normal-ordered Hamiltonian, and ĤN needs to
connect every T̂ operator on its right by at least one contraction in order to make non-zero
contribution to final equation, which is denoted by subscription C :
〈Φ0|ĤN(T̂1 + T̂2 +
1
2
T̂ 21 )|Φ0〉C = ∆E
〈Φai |ĤN(1 + T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂1T̂2 +
1
2
T̂ 21 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 )|Φ0〉C = 0
〈Φabij |ĤN(1 + T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂1T̂2 +
1
2
T̂ 21 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 +
1
2
T̂ 22 +
1
2
T̂ 21 T̂2 +
1
4!
T̂ 41 )|Φ0〉C = 0
(2.29)
The energy expression of CCSD can be solved using diagramattic techniques:
Figure 2.5: Energy expression of the CCSD method
Solving another two equations in Equation 2.29 leads to the T̂1 and T̂2 amplitude equa-
tions:
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Figure 2.6: Non-linear equation for CCSD T̂1 amplitudes. Image courtesy: Shavitt and
Bartlett (2009) Page 304.
Figure 2.7: Non-linear equation for CCSD T̂2 amplitudes. Image courtesy: Shavitt and
Bartlett (2009) Page 307.
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When canonical HF reference wave-function is used, the Fock matrix is diagonal fpq =
σpqεp, and we can move the second and third terms of T̂1 amplitude equation to its left hand
and arrive at a set of non-linear equations tai = f(T̂1, T̂2). Similar manipulations for the T̂2
amplitudes gives tabij = g(T̂1, T̂2). These nonlinear equations are usually solved by picking an
initial guess for the T̂1 and T̂2 amplitudes and iterating the equation until convergence.
In practical implementations, an acceleration technique named Direct Inversion of the
Iterative Subspace (DIIS) for accelerating convergence of iterative sequences is very popular
(Scuseria et al. (1986); Rohwedder and Schneider (2011)). DIIS stores several previous
iteration results and predict next iteration input by a mixture of them. DIIS is found
to be useful for accelerating the convergence of self-consistent-field (SCF) procedures and
sometimes even geometry optimizations.
Another important strategy for accelerating CCSD computations is t1-transformation
technique (Helgaker et al. (2014); Koch et al. (1994a); Deprince and Sherrill (2013); Hald
et al. (2003)). For CCSD, the similarity transformed Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:
e−T̂2−T̂1ĤeT̂1+T̂2 = e−T̂2
[
e−T̂1ĤeT̂1
]
eT̂2 = e−T̂2
˜̂
HeT̂2 (2.30)
where
˜̂
H is the t1-transformed Hamiltonian, its spin-free second-quantization form is
given by:
˜̂
H =
∑
pq
h̃pqa
†
paq +
1
2
∑
pqrs
g̃pqrsa
†
pa
†
qasar + hnuc (2.31)
where h̃pq and g̃pqrs are t1-transformed molecular integrals:
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h̃pq =
∑
rs
xpryqshrs
g̃pqrs =
∑
tumn
xptyquxrmysngtumn
x = 1− t1
y = 1 + t1
T
(2.32)
With the t1-transformed Hamiltonian, the CCSD amplitude equations are solved sim-
ilarly to CCD, the amplitude equations are greatly simplified because all terms involving
tai naturally vanish. We also applied this acceleration technique in our THC-CC methods
and experimented low-rank approximations on t1-transformed molecular integrals, we will
be explain more details of THC-approximated CC methods in Chapter 4.
2.5.2 Third Order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory, MP3
Hartree-Fock theory has exactly solved an eigen-value equation Ĥ0 |Φ0〉 = E0 |Φ0〉 where
Ĥ0 =
∑
i f̂(i) is the summation of one-electron Fock operators and E0 =
∑
i εi is the sum-
mation of orbital energies. A conventional derivation of Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation
theory (RSPT) treats the exact Hamiltonian operator Ĥ as a perturbation of Ĥ0 with per-
turbation operator V̂ which represents electronic correlations with an order parameter λ
which is used to classify the various contributions by their order and set to 1 at the end:
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂
V̂ =
∑
i<j
r−1ij −
∑
ij
[
2Ĵi(j)− K̂i(j)
] (2.33)
In order to solve the exact Schrödinger equation Ĥ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉, the exact wave-function
and energy are also expanded by orders of λ:
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|Ψ〉 = |Φ0〉+ λ
∣∣Φ(1)〉+ λ2 ∣∣Φ(2)〉+ · · ·
E = E0 + λE
(1) + λ2E(2) + · · ·
(2.34)
Expanding the exact Schrödinger equation by orders of parameter λ and equating items
with same order λ coefficients give us a set of n-th order equations:
Ĥ0 |Φ0〉 = E0 |Φ0〉 E0 = 〈Φ0|Ĥ0|Φ0〉
Ĥ0
∣∣Φ(1)〉+ V̂ |Φ0〉 = E0 ∣∣Φ(1)〉+ E(1) |Φ0〉 E(1) = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ0〉
Ĥ0
∣∣Φ(2)〉+ V̂ ∣∣Φ(1)〉 = E0 ∣∣Φ(2)〉+ E(1) ∣∣Φ(1)〉+ E(2) |Φ0〉 E(2) = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ(1)〉
...
...
Ĥ0
∣∣Φ(n)〉+ V̂ ∣∣Φ(n−1)〉 = n∑
i=0
E(i)
∣∣Φ(n−i)〉 E(n) = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ(n−1)〉
(2.35)
Figure 2.8 illustrates such infinite process of approaching exact wave-function by per-
turbations. As perturbation order gets higher, the perturbed wave-function spans function
spaces including higher order excitations. Equation 2.35 shows that we can obtain E(n) from
a lower order perturbation wave-function Φ(n−1) and then solve for Φ(n) accordingly.
Other than its conventional derivation, MBPT can also be derived using second quanti-
zation techniques with diagrammatic representations, which expresses exact wave-function
according to the linked-diagram theorem:
ΨMBPT =
∞∑
n=0
(R̂0V̂N)
n |0〉L = Φ0 + Φ(1) + Φ(2) + · · · (2.36)
where the subscription L means only items that are fully linked are included, R̂0 is
the denominator operator and the superscripts (n) indicate the order of V̂N operator where
V̂N = Ŵ + F̂N consists of a two-electron and an one-electron operator, so the first- and
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of approaching exact wave-functions by orders of perturbations.
second- order perturbed wave-function Φ(1) and Φ(2) are (omitting arrows and denominator
operators):
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Figure 2.9: MBPT diagrams of first- and second- order perturbed wave-function Φ(1) and
Φ(2). Image courtesy: Shavitt and Bartlett (2009) Page 272.
where the second order wave-function Φ(2) is represented by all possible linked diagrams
that consist of two fluctuation potential operators.
Only linked diagrams have been included, as required. Diagrams 8, 17, 18 and 19 above
are disconnected but can still be linked through de-excitation operators, for example, Dia-
gram 17 can be linked through left multiplication with
〈
Φabij
∣∣.
Note that in the diagrams of second order wave-function Φ(2), excitation levels of some
diagrams may exceed double excitations (Diagrams 6, 7, 8, 18, 19) and can also be single
excitations (Diagrams 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16). A perturbed wave-function that is second-order
only indicates that the number of fluctuation potential operators (F̂ and Ŵ ) contained in
the wave-function is 2. This conception of order is different from the order of T̂ operators
in Coupled Cluster theory, where second-order T̂2 indicates that the operator would always
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increase the excitation level of system by 2. T̂ operators in CC theory can also be expressed
as combinations of F̂N and Ŵ similarly as in MBPT theories, for example, T̂1, T̂2 and T̂3
can be expressed as:
Figure 2.10: Expansion of T̂1, T̂2 and T̂3 operators in terms of MBPT diagrams. Image
courtesy: Shavitt and Bartlett (2009) Page 275.
where numbers in superscripts (n) indicate the number of operators included in the dia-
grams and numbers in subscripts n indicate the final order of the diagrams.
Recall the exponential ansatz of CC theories:
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eT̂ =1 + T̂1 +
[
T̂2 +
1
2!
T̂ 21
]
+
[
T̂3 + T̂1T̂2 +
1
3!
T̂ 31
]
+ · · ·
=1 + (T̂
(1)
1 + T̂
(2)
1 + · · · ) +
[
(T̂
(1)
2 + T̂
(2)
2 + · · · ) +
1
2!
(T̂
(1)
1 + T̂
(1)
1 + · · · )2
]
+
[
(T̂
(2)
3 + T̂
(3)
3 + · · · ) + (T̂ (1)1 + T̂ (2)1 + · · · )(T̂ (1)2 + T̂ (2)2 + · · · ) +
1
3!
(T̂
(1)
1 + T̂
(2)
1 + · · · )3
]
(2.37)
Summing all terms through infinite order should provide the exact wave-function: ΨMBPT =∑∞
n=0(R̂0V̂N)
n |0〉L = eT̂ |0〉 = ΨCC . And the factorization theorem states that there is a cor-
respondence between the linked but disconnected terms in MBPT theories with operator
products in CC theories. For example, summation of all diagrams in Figure 2.11 is proved
to be same with 1
3
(T̂
(1)
3 )
3.
Figure 2.11: Third-order disconnected wave function skeletons. Image courtesy: Shavitt and
Bartlett (2009) Page 277.
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This relationship gives us insight into connections and differences between CC theories
and MBPT theories. Infinite order CC and MBPT theories are different only by ways of
grouping for one same infinite set of diagrams, and finite order CC and MBPT theories trun-
cate and select from finite sets of diagrams differently. MBPT theories are also size extensive
by orders while CC theories are size extensive by terms. This is because according to linked-
diagram theorem, equation terms that are fully connected are naturally size extensive, and
terms included in CC theories are usually strictly connected, while terms in MBPT theories
may be linked but disconnect, but these non-size-extensive terms within same MBPT order
cancel each other, leading to a final size extensive energy (Helgaker et al. (2014)).
In this thesis, we studied third-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP3), which,
as an improvement on HF methods, can account for certain short and long range dynamic
electron correlations. The correlation correction energy of MP3 is computed by:
EMP3 =
1
8
〈ij||ab〉〈kl||ij〉〈kl||ab〉∆abkl∆abij +
1
8
〈ij||ab〉〈ab||cd〉〈ij||cd〉∆cdij ∆abij
−1
4
〈ij||ab〉〈ka||ic〉〈kj||cb〉∆cbkj∆abij +
1
4
〈ij||ab〉〈ka||jc〉〈ik||cb〉∆cdij ∆abij
+
1
4
〈ij||ab〉〈kb||ic〉〈kj||ac〉∆ackj∆abij +
1
4
〈ij||ab〉〈kb||jc〉〈ik||ac〉∆acik∆abij
(2.38)
where 〈ij||ab〉 is the two-electron integral in physist’s notation and ∆abij = (εi + εj − εa −
εb)
−1 denotes orbital energy denominators.
The time complexity of computing MP3 energy is O(N6) where N represents systems
size. Most of the calculation time is spent on tensor algebra of two four-order ERI tensors,
we will demonstrate in Chapter 4 how we used low-rank approximations for reducing this
time complexity and accelerating the computations.
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2.5.3 Perturbative Triples Correction to Coupled Cluster Singles
and Doubles, CCSD(T)
CC theories have proven to be excellent for treating dynamical electron correlation effects
in molecular systems. Although used extensively in practical applications, it is widely ap-
preciated that the CCSD method does not suffice when highly accurate results are required.
The full CCSDT model (Purvis and Bartlett (1982)), which includes T̂3 in the excitation
operator, usually gives results in excellent agreement with those obtained with full CI, but
has steep O(N8) time complexity tensor algebra calculations and explicit storage of T̂3 ampli-
tudes with memory complexity as high as O(N6), which makes CCSDT methods impractical
for chemical systems with more than a few atoms.
Approximations of the full CCSDT theory usually aim to be more efficient than CCSDT
while providing more accurate results than CCSD by considering the effects of “connected
triples” in the contribution of energy. These approximations can usually be categorized as
“iterative” or “non-iterative” approaches. In the first category, effects of triple excitations
are usually integrated into CCSD iterations, one example method of this type is CC3, which
will be introduced in next section; for methods in the second category, two separate steps
are applied, first a CCSD energy is computed, then it is improved upon by adding triple con-
tributions which are usually approximated by converged T̂1 and T̂2 amplitudes (Christiansen
et al. (1996c)).
In this section, we focus on a frequently used non-iterative method, CCSD(T)(Raghavachari
et al. (1989); Bartlett et al. (1990)), which is widely considered the ‘gold standard’ of com-
putational chemistry for its high accuracy at near equilibrium geometries. The CCSD(T)
model has been successfully employed to calculate a variety of molecular properties (Dun-
ning (2000)) such as equilibrium geometries (Helgaker et al. (1997); Halkier et al. (1997);
Bak et al. (2001)), dipole and quadrupole moments (Halkier and Taylor (1998); Bak et al.
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(2000); Halkier et al. (1998); Coriani et al. (2000)), atomization energies (Bak et al. (2000)),
vibrational frequencies (Martin et al. (1992, 1993); Lee et al. (1995); Martin et al. (1998);
Martin and Taylor (1997)), with an accuracy comparable to experimental results.
The full CCSDT amplitude equations are:
〈Φai | ĤN(1 + T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂1T̂2 +
1
2!
T̂ 21 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 + T̂3) |Φ0〉C = 0〈
Φabij
∣∣ ĤN(1 + T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂1T̂2 + 1
2!
T̂ 21 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 + T̂3
+
1
2
T̂ 22 +
1
2
T̂ 21 T̂2 +
1
4!
T̂ 41 + T̂3 + T̂1T̂3) |Φ0〉C = 0〈
Φabcijk
∣∣ ĤN(T̂2 + T̂3 + 1
2
T̂ 22 + T̂1T̂2 + T̂2T̂3 + T̂1T̂3
+
1
2
T̂ 21 T̂2 +
1
2
T̂1T̂
2
2 +
1
2
T̂ 21 T̂3 +
1
3!
T̂ 31 T̂2) |Φ0〉C = 0
(2.39)
Because the maximum order of particle operators of Hamiltonian is two, according to
BCH formula (Equation 2.21), the energy expression of CCSDT method is same as CCSD
method (using HF canonical orbitals and off-diagonal parts of Fock matrix f̂ai vanish):
E = E0 + 〈0|
[
ĤN , T̂2
]
|0〉+ 1
2
〈0|
[[
ĤN , T̂1
]
, T̂1
]
|0〉 (2.40)
Though T̂3 is not explicitly appearing in this energy expression, it still contributes implic-
itly to the correlation energy by affecting the T̂1 and T̂2 amplitudes through Equation 2.39.
In order to approximate the exact energy in a systematic way, an undetermined Lagrangian
is set in order to calculate the energy expression according to Equation 2.40 subject to the
constraints in Equation 2.39:
L(t, t̄) = E0 +
∑
µ
εµtµt̄µ + 〈0| e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |0〉+ 〈t̄µ| e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |0〉 (2.41)
where 〈t̄µ| =
∑
µ t̄µ 〈µ| is an abbreviation for de-excitation and µ spans all excitation
states Φai , Φ
ab
ij and Φ
abc
ijk . One undetermined Lagrange multiplier t̄µ is set for each constraint
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in Equation 2.39, which is determined by variational conditions of the Lagrangian:
Lµ =
∂L
∂t̄µ
= εµtµ + 〈µ| e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |0〉 = 0
L̄µ =
∂L
∂tµ
= εµt̄µ + 〈0| e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |µ〉+ 〈t̄|
[
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ , τ̂µ
]
|0〉 = 0
(2.42)
In order to attain CC energies by orders, the Lagrangian needs to be expanded by orders
of perturbation:
L = L(0) + L(1) + L(2) + · · ·
Lµ = L
(0)
µ + L
(1)
µ + L
(2)
µ + · · ·
L̄µ = L̄
(0)
µ + L̄
(1)
µ + L̄
(2)
µ + · · ·
(2.43)
and then solved by each order separately:
L(0)µ = L
(1)
µ = L
(2)
µ = · · · = 0
L̄(0)µ = L̄
(1)
µ = L̄
(2)
µ = · · · = 0
(2.44)
The amplitudes and multipliers are determined order by order according to Equation
2.42 and the energy of certain order can be computed according to Equation 2.41. Energies
with lowest five orders are listed below:
E(1) = L(1) = 〈0| ĤN |0〉
E(2) = L(2) = 〈0|
[
ĤN , T̂
(1)
]
|0〉
E(3) = L(3) =
〈
t̄(1)
∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (1)] |0〉
E(4) = L(4) =
〈
t̄(1)
∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)] |0〉+ 1
2
〈
t̄(1)
∣∣ [[ĤN , T̂ (1)] , T̂ (1)] |0〉
E(5) = L(5) =
1
2
〈0|
[[
ĤN , T̂
(2)
]
, T̂ (2)
]
|0〉+
〈
t̄(1)
∣∣ [[ĤN , T̂ (2)] , T̂ (1)] |0〉+〈
t̄(2)
∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)] |0〉+ 1
2
〈
t̄(2)
∣∣ [[ĤN , T̂ (1)] , T̂ (1)] |0〉
(2.45)
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The CCSD model already covers all the second and third order contributions to energy,
and the major contribution to the CC wave-function beyond CCSD is due to the connected
triple-excitation operator T̂3. And to achieve results better than CCSD method we wish to
improve the accuracy of the energy from third to at least fourth order in the fluctuation
potential. If canonical HF orbitals are used, off-diagonal elements of Fock matrix are zero
fai = 0 and first order of T̂1 operator naturally vanishes because T̂
(1)
1 =
∑
ia f
a
i a
†
aai = 0, then
the contribution of connected triples to fourth and fifth order energies are:
E
(4)
T =
〈
t̄
(1)
2
∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉
E
(5)
T =
〈
t̄
(2)
1
∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉+ 〈t̄(2)2 ∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉+〈
t̄
(2)
3
∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉+ 〈t̄(2)4 ∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉+〈
t̄
(2)
3
∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)2 ] |0〉+ 12 〈t̄(2)3 ∣∣∣ [[ĤN , T̂ (1)2 ] , T̂ (1)2 ] |0〉
(2.46)
The three items marked in blue in Equation 2.46 are included in the CCSD(T) correction
to CCSD energy and the rest terms are neglected, its energy expression can be written as:
ET =
〈
t̄
(T )
2
∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉+ 〈t̄(T )1 ∣∣∣ [ĤN , T̂ (2)3 ] |0〉 (2.47)
where t̄
(T )
2 = t̄
(1)
2 + t̄
(2)
2 + O(3) and t̄
(T )
1 = t̄
(2)
1 + O(3), neglecting high-order effects. And
the T̂
(2)
3 can be attained by solving the third equation in Equation 2.39 iteratively, which
can be diagrammatically expressed as:
In CCSD(T) method, instead of using the exact second order T̂3 amplitudes, one of
the Ŵ operators in the above diagram is replaced by the converged T̂2 operator, which
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are designated as T̂
[2]
3 , where the superscript
[2] indicates a generalized order, which can be
diagrammatically expressed as:
This approximation can also be viewed as only including two leading terms in the triples
solution of Equation 2.39:
tabcijk∆
abc
ijk = P̂ (a/bc|k/ij)
∑
d
〈bc||dk〉tadij − P̂ (c/ab|i/jk)
∑
l
〈lc||jk〉tabil (2.48)
where ∆abcijk is the energy denominator and P̂ is the permutation operator:
∆abcijk =
1
εa + εb + εc − εi − εj − εk
P̂ (a/bc) = 1− P̂ab − P̂ac
(2.49)
Finally, with the approximations on both theoretical level (Equation 2.47) and numerical
level (T̂
[2]
3 approximation), CCSD(T) method can be interpreted as an approximate triples
model where important triples terms are projected onto singles and doubles space, and the
resulting energy expression of CCSD(T) can be written as:
ECCSD(T ) = ECCSD + E
[4]
t + E
[4]
st + E
[4]
dt (2.50)
where the correction terms can be diagrammatically represented as:
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Figure 2.12: Energy correction terms of CCSD(T). Image courtesy: Shavitt and Bartlett
(2009) Page 319.
Here the generalized orders in superscript brackets are for non-HF cases. If HF canonical
orbitals are used, the E
[4]
dt term vanishes and t
a[1]
i items in E
[4]
st should be replaced by t
a[2]
i .
E
[4]
st would become fifth order E
[5]
st . Then, E
[4]
t and E
[4]
st would correspond to the first and
second items in Equation 2.47, respectively.
The computation cost of E
[4]
st and E
[5]
st scales as O(N
7) as system size grows. In Chapter
4, we will demonstrate how we successfully reduced this high complexity to O(N5) with our
low-rank approximation techniques.
The CCSD(T) method usually shows excellent performance for the calculation of energies.
However, in the derivation of the CCSD(T) method, the triple terms included in the con-
tribution are selected empirically rather than systematically, and the reason why CCSD(T)
works so well is still not fully understood (Stanton (1997)). Second-order Møller–Plesset
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theory (MP2), coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), and CCSD with perturbative
triples contributions (CCSD(T)) constitute a hierarchy of approximations where electron
correlation energy is treated with higher level of sophistication, but such a hierarchy does
not exist for excitation energies and transition moments. CCSD, as an iterative method with
an exactly parameterized wave-function, can be augmented by coupled cluster response the-
ory (Christiansen et al. (1995a); Dalgaard and Monkhorst (1983); Mukherjee and Mukherjee
(1979); Koch and Jo/rgensen (1990); Kobayashi et al. (1994)) to compute both excitation
energies (Koch et al. (1990)) and transition moments (Koch et al. (1994b)). But CCSD(T),
as a two-step method, can not define a response function with one set of poles improved
relative to the poles of the CCSD response function (Christiansen et al. (1996c)).
In next section, we will introduce the CC3 method (Christiansen et al. (1995c, 1996b)),
which approximates CCSDT in an iterative manner. It can also be viewed as a next level
improvement on CCSD in another hierarchy: coupled cluster singles (CCS), second-order
approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles (CC2), coupled cluster singles and doubles
(CCSD) and third-order approximate coupled cluster singles, doubles, and triples (CC3).
For ground state energies and properties obtained by derivatives of ground state energies,
this CCS-CC2-CCSD-CC3 hierarchy is similar to the CCSD(T) hierarchy, but because both
CC2 and CC3 are iterative methods, this hierarchical concept is also valid for excitation
energies, transition moments and frequency-dependent molecular properties, because pole
structures are properly defined in these methods.
2.5.4 Iterative Approximate Coupled Cluster Singles, Doubles,
and Triples, CC3
In this section we introduce the CC3 method for computing ground state energies. Al-
though CCSD(T) method can already provide ground state energies with quality similar to
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CC3 method and is generally faster than CC3 (because O(N7) steps appear only once in
CCSD(T) rather than iteratively in CC3), it is a two-step model with no concrete description
of the final wave-function, thus CCSD(T) method is not suffice when excitation energies and
frequency-dependent molecular properties are required. This disadvantage is ameliorated
in CC3 method, for which a complete set of T̂1, T̂2 and T̂3 (implicitly depending on T̂1
and T̂2) are obtained and are consistent with the final energy. Thus CC3 can be used for
systematic analysis of excitation energies (Sekino and Bartlett (1984); Koch and Jørgensen
(1990); Christiansen et al. (1995a); Pedersen and Koch (1997); Hald et al. (2002, 2000a,b))
and other electron properties (Paterson et al. (2006); Hald et al. (2003); Hald and Jørgensen
(2002); Pedersen et al. (2004)) through either linear response theory or Equation-of-Motion
theory (Koch et al. (1997)). In this thesis, we only study CC3 method for ground state
energies. Additionally, the t-1 transformation technique is also implied for the derivation of
CC3 method for more compact equation expressions.
The full CCSDT amplitudes equation is:
〈µ1| e(−T̂1−T̂2−T̂3)Ĥe(T̂1+T̂2+T̂3) |0〉C = 0
〈µ2| e(−T̂1−T̂2−T̂3)Ĥe(T̂1+T̂2+T̂3) |0〉C = 0
〈µ3| e(−T̂1−T̂2−T̂3)Ĥe(T̂1+T̂2+T̂3) |0〉C = 0
(2.51)
where µ indicates the excited states with different excitation levels. Again, introducing
the t1-transformed Hamiltonian
˜̂
H = e−T̂1ĤeT̂1 , Equation 2.51 can be rewritten as:
〈µ1| e−T̂2 ˜̂HeT̂2 |0〉C + 〈µ1|
[
Ĥ, T̂3
]
|0〉C = 0
〈µ2| e−T̂2 ˜̂HeT̂2 |0〉C + 〈µ2|
[
˜̂
H, T̂3
]
|0〉C = 0
〈µ3|
([
F̂ , T̂3
]
+
[
˜̂
U, T̂2
]
+
1
2
[[
˜̂
U, T̂2
]
, T̂2
]
+
[
˜̂
U, T̂3
]
+
[[
Û , T̂3
]
, T̂2
])
|0〉C = 0
(2.52)
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where F̂ is the Fock operator and
˜̂
U is the t1-transformed fluctuation potential operator
˜̂
U = e−T̂1ÛeT̂1 and together they form the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ = F̂ + Û .
The computational costs of the five terms in last equation in Equation 2.52 scale as
O(N6), O(N7), O(N7), O(N8) and O(N8), respectively. In CC3 model, only the first two
terms are used for determining the triples amplitudes:
〈µ3|
([
F̂ , T̂3
]
+
[
˜̂
U, T̂2
])
|0〉C = 0 (2.53)
The first two terms are selected under consideration of order analysis (aside from consid-
eration of computational efficiencies), including these two terms ensures that the connected
triples are correct to second order (Koch et al. (1997)). Here the order is consistent with
its meaning in MBPT theories, indicating the number of fluctuation operators contained in
perturbed terms. As a result, the approximated triples amplitudes only depend on singles
and doubles amplitudes:
(tµ3)CC3 = −〈µ3|
[
˜̂
U, T̂2
]
|0〉∆µ3 (2.54)
We can define an approximate triples operator with these approximated amplitudes:
Q̂3 = −
∑
µ3
(
〈µ3|
[
˜̂
U, T̂2
]
|0〉∆µ3
)
τ̂µ3 (2.55)
The T̂3 operators in first two amplitudes equations of Equation 2.52 are then replaced by
Q̂3 to attain CC3 cluster amplitude equations:
〈µ1| e−T̂2 ˜̂HeT̂2 |0〉C + 〈µ1|
[
Ĥ, Q̂3
]
|0〉C = 0
〈µ2| e−T̂2 ˜̂HeT̂2 |0〉C + 〈µ2|
[
˜̂
H, Q̂3
]
|0〉C = 0
(2.56)
Because Q̂3 amplitudes can be computed deterministically according to T̂2 (explicitly)
and T̂1 (implicitly), no direct storage of the O(N
6) triples amplitudes is required during CC3
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calculations. In each CC3 iteration, triples contributions for T̂1 and T̂2 residual vectors are
used to improve CCSD residual vectors:
(σai )CC3 = (σ
a
i )CCSD + (σ
a
i )T̂3
(σabij )CC3 = (σ
ab
ij )CCSD + (σ
ab
ij )T̂3
(2.57)
The time complexity for computing (σai )T̂3 and (σ
ab
ij )T̂3 scales O(N
7) as system size grows,
leading to an overall O(N7) complexity for CC3 method. We will introduce in Chapter 4
how we applied our low-rank approximation technique on CC3 and successfully reduced this
time complexity to O(N5).
Going beyond ground state energies, frequency independent properties can be obtained
as energy derivatives for both iterative and non-iterative coupled cluster approaches (Sekino
and Bartlett (1993)). However, frequency dependent response functions can only be de-
rived for iterative models such as CC3. Coupled cluster linear response (CCLR) theory
has been derived to calculate frequency dependent polarizabilities (Kobayashi et al. (1994)),
transition moments (Koch et al. (1994b)), and excitation energies (Koch et al. (1990)).
Another approach, Equation of Motion coupled cluster (EOM-CC) (Stanton and Bartlett
(1993); Comeau and Bartlett (1993); Bartlett (2012)) gives excitation energies that are same
as those obtained from CCLR theory for truncated and non-approximated coupled cluster
models (Christiansen et al. (1995b)). We leave low-rank approximation of computation for
CC3 excited state energies for future work.
Chapter 3
Automatic MBPT Theory Derivation
In Chapter 2, we introduced several MBPT and CC theories at the level of second quantized
operators, but explained little about how to evaluate the resulting expressions. For example,
we still need to convert one operator equation in the CCSD T̂2 amplitude equations into
algebraic expressions in order to evaluate the amplitudes:
1
6
〈
Φabij
∣∣ V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂1 |0〉 ⇒ P̂ (ab)∑〈kb||cd〉tci taktdj + P̂ (ij)∑〈kl||cj〉tci taktbl (3.1)
We mentioned in Chapter 2 how Wick’s Theorem can be applied for solving such operator
expressions, but for complicated terms in advanced theories, applying Wick’s theorem can be
error-prone and inefficient. In order to ameliorate that, Goldstone diagrams and Hugenholtz
diagrams (Csépes and Pipek (1988)) were developed for the derivation task. However, many
rules are associated with the interpretation of these diagrams in order to determine signs,
coefficients and permutation operators of the algebraic expressions. These rules are not
always friendly for beginners and need to be adapted or extended when new types of theories
are introduced. Additionally, these rules are commonly used for spin orbital operators (where
ERIs are usually expressed in Physicists’ notations 〈pq||rs〉), but for efficient implementations
of closed shell systems, spin-adapted equations are desired (those with Chemists’ notations
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(pq|rs)). In another word, diagrammatic techniques are not perfect.
Diagrams and their rules are useful because directly applying Wick’s theorem is neither
practical nor necessary. It is impractical because hundreds/thousands of the contractions
and summations need to be performed for a single term like in Equation 3.1, and it is hard to
do the derivation work manually. It is also unnecessary because the symmetric properties of
second quantized operators would lead to numerous duplications. Diagrammatic techniques
are designed for capturing such duplication patterns, but they do so intuitively rather than
systematically.
These problems can all be solved by automatic derivation programs. Such automated
derivation programs can be especially useful (and sometimes necessary) when non-canonical
theories are to be derived. For example, Wladyslawski and Nooijen (2005) developed auto-
mated algebraic derivation engine for first derivatives of Equation of Motion coupled cluster
and similarity transformed Equation of Motion coupled cluster theories. Some derivation
programs are also designed for not only generating equations but also rearranging equations
so that efficient parallel implementations can be achieved (Hirata et al. (2004); Piecuch et al.
(2006)).
In this Chapter, we introduce our work, a MBPT theory derivation program that can
automatically derive algebraic expressions for operator equations. Output of the program
include both spin-orbital and spin-free equations, and can be expressed in either human-
readable or diagrammatic formats. This program can interface to the Autom code engine
(to be introduced in Chapter 5) for developing complicated chemistry theories correctly and
efficiently.
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3.1 Diagrammatic Techniques for MBPT Theories
In this section we introduce how Equation 3.1 can be derived using Goldstone and Hugenholtz
diagrams. The derivation consists of two steps: 1) Each second quantization operator can
be represented by a group of diagram components (see Chapter 2.5). One component is
selected from each group to build a valid diagram in which all arrows must be fully paired
and connected. This procedure is repeated for all possible combinations and the topologically
unique diagrams are collected as output diagrams. 2) These output diagrams are interpreted
according to certain rules to obtain output algebraic expressions.
k
a
d
j
b
c
i
Figure 3.1: Goldstone-style Diagrams for 1
6
〈
Φabij
∣∣ V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂1 |0〉
Figure 3.2: Hugenholtz-style Diagrams for 1
6
〈
Φabij
∣∣ V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂1 |0〉
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 represent Goldstone and Hugenholtz Diagrams of the operator equation
in Equation 3.1, respectively. These two diagrams are analyzed similarly and here we only
demonstrate the derivation procedure with Goldstone diagrams.
The operator equation is represented by two diagrams because operator V̂N is asso-
ciated with several representations, and two of them can be used for building valid dia-
grams: 1
2
∑〈kb||cd〉{a†ka†badac} for the subfigure on the left (with the up pointing arrow) and
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1
2
∑〈kl||cj〉{a†ka†lajac} for the subfigure on the right (with the down pointing arrow). For
the subfigure on the left, if every line is marked with a symbol according to its particle/hole
nature, we can get the body of algebraic expression: 〈kb||cd〉tci taktdj . Then rules listed in
Figure 3.3 should be applied for determining sign, coefficient and permutation prefix. There
are one loop and three hole lines so the sign is −1(3−1) = 1; only one 1
2
coefficient need to
be assigned which is provided by V̂N ; a permutation prefix P̂ (ij|ab) should be associated for
the two pairs of external lines. Thus the diagram represents 1
2
P̂ (ab|ij)〈kb||cd〉tci taktdj which
can be simplified as P̂ (ab)
∑〈kb||cd〉tci taktdj . This process can be similarly done for the second
diagram to attain the right hand side of Equation 3.1.
3.2 Automatic MBPT Theory Derivation Program
In this section we introduce our MBPT theory derivation program. The procedure consists
of three steps: first the equation is rewritten in its second quantization operator form, and
Wick’s theorem is applied to achieve all possible full contractions of creation and annihi-
lation operators, with several restriction checks; then duplicated items or items that can
be transferred through permutation are contracted into a compact form; finally the unique
algebraic expression can be output in text format or diagrammatic representations.
3.2.1 Implementing Wick’s Theorem
〈
Φabij
∣∣ |V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂1 |0〉 = all∑
pqrs
vir∑
cde
occ∑
klm
〈pq||rs〉tcktdl tem{a†ia†jabaa}{a†pa†qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}{a†eam}
(3.2)
Equation 3.2 rewrites Equation 3.1 with operators replaced by groups of creation/annihilation
operators, and according to Wick’s Theorem (see Equation 2.24), only fully contracted terms
can contribute to the final equation and the contraction must satisfy several requirements:
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Figure 3.3: Summary of the rules of interpretation for coupled-cluster diagrams. Image
courtesy: Shavitt and Bartlett (2009) Page 296.
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(a) The adjacency matrix of operator groups
{a†aa†jabaa}{a
†
pa
†
qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}{a
†
eam}
(b) One full contraction of operator groups
{a†aa†jabaa}{a
†
pa
†
qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}{a
†
eam}
• Contraction must happen between a creation and a annihilation operator.
• Contraction must happen among different operator groups.
• The orbital types of creation and a annihilation operator must match.
• V̂N operator must connect with every T̂ operator on its right by at least one contraction.
For example, the creation operator for occupied orbitals a†i in
〈
Φabij
∣∣ can contract with the
annihilation operator for occupied orbitals ak in T̂1, or as in V̂N because s is summed over
both virtual and occupied orbitals. Figure 3.4a illustrates the adjacency matrix between
creation and annihilation operators, where possible contractions are marked 1 in the matrix.
With the adjacency matrix, a full contraction can be attained by removing 1s from the
matrix until there is exactly one 1 left for each row and each column. Figure 3.4b illustrates
one such connection matrix which corresponds to the contraction in Equation 3.3. The sign
of the term is determined by the number of crossings between contraction lines (19 in this
case), and the evaluation of this contraction is (−1)19δisδjkδbcδaeδplδqmδrd.
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{a†aa†jabaa}{a†pa†qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}{a†eam} (3.3)
The pseudocode for finding all full contractions with the adjacency matrix using a Depth
First Search (DFS) method is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for finding all full contractions with adjacency matrix
1: function FindContraction(adj mtx)
2: Result← empty list
3: if size of adj mtx is 1 then
4: Append row and column pair to Result
5: else
6: for all grids marked as 1 in first row do
7: (r, c)← current row and column pair
8: adj mtx2← remove current row and column of adj mtx
9: for all list in FindContraction(adj mtx2) do
10: Append (r, c) + list to Result
11: end for
12: end for
13: end if
14: Return Result
15: end function
3.2.2 Why Diagram Rules Work
The adjacency matrix in Figure 3.4a can lead to 288 contractions, and 96 contractions
remains after applying the restriction that V̂N must connect with all T̂1 operators. The co-
efficient for each contraction is 1
24
= 1
4
× 1
3!
where 1
4
is from V̂N =
1
4
∑
pqrs〈pq||rs〉{a†pa†qasar}
and 1
3!
is to compensate for the three indistinguishable T̂1 operators. The denominators
are caused by the symmetry inside 〈pq||rs〉 and among T̂1 operators, and such symmetry
would also cause the merging of 96 contractions. For example, if there exists one valid con-
traction 〈pq||rs〉δpAδqBδrCδsD · · · ⇒ 〈AB||CD〉 · · · connecting p with A and q with B, then
contraction 〈pq||rs〉δpBδqAδrCδsD · · · ⇒ 〈BA||CD〉 · · · must also be valid because a†p and a†q
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are indistinguishable as creation operators. Swapping connections of a†p and a
†
q would cause
the number of contraction crosses change by an odd number, thus these two contractions
are related by a negative sign, but that negative sign is cancelled by the anti-symmetry of
ERI tensors 〈AB||CD〉 = −〈BA||CD〉, hence the results of two contractions are identical.
Similarly, the 1
3!
factor is cancelled by the 3! duplications caused by swapping of T̂1 opera-
tors, and the 96 contractions would merge into to only 4 indistinguishable terms each with
coefficient 1 or -1. This is consistent with the right hand side of Equation 3.1, note that each
term with a P̂ (ab)/P̂ (ij) prefix counts as two indistinguishable terms.
However, the duplications will not always cancel the denominators perfectly. Consider
the contraction 〈pq||rs〉δpAδqBδrCδsD · · · where the 12 factor that arose from the symmetry
of p and q is canceled by duplications δpAδqB and δpBδqA, if symbols A and B are also
symmetric, it would cause another 1
2
factor but the number of duplications will not increase,
thus an extra 1
2
would appear in the final coefficient. This is why in Rule 6 of Figure 3.3, a
factor of 1
2
need to be added for each pair of equivalent internal lines, where the symmetry
of two vertices collapses. Similarly, Rule 7 is necessary because the collapse of exchanging
symmetry of T̂ operators would also lead to extra factors.
In our derivation program, the symmetric properties of each operator and among multiple
operators are used to find duplications between valid contractions and cancel denominators to
generate the most compact expressions. No diagrammatic rule is needed for the derivation,
and this is advantageous because the rules are not complete. For example, Rule 6 won’t
apply or should be modified if a non-symmetric ERI tensor is associated with V̂N , but that
won’t cause any trouble for our derivation program.
3.2.3 Derivation for Spin Adapted Equations
Another advantage of deriving equations in an ab initio style from Wick’s theorem rather
than diagrammatic rules is that it can naturally treat irregular orbitals in a uniform way,
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one such implementation is generating spin-adapted equations in one step. For example, in
order to compute spin-adapted T̂2 amplitudes in CCSD, Equation 3.1 needs to be augmented
with spin orbitals:
〈
Φ
aαbβ
iαjβ
∣∣∣ |V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂1 |0〉 =
allα
allβ∑
pqrs
virα
virβ∑
cde
occα
occβ∑
klm
〈pq||rs〉tcktdl tem{a†iαa
†
jβ
abβaaα}{a†pa†qasar}{a†cak}{a†dal}{a†eam}
(3.4)
The only modification we need to make for our derivation program is that contracting
a spin orbital (α and β) with a spin-adapted orbital would result in a spin-adapted orbital.
Then sparsities of V̂N and T̂ (e.g. t
cβ
kα
= 0 and 〈pαqα||rαsβ〉 = 0) are then utilized to give
more compact results. It would be much more challenging if Diagram Techniques were to be
used for such derivation as many rules need to be revised or augmented to function correctly.
Moreover, the derivation framework should also be suitable for active-space theories,
where some creation operators are limited to only part of virtual orbital spaces. We leave
these studies as future work.
3.2.4 Program Output
The final result of our derivation program takes three formats: a) a human-readable latex
equation expression, b) a Hugenholtz-style diagram representing the equation, c) a Domain
Specific Language (DSL) expression which can be used for further low-rank approximation
and optimization work. The third format is to be used by our code engine, Autom, which
will be introduced in Chapter 5. We show in next page some human-readable equations and
diagrams automatically generated for one term in CCSDT equations.
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1
2
〈
Φabcijk
∣∣ V̂N T̂1T̂1T̂3 |0〉 =⇒
(a) −1/2 · P (ijk/ikj/jki)〈lm||de〉tdi tejtcbaklm (b)−1·P (ijk/jik/kij)P (cba/bca/acb)〈lm||de〉tdi tcl tbaekjm
(c) P (ijk/jik/kij)〈lm||de〉tdi tel tcbakjm (d) 1/2 · P (cba/cab/bac)〈lm||de〉tcl tbmtadekji
(e) P (cba/bca/acb)〈lm||de〉tcl tdmtbaekji
Figure 3.5: Equations and Diagrams generated by our derivation program
Chapter 4
Tensor HyperContraction
4.1 An Overview of Low-rank Approximation Tech-
niques
Many of the interactions between electrons in electronic structure theory can be parameter-
ized using higher-order tensors. This, however, leads to a curse of dimensionality where the
volume of data required to describe these interactions grows much more rapidly than does
the information contained in these tensors. For example, the electron repulsion interaction
is represented as a fourth-order tensor:
(pq|rs) =
∫
dr1
∫
dr2φp(r1)φq(r1)
1
r12
φr(r2)φs(r2) (4.1)
Here, the volume of data grows with the fourth power of system size. However, this tensor
describes only pairwise interactions between electrons, so the information cotained within
this tansor should grow no more than quadratically. In fact, the development of continu-
ous fast multipole approximations has demonstrated that for sufficently large systems, the
information content of this tensor grows as N logN .(White and Head-Gordon (1994); White
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et al. (1994))
There are two types of sparsity that can be exploited: elementwise sparsity and rank
sparsity. Elementwise sparsity exists when a tensor contains many entries that are negligibly
small. For the electron repulsion integral (ERI) tensor given above, this appears when
local orbitals are used (either local molecular orbitals or atomic orbitals). Then, the orbital
products, φp(r1)φq(r1), decay rapidly to zero as the centers of those orbitals become distant.
By identifying the negligible elements of the ERI tensor, the computation of these elements
can be avoided and the elementwise sparsity of tensor is exploited.(Almlöf et al. (1982))
Rank sparsity exists via a transformation of the tensor to a new basis with lower rank.
For example, consider a matrix where every element is equal to one; this matrix can be
constructed as an outer product of two vectors with all their elements equal to one. Since
this matrix is equal to an outer product of one pair of vectors, we say that this matrix is
rank one. In the context of quantum chemistry, the density matrix in Hartree-Fock theory,
Dµν = 2
∑
i
CµiCνi, (4.2)
is given as a sum over the occupied molecular orbitals (shown here for the restricted, closed-
shell case). Therefore, the density matrix has rank equal to the number of occupied molecular
orbitals (i.e. the matrix multiplication can be viewed as a sum of outer products of vectors).
In these two examples, the matrices can be specified exactly using a low-rank factorization.
In general, it is more powerful to consider approximate low-rank factorizations. In linear
algebra, there are numerous techniques that expose the rank of a matrix. Some of the most
common are eigenvalue decompositions, singular value decompositions, rank-revealing QR
factorizations and pivoted Cholesky decompositions (Strang et al. (1993)). In each of these
cases, a numerical threshold can be introduced and the matrix approximated by truncating
the factorization. For higher-order tensors, the situation becomes more complicated because
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there are no unique ways to build such factorizations. For tensors, some of the most common,
general low-rank factorizations are CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (canonical decomposition or
parallel factor analysis) (Faber et al. (2003); Stegeman and Sidiropoulos (2007)), higher-
order singular value decomposition and Tucker decompositions (Mørup et al. (2008); Zhou
et al. (2015)).
In this Section, we will discuss methods for constructing low-rank approximations of
various quantities in electronic structure theory.
4.1.1 Density Fitting
Perhaps the most popular approach for constructing low-rank factorizations of the ERI tensor
is the so-called density-fitting method (Whitten (1973); Dunlap et al. (1977, 1979); Vahtras
et al. (1993); Feyereisen et al. (1993); Bernholdt and Harrison (1996); Weigend et al. (2002);
Weigend (2002); Polly et al. (2004); Shao et al. (2006); Kállay (2014)), which has been
applied on symmetry adapted perturbation theories (Hesselmann et al. (2005); Podeszwa
et al. (2006); Hohenstein and Sherrill (2010)) and computing force fields (Piquemal et al.
(2006)) and polarizabilities (Misquitta and Stone (2006)).
Here, the ERI tensor is viewed in terms of classical Coulomb repulsion between charge
distributions (pseudodensities: φp(r1)φq(r1) = ρpq(r1)).
(pq|rs) =
∫
dr1
∫
dr2ρpq(r1)
1
r12
ρrs(r2) (4.3)
The central idea of density fitting is to approximate these pseudodensities as linear combi-
nations of an auxiliary one-particle basis.
ρpq(r1) =
∑
P
CPpqχP (r1) (4.4)
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Now, two questions remain: how do we obtain the fitting coefficients and how do we choose
the auxiliary basis? For the answer to the latter question, we can use pre-optimized basis sets
that have been designed to reduce the error of the density fitting approximation for specific
primary basis sets and electronic structure methods. These basis sets are typically uncon-
tracted atom-centered gaussian orbitals that include higher angular momentum functions
than what is in the primary basis. Auxiliary basis sets intended for use with Hartree-Fock or
Kohn-Sham DFT may also include contracted gaussian functions to reproduce the distribu-
tion of core electrons. The fitting coefficients are obtained as the minimizers of the following
objective function:
O =
∑
pqrs
∫∫ (
ρpq(r1)−
∑
P
CPpqχP (r1)
)
ô(r1, r2)
(
ρrs(r2)−
∑
Q
CQrsχQ(r2)
)
dr1dr2. (4.5)
The coefficients have an analytic form that minimizes this objective function. We define a
new matrix as the integral over the operator in the auxiliary basis:
oPQ =
∫∫
χP (r1ô(r1, r2)χQ(r2)dr1dr2 (4.6)
and [o−1] as its matrix inverse. We also define:
(pq|ô|P ) =
∫∫
φp(r1)φq(r1)ô(r1, r2)χP (r2)dr1dr2 (4.7)
Now, the fitting coefficients can be expressed as:
CPpq =
∑
Q
[o−1]PQ(pq|ô|Q). (4.8)
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With the fitting coefficients in hand, the ERI can be approximated as:
(pq|rs) =
∑
PQ
CPpq(P |Q)CQrs. (4.9)
Any operator that leads to a positive definite objective function can be used in the formation
of the fitting coefficients. Two possible choices are the Coulomb and overlap operators. The
Coulomb operator (ô = J = r−112 ) is the most popular choice and leads to a minimization
of the error in the electric field of the pseudodensity. It also leads to a simplification of the
density fitted ERIs, since δPQ =
∑
R(P |R)[J−1]QR.
(pq|rs) =
∑
PQ
(pq|P )[J−1]PQ(Q|rs) (4.10)
Density fitting approximations are especially useful in two contexts. First, they are useful
for treating the Coulomb interaction within Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham DFT methods.
[FJ ]µν =
∑
λσ
(µν|λσ)Dλσ (4.11)
This is because the contraction of the density with the ERIs, which usually scales with the
fourth-power of system size can be reduced to O(N3). Another place where density fitting
is particularly useful is in the context of second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2) (Manby (2003); Werner et al. (2003); Maschio et al. (2007)). Here, the method is
bottlenecked by the transformation of the ERIs from the atomic orbital (AO) to molecular
orbital (MO) basis – an operation that scales with the fifth power of system size.
(ia|jb) =
∑
µνλσ
CµiCνaCλjCσb(µν|λσ) (4.12)
Using density fitting (in the Coulomb metric), the AO to MO transformation can be per-
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formed on three-index arrays rather than the full four-index ERI tensor.
(ia|P ) =
∑
µν
CµiCνa(µν|P ) (4.13)
This allows the ERIs to be constructed in the MO basis as:
(ia|jb) =
∑
PQ
(ia|P )[J−1]PQ(Q|jb). (4.14)
While this is still an O(N5) operation, the multiplicative prefactor is reduced relative to the
AO to MO transformation and can be performed quite efficiently.
The principal disadvantage of density fitting is that the computational complexity of
operations involving exchange-like contractions cannot be reduced.
4.1.2 Cholesky Decomposition
A closely related alternative to the density fitting approximation is the Cholesky decompo-
sition of the ERI tensor (Beebe and Linderberg (1977); Røeggen and Wisløff-Nilssen (1986);
Koch et al. (2003a); Aquilante et al. (2007); Pedersen et al. (2009); Bozkaya (2016)). Here,
one simply views the ERI tensor as a positive semi-definite matrix with compound row and
column indices. A Cholesky decomposition is then applied to this matrix.
(pq|rs) =
∑
P
LPpqL
P
rs (4.15)
Here, no approximation has been introduced and we have simply represented the ERI tensor
as a product of lower triangular matrices (the Cholesky factors). An approximation can
be introduced by truncating the length of the Cholesky factorization before it is complete.
This is accomplished by applying a pivoted incomplete Cholesky factorization (Harbrecht
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et al. (2012)). The pivoting chooses rows to add the factorization based on the largest
remaining error in the approximation (i.e. the largest elements on the diagonal of the Schur
complement). Cholesky decompositions are guaranteed to reduce the remaining error every
time that a factor is added to the decomposition. There are two common pivoting strategies.
One is to fully pivot, which reduces the error as quickly as possible, leading to the most
compact factorization possible. This comes at the expense of rotational invariance. A second
approach is to pivot based on the error remaining in entire atomic orbital shells. With this
strategy, entire shells are added simultaneously so that, for example, the x component of a
p-orbital is not added without its y and z counterparts. The shell-based pivoting strategy
preserves rotational invariance and may be more efficient in some cases, since ERIs are
generated by shell quartet, not individually.
An incomplete Cholesky decomposition of the ERIs can be understood as a density
fitting of the ERI tensor within the Coulomb metric using an auxiliary basis generated on-
the-fly (i.e. by the recursive Cholesky procedure) (Aquilante et al. (2011)). The Cholesky
vectors create linear combinations of the atomic orbitals to create a new auxiliary basis.
The difference between the Cholesky basis and a density fitting auxiliary basis is that the
Cholesky basis includes angular momentum functions created by products within the primary
basis; so, if d-orbitals are included in the primary basis, the Cholesky basis will contain up
to g-functions. Another difference is that the Cholesky basis is not restricted to atom-
centered functions. The Cholesky procedure can be restricted to include only contributions
from single atom centers. Alternatively, the Cholesky decomposition can be performed on
individual atoms as a method of generating an auxiliary basis for subsequent density fitting
computations.
Beside ERIs, another common high order tensor in coupled cluster theories is the or-
bital energy denominator. Cholesky Decomposition has also been effectively applied on the
denominator tensors (Koch and Sánchez de Merás (2000)) for deriving complexity-reduced
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methods (Koch et al. (2003b); Cacheiro et al. (2011b)).
4.1.3 Pseudospectral Methods
Both the density fitting and Cholesky approximations of the ERIs share the same algebraic
form. This limits their flexibility in factorizing exchange-like expressions. A method that
overcomes this limitation is the pseudospectral method (Friesner (1985, 1986); Ringnalda
et al. (1990)), which has been applied to solve Hartree-Fock theory (Chasman et al. (1998)),
post-HF methods (Beachy et al. (1998)) and even density functional theories (Ko et al.
(2008)).
In this method, a real-space grid is introduced to describe the coordinates of one electron
and the second electron is treated in the usual orbital basis. In its simplest incarnation, the
pseudospectral approximation of the ERIs takes the following form:
(pq|rs) =
∑
P
XPp X
P
q A
P
rs. (4.16)
Here,
XPp = φp(~RP ) (4.17)
is the collocation matrix containing the values of orbital p at grid point P . The third-order
tensor,
APrs =
∫
φp(r1)φq(r1)
1
|r1 − ~RP |
dr1, (4.18)
describes the Coulomb interaction of one electron with a test charge placed at each of the
grid points. The utility of this approximation can be seen from the evaluation of exchange
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contributions to the Fock operator.
[FK ]µν =
∑
λσ
(µλ|νσ)Dλσ
[FK ]µν =
∑
λσP
XPµX
P
λ A
P
νσDλσ
xPσ =
∑
λ
= XPλ Dλσ
yPν =
∑
σ
xPσA
P
νσ
[FK ]µν =
∑
P
XPµ y
P
ν
(4.19)
As is evident, the pseudospectral approximation provides sufficient algebraic flexibility to
reduce the computational complexity of the evaluation of the exchange interaction from
O(N4) to O(N3).
As presented, the pseudospectral method is conceptually simple. However, to obtain
accurate results from this method the situation becomes quite a bit more complex. First,
the transformations to and from physical space lead to an aliasing problem where spurious
contributions to the signal (the ERI) are introduced. To reduce the effect of this problem,
a de-aliasing basis is introduced, which is larger than the primary orbital basis. This larger
basis allows the transformations to and from physical space to performed more accurately
and the alias problem is diminished. A second problem is in the density of grid points
required to accurately approximate ERIs involving core electrons or ERIs between orbitals
centered on the same atom. A practical, if inelegant, solution to this problem is to introduce
analytical corrections where certain classes of integrals are represented exactly. For example,
onc-center corrections would treat all ERIs that are located entirely on a single atom center
exactly. These corrections enable SCF-type calculations to be performed accurately using
pseudospectral approximations and without the need for overly dense grids. It should be
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noted that Martinez and co-workers have shown in numerous contexts that post-SCF meth-
ods do not require these analytic corrections nor do they require particularly dense grids
(Martinez et al. (1992); Martinez and Carter (1994)). A final note is that the pseudospectral
approximation of the ERIs has less permutational symmetry than the underlying tensor.
4.1.4 Orbital Energy Denominators
The ERIs are not the only higher-order tensors that appears in electronic structure theory
that benefits from low-rank approximation. Take, for example, the Coulomb contribution to
the MP2 energy.
EMP2−J =
∑
ijab
(ia|jb)(ia|jb)
εi + εj − εa − εb
(4.20)
Now, introduce the Cholesky decomposed ERIs into this expression.
EMP2−J =
∑
ijabPQ
LPiaL
P
jbL
Q
iaL
Q
jb
εi + εj − εa − εb
(4.21)
The factorized ERIs appear to provide flexibility to perform the summation over the ia and
jb indices prior to the summation over P and Q. However, due to the need to perform a
division operation, the contraction over the P and Q indices must be performed first. This
can be avoided by considering the energy denominator as a tensor.
∆abij =
1
εa + εb − εi − εj
(4.22)
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It is useful to define these values to be positive. A Laplace transformation can be applied to
this tensor.
∆abij =
∫ ∞
0
e−(εa+εb−εi−εj)tdt ≈
∑
v
τ vi τ
v
j τ
v
a τ
v
b (4.23)
This enables the orbital energy denominator to be approximated by numerical quadrature.
At first glance, it may appear strange that it would be useful to replace a simple division
operator with an integral that we will approximate. In practice, the number of quadrature
points depends on the desired accuracy and the band gap of the system; as a result, the
number of quadrature points can be treated as being independent of system size (Hohenstein
et al. (2011)). Since the multiplication operation can be distributed, the overall scaling of
the Coulomb contribution to the MP2 energy can be reduced from O(N5) to O(N4) (Almlöf
(1991); ?).
EMP2−J = −
∑
ijabPQv
LPiaL
P
jbL
Q
iaL
Q
jbτ
v
i τ
v
j τ
v
a τ
v
b
xPQv =
∑
ia
LPiaL
Q
iaτ
v
i τ
v
a
EMP2−J = −
∑
PQv
= xPQvxPQv
(4.24)
This approach can be extended to orbital energy denominators with more than four indices.
As an alternative to the Laplace transformation, it is possible to instead treat the denomi-
nator tensor as a positive definite matrix and perform an incomplete Cholesky decomposition.
This approach results in a different factorization of the tensor.
∆abij ≈
∑
v
LviaL
v
jb (4.25)
The Cholesky based approach is comparable to the Laplace transformation in terms of ac-
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curacy and efficiency, but leaves two of the orbital indices pinned together.
4.2 Our Technique: Tensor HyperContraction
One challenging but appealing task for low-rank approximation of ERI tensors is separating
all four indices entirely, which was accomplished in a robust manner until we developed
our Tensor HyperContraction (THC) technique (Hohenstein et al. (2012a); Parrish et al.
(2012); Hohenstein et al. (2012b)). Some previous applications of THC on MBPT methods
include: THC-MP2 (Kokkila Schumacher et al. (2015)), THC-CCSD (Parrish et al. (2014)),
THC-CC2 (Hohenstein et al. (2013a)) and THC-EOM-CC2 (Hohenstein et al. (2013b)).
In THC method, atomic orbital ERIs are factorized as:
(µν|λσ) ≈
∑
PQ
XPµX
P
ν Z
PQXQλ X
Q
σ . (4.26)
Notice that this form of the integral utilizes a low-rank factorization, while also pre-
serving the eight-fold permutational symmetry of the ERI tensor. In fact, this is the most
flexible form for an ERI factorization that is possible. In practical applications of the THC
factorization, the X matrices are chosen to be collocation matrices for an atom-centered
Becke type physical-space quadrature grid:
XPµ =
4
√
wPφµ(r̂P ) (4.27)
and matrix ZPQ is then obtained by minimizing the square of the objective function:
∆ ≡ 1
2
‖(µν|λσ)−
∑
PQ
XPµX
P
ν Z
PQXQλ X
Q
σ ‖22 (4.28)
In MBPT theory implementations, molecular orbital ERIs are usually much more useful
than atomic orbital ERIs:
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(pq|rs) = CpµCqν(µν|λσ)CrλCsσ (4.29)
and collocation matrices for molecular orbitals can be obtained from collocation matrices
for atomic orbitals:
XPt = C
t
µX
P
µ (4.30)
The ZPQ matrix defined by Equation 4.28 can also be used for approximating molecular
orbital ERIs:
(pq|rs) ≈
∑
PQ
XPp X
P
q Z
PQXQr X
Q
s (4.31)
An analytical solution for computing ZPQ of molecular orbital ERIs by Equation 4.28 is
shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for solving ZPQ analytically with exact ERIs
1: function CoreTHC(XPt , X
P
µ , (pq|rs))
2: SPP
′
=
[
XPp X
P ′
p
] [
XPq X
P ′
q
]
3: SQQ
′
=
[
XQr X
Q′
r
] [
XQs X
Q′
s
]
4: XPµν = X
P
µX
P
ν
5: EPQ = XPµν(µν|λσ)XPλσ . An O(N5) complexity step
6: ZPQ =
[
SPP
′]−1
EP
′Q′
[
SQQ
′]−1
7: Return ZPQ
8: end function
The complexity of this procedure is O(N5), and this rate-limiting step can be replaced
by an O(N4) step if exact ERIs are replaced by its density-fitting approximations:
(µν|λσ) ≈ DAµνDAλσ (4.32)
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which can introduce one more free index to THC approximation (which we will refer to
as lr-THC approximation):
(pq|rs) ≈
∑
PQA
XPp X
P
q V
P
A X
Q
AX
Q
r X
Q
s (4.33)
We have previously reported several electronic structure theories approximated by THC
technique, and demonstrated with implementations that THC technique can be used for
reducing the complexity of MP2 and MP3 methods to O(N4) while only introducing negligi-
ble errors comparing with DF approximations. However, these THC-approximated methods
are derived and implemented by hand, which is non-trivial work. The flexibility of the full
separation of ERI indices in THC approximation helped improve the complexities of these
methods, but also made the optimization of these THC-methods much more challenging.
As a result, THC technique, limited by the amount of work required for derivation, opti-
mization and implementation, has only been applied to simple MBPT methods, and lr-THC
technique, though being more flexible, providing one extra index than THC approximation,
haven’t been explored much in previous studies. One main contribution of this thesis is
expanding the territory of THC/lr-THC MBPT theories with the help of our automated
code engine, Autom.
In next sections, we will introduce THC and lr-THC approximated methods on com-
plicated MBPT theories such as CCSD(T) and CC3. The derivation, optimization and
implementation of these approximated theories are carried automatically by our program,
Autom, which will be introduced in next chapter.
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4.3 Third-order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory,
THC-MP3
In this section, we cover more implementation details about our THC-MP3 method. We
are interested in MP3 method because it is more sophisticated than the well-studied MP2
methods (which only consists of two equations each with three tensor factors), but is also
less complicated than many coupled cluster theories (which, as we’ll show in next section,
consists of hundreds of equations). Thus, MP3 is a good start point for us to evaluate the
quality of codes generated by Autom and compare them with manually derived algorithms.
Additionally, MP3 is a popular method that is manually tuned and implemented in many
modern chemistry packages, which is beneficial for us to demonstrate the efficiency of our
THC-MP3 method.
The direct expansion of MP3 energy for a restricted, closed shell HF reference is:
EMP3 = −4(ib|ja)(jb|kc)(ia|kc)∆abij ∆acik − 4(ia|jb)(jb|kc)(ka|ic)∆abij ∆acik
+2(ib|ja)(jk|bc)(ia|kc)∆abij ∆acik + 2(ib|ja)(jk|ac)(kb|ic)∆abij ∆acik
+8(ia|jb)(jb|kc)(ia|kc)∆abij ∆acik − 4(ia|jb)(jk|bc)(ia|kc)∆abij ∆acik
+2(ia|jb)(ac|bd)(ic|jd)∆abij ∆cdij − (ib|ja)(ac|bd)(ic|jd)∆abij ∆cdij
+2(ia|jb)(ik|jl)(ka|lb)∆abij ∆abkl − (ib|ja)(ik|jl)(ka|lb)∆abij ∆abkl
+2(ib|ja)(jb|kc)(ka|ic)∆abij ∆acik − 4(ia|jb)(jk|ac)(kb|ic)∆abij ∆bcik
(4.34)
Of all 12 terms, two pairs of duplicated terms are marked by a same color. Here we take
one of ten terms in MP3 equation as an example to explain our THC technique:
EMP3 ← −4(ia|jb)(jk|bc)(ia|kc)∆abij ∆acik (4.35)
In order to achieve an algorithm with complexity lower than O(N6), denominator tensors
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are approximated by its Laplace quadratures:
∆abij → τ vi τ vj τ va τ vb (4.36)
And two types of ERIs are replaced by THC approximated forms:
(ia|jb)→ XPi XPa ZPQ1 XQj XQb
(jk|bc)→ XPj XPk ZPQ2 XQb XQc
(4.37)
The example term now consists of 23 factors:
EMP3 ← −4 ·XPi XPa ZPQ1 XQj XQb ·XTi XTa ZTU1 XUk XUc
·XRj XRk ZRS2 XSb XSc · τ vi τ vj τ va τ vb · τ vi τ vk τ va τ vc
(4.38)
Similarly, these ERIs can also be replaced by lr-THC type approximations:
(ia|jb)→ XPi XPa V PA V QA XQj XQb
(jk|bc)→ XPj XPk V PA V QA XQb XQc
(4.39)
And the resultant lr-THC equation consists of 26 factors:
EMP3 ← −4 ·XPi XPa V PA V QA XQj XQb ·XTi XTa V TA V UA XUk XUc
·XRj XRk V RB V SBXSb XSc · τ vi τ vj τ va τ vb · τ vi τ vk τ va τ vc
(4.40)
Though Equation 4.38 and 4.40 are already the exact equations for computing the ex-
ample term, they can be computed by many schemes and different schemes may differ in
computation complexity and cost. For example, consider a simple tensor contraction equa-
tion Am×m ·Bm×n ·Cn×m, it can be computed by two ways because of commutativity. If A ·B
is computed first, solving the total equation requires 2m2n float point number multiplica-
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Figure 4.1: Different compute schemes lead to different compute complexities
tions, and if B · C is calculated first, m3 + m2n operations are required. Thus the optimal
computing sequence should be determined based on the sizes of m and n. For a specific
equation with size n = 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, the first compute scheme would have
a lower computation complexity and therefore should be preferred over the second one.
For Equation 4.38, many compute schemes with different complexities can be derived.
Algorithm 3 shows an O(N5) scaling compute scheme, and the rate-determining step has
complexity O(auxTHC ·vir2 ·occ2). An O(N4) complexity compute scheme can also be derived
for the example term, as shown in Algorithm 4, its rate-determining step has complexity
lap2 ·O(aux2THC · vir · occ), note that lap is not counted into the complexity.
Generally, the relationship of different orbital sizes is: auxTHC > auxDF  vir > occ
lap. Among them, the Laplace quadrature size lap is determined by an error threshold and
can be considered as constant as system size grows. For example, Table 4.1 shows the orbital
sizes for a 10 water molecular system using cc-pvdz basis set and cc-pvdz-ri type auxillary
basis set and error threshold of Laplace quadrature set to 10−6.
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Algorithm 3 An O(N5) algorithm for MP3 example term approximated with THC
1: T ibv1 = τ
v
b τ
v
i
2: T ijab2 = T
iav
1 T
jbv
1
3: T kcU3 = X
U
k X
U
c
4: T kcT4 = T
kcU
3 Z
TU
5: T ikac5 = T
iaT
3 T
kcT
4
6: T ikac6 = T
ikac
5 T
ikac
2
7: T Skia7 = X
S
c T
ikac
6 . O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
8: T Sjk8 = T
Sjia
7 T
Skia
7 . O(auxTHC · vir · occ3) step
9: T jkR9 = T
Sjk
8 Z
RS
10: T jR10 = T
jkR
9 X
R
k
11: EMP3 ← T jR10 XRj
Algorithm 4 An O(N4) algorithm for MP3 example term approximated with THC
1: T kcU1 = X
U
k X
U
c
2: T kcT2 = T
kcU
1 Z
TU . O(aux2THC · vir · occ) step
3: T Svb3 = X
S
b τ
v
b
4: T kSwT4 = T
Swc
3 T
kcT
2 . lap ·O(aux2THC · vir · occ) step
5: T jkR5 = X
R
j X
R
k
6: T jkS6 = T
jkR
5 Z
RS . O(aux2THC · occ2) step
7: T jwkS7 = T
jkS
6 τ
w
k
8: T jwTS8 = T
jwkS
7 T
kSwT
4 . lap ·O(aux2THC · occ2) step
9: T jbwT9 = T
jwTS
8 X
S
b
10: T PTvw10 = T
Pva
3 T
Twa
3
11: T Tvi11 = X
T
i τ
v
i
12: T PTvw12 = T
Pvi
11 T
Twi
11
13: T PTvw13 = T
PTvw
12 T
PTvw
10
14: T jbPv14 = T
PTvw
13 T
jbwT
9 . lap
2 ·O(aux2THC · vir · occ) step
15: T jbv15 = T
jbPv
14 T
jbP
2
16: T jv16 = T
jbv
15 τ
v
b
17: EMP3 ← T jv16 τ vj
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Orbital Type occ vir auxDF auxTHC lap
Size 50 190 840 2200 8
Table 4.1: Comparison of orbital sizes for a 10 water molecule system
Now we can roughly evaluate the efficiencies of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. For a
10 water molecule system, the rate-limiting step of O(N5) compute scheme in Algorithm 3
requires ∼ 1.99×1011 multiplication operations and ∼ 2.94×1012 operations are required for
such step in O(N4) compute scheme in Algorithm 4. Besides, there are only two O(N5) steps
in Algorithm 3 while five O(N4) steps appear in Algorithm 4. That is, though Algorithm 4
has the advantage of complexity and is guaranteed to be the more efficient compute scheme
when system size is extremely large, it is associated with a much larger factor and is not
preferred when a small system (such as 10 water molecules) is studied.
In Algorithm 5 we also show an O(N4) scaling compute scheme for Equation 4.40 with
lr-THC approximation of ERIs. The rate-limiting step of Algorithm 5 has complexity lap2 ·
O(aux2DF · vir · occ) and requires about ∼ 4.29 × 1011 floating point number multiplication
operations for 10 water molecule system, which is a great amelioration compared with THC
approximations. The extra flexibility of the DF index introduced in lr-THC technique can
lead to more efficient compute schemes than THC-type methods.
Algorithm 3, 4 and 5 are all automatically generated by our program, Autom. And
Autom can determine which one is optimal and should be implemented on-the-fly based
on the system size information. With Autom we implemented THC-MP3 and lr-THC-MP3
methods that can be more efficient than DF-MP3 methods provided by popular chemistry
packages, results and analyses will be displayed in Chapter 6.
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Algorithm 5 An O(N4) algorithm for MP3 example term approximated with lr-THC
1: T kcU1 = X
U
k X
U
c
2: T kcC2 = T
kcU
1 V
U
C . O(auxTHC · auxDF · vir · occ) step
3: T Svb3 = X
S
b τ
v
b
4: T kSCw4 = T
Swc
3 T
kcC
2 . lap ·O(auxTHC · auxDF · vir · occ) step
5: T jkR5 = X
R
j X
R
k
6: T jkB6 = T
jkR
5 V
R
B . O(auxTHC · auxDF · occ2) step
7: T jkS7 = T
jkB
6 V
S
B . O(auxTHC · auxDF · occ2) step
8: T jSwk8 = T
jkS
7 τ
w
k
9: T jCSw9 = T
jSwk
8 T
kSCw
4 . lap ·O(auxTHC · auxDF · occ2) step
10: T jbCw10 = T
jCSw
9 X
S
b . lap ·O(auxTHC · auxDF · vir · occ) step
11: T PTvw11 = T
Pva
3 T
Twa
3
12: T Tvi12 = X
T
i τ
v
i
13: T PTvw13 = T
Pvi
12 T
Twi
12
14: T PTvw14 = T
PTvw
13 T
PTvw
11
15: T PCvw15 = T
PTvw
14 V
T
C
16: TACvw16 = T
PCvw
15 V
P
A
17: T jbAv17 = T
ACvw
16 T
jbCw
10 . lap
2 ·O(aux2DF · vir · occ) step
18: T jbv18 = T
jbAv
17 T
jbA
2
19: T jv19 = T
jbv
18 τ
v
b
20: EMP3 ← T jv19 τ vj
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4.4 Perturbative Triples Correction to Coupled Clus-
ter Singles and Doubles, THC-CCSD(T)
The CCSD(T) method is very accurate for predicting energy of near-equilibrium systems.
However, the computational cost of CCSD(T) method scales as O(N7) as orbital size N
grows, which greatly limits its applicability. In order to address this problem, many paral-
lelized (Rendell et al. (1991); Janowski and Pulay (2008); Harding et al. (2008); Gyevi-Nagy
et al. (2019)) and distributed (Datta and Gordon (2021a)) implementations of CCSD(T)
method have been introduced. However, these hardware-dependent accelerate techniques
are not ameliorating the time complexity of CCSD(T) method as the size of the chemical
system grows larger, the curse of dimensionality will still rapidly make the time and memory
requirement of these methods too demanding to be applicable.
To conquer the curse of dimensionality, two popular approaches exist: through local
orbital methods and through low-rank approximation techniques. The first approach de-
pends on the fact that dynamical electron correlation is usually a short-range effect. This
allows approximations to be made by discarding correlation effects between spatially distant
orbitals. We will cover more on local orbital methods in Chapter 6.1. In this thesis, we fo-
cus on the second approach, exploring the sparsity of CC theories by factorizing high order
tensors into low-rank tensors/matrices. The approximation introduced by this approach is
mainly numerical and has no undesirable effects on coupled cluster theories (though in the
derivation of THC, atomic information is implicitly utilized in the collocation matrix). With
our THC-style approximation techniques, we have successfully reduced the time complexity
of CCSD(T) from O(N7) to O(N5) and accelerated its computation time.
CCSD(T) energy consists of CCSD energy and a triple correction term ECCSD(T ) =
ECCSD + E(T ). The triple correction term is computed by:
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E(T ) =
1
3
∑
ijkabc
(4W abcijk +W
bca
ijk +W
cab
ijk ) · (V abcijk − V cbaijk ) ·∆abcijk
V abcijk = W
abc
ijk + S
abc
ijk
Sabcijk = (ai|bj) · tck + (ai|ck) · tbj + (ck|bj) · tai
W abcijk = X
abc
ijk +X
bca
jki +X
cab
kij +X
cba
kji +X
acb
ikj +X
bac
jik
Xabcijk =
∑
d
tadij · (ck|bd)−
∑
l
tabil · (ck|lj)
(4.41)
The computational cost of directly evaluating Equation 4.41 scales O(N7) as the system
size grows. This high complexity is caused by the step building the Xabcijk tensor. Modern
chemistry packages usually utilize the symmetry of equation to gain computational efficiency
and to avoid the explicit storage of O(N6) tensors. That is, the total correction energy
is gained by accumulating ‘sliced’ energies E(T ) =
∑
a≤b≤cEabc, and for computing each
energy contribution Eabc with certain a, b, c combination, only O(N
3) ‘slices’ of O(N6) tensors
V, S,W,X in Equation 4.41 need to be stored. But still, such optimizations won’t affect the
overall complexity of CCSD(T) method.
In order to fully exploit the convenience of THC approximations, all O(N6) tensor items
in the original compact equations need to be expanded into only consisting of ERIs and
t-amplitudes. After the full expansion, 216 equations are attained, of which 92 equations are
duplicated. All 124 non-duplicated equations are presented at the end of this section, where
each equation represents a contribution to the final correction energy.
We demonstrate our THC-CCSD(T) method with one of the 124 expanded equations:
E(T ) ← −12 ·
∑
ijkmabcd
tadij t
ba
im(ck|bd)(mk|cj)∆abcijk (4.42)
We apply lr-THC approximation on two types of ERIs:
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(mk|cj)→ XPmXPk V PA V QA XQc XQj
(ck|bd)→ XRc XRk V RB V SBXSb XSd
Also, the Laplace transformation technique was used for the denominator tensor:
∆abcijk → τ vi τ vj τ vk τ va τ vb τ vc
An innovation in our work is a THC approximation of T̂2 amplitudes:
tadij → XTa XTi ZTUXUd XUj
The kernel matrix ZTU was solved by a least-square approximation similarly as computing
the kernel matrix for ERIs:
ZTU = [STT
′
]−1ET
′U ′ [SUU
′
]−1
ET
′U ′ = XT
′
a X
T ′
i t
ab
ijX
U ′
b X
U ′
j
STT
′
= XT
′
a X
T
a X
T ′
i X
T
i
(4.43)
Because there is no density fitting technique for building T̂2 amplitudes, we did not
explore lr-THC style approximations for T̂2 amplitudes. Computing Z
TU is a O(N5) scaling
step and in our current work, we used same collocation matrices X as the ones used for
approximating ERIs. This is reasonable because T̂2 should be closely related to the ERIs.
For example, the solution of T̂2 amplitudes in the first iteration of CCSD equation is simply
ERI tensor dressed with the orbital energy denominator.
We will demonstrate in Chapter 6 that such THC-style approximation of T̂2 amplitudes
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only introduced negligible error in THC-CCSD(T) energies compared with DF-CCSD(T)
energies.
In summary, Equation 4.42 can be approximated by a 28-factor equation:
E(T ) ← −12 ·XTa XTi ZTUXUd XUj ·XVi XVb ZVWXWm XWa ·XPmXPk V PA V QA XQc XQj
·XRc XRk V RB V SBXSb XSd · τ vi τ vj τ vk τ va τ vb τ vc
(4.44)
Algorithm 6 shows a proof of O(N5) complexity algorithm for the example equation.
The time-determining step has complexity lap ·O(auxDF · vir2 · occ2), note that the Laplace
quadrature index v is generally insensitive to system size and considered constant; it depends
most strongly on the HOMO/LUMO gap. Again, such algorithm is derived automatically
by our program, Autom.
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Algorithm 6 An O(N5) algorithm for example CCSD(T) term with lr-THC approximation
1: function ComputeEnergy(V , X, Z, τ)
2: T jcq1 = X
q
jX
q
c
3: T ibU2 = T
ibT
1 Z
TU
4: T imba3 = T
ibT
1 T
maT
2
5: T bdS4 = X
S
b X
S
d . O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
6: T bdA5 = T
bdS
4 A
A
S
7: T bQA6 = X
Q
d T
bdA
5
8: T jcB7 = T
jcq
1 A
B
q
9: T kmp8 = X
p
mX
p
k
10: T kmB9 = T
kmp
8 A
B
p
11: T jkmc10 = T
kmB
9 T
jcB
7
12: T jvcB11 = T
jcB
7 τ
v
c . O(auxDF · vir · occ3) step
13: T jkmvA12 = T
kvcA
11 T
jkmc
10
14: T jmvA13 = T
jkmvA
12 τ
v
k . lap ·O(auxDF · vir · occ3) step
15: T pvk14 = X
p
kτ
v
k
16: TmQvA15 = T
Qvj
14 T
jmvA
13
17: TmbQv16 = T
mQvA
15 T
bQA
6
18: T imabv17 = T
iaQ
2 T
mbQv
16
19: T iabv18 = T
imabv
17 T
imba
3 . lap ·O(auxDF · vir2 · occ2) step
20: T iav19 = T
iabv
18 τ
v
b
21: T iv20 = T
iav
19 τ
v
a
22: E(T ) ← T iv20τ vi
23: end function
6 · tadij (ck|bd)tceji (ak|be)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tceij (ak|be)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tabkm(mi|cj)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tabkm(mj|ci)∆abcijk
6 · tadij (ck|bd)taekj(bi|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)taekj(ci|be)∆abcijk
12 · tadij (ck|bd)taeki (cj|be)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)taeik (cj|be)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tcbim(mk|aj)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tcbim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbejk(ci|ae)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tcajm(mk|bi)∆abcijk
6 · tadij (ck|bd)tbeik(cj|ae)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tbeji (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)tceik(bj|ae)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)taeki (bj|ce)∆abcijk
48 · tadij (ck|bd)tbejk(ai|ce)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)taeik (bj|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tbcim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcbim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
12 · tadij (ck|bd)tbeij (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbeji (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tbakm(mj|ci)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tbejk(ci|ae)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)taeki (bj|ce)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcaim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
−48 · tadij (ck|bd)tacim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbeji (ck|ae)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tbeij (ck|ae)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tbakm(mj|ci)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tabkm(mj|ci)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tcbim(mk|aj)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tceik(bj|ae)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tcbjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbcjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
−48 · tadij (ck|bd)tbcjm(mk|ai)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tceki(aj|be)∆abcijk
12 · tabil (lj|ck)tabkm(mi|cj)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tbajm(mk|ci)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktceji (ak|be)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktceij (ak|be)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbajm(mk|ci)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktaekj(ci|be)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tbeij (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tackm(mi|bj)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tbajm(mi|ck)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tabjm(mi|ck)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktabkm(mi|cj)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tacjm(mi|bk)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktabkm(mj|ci)∆abcijk
6 · tadij (ck|bd)tbekj(ci|ae)∆abcijk
−48 · tadij (ck|bd)tbajm(mi|ck)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tbcjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
12 · tadij (ck|bd)tcejk(bi|ae)∆abcijk
48 · tabil (lj|ck)tbcjm(mk|ai)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktcbim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcekj(bi|ae)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tacim(mj|bk)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tacjm(mi|bk)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tackm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tackm(mi|bj)∆abcijk
12 · tabil (lj|ck)tbcim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tcaim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
−48 · tabil (lj|ck)tbejk(ai|ce)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcakm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
−24 · tadij (ck|bd)tceki(aj|be)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tacim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tacim(mj|bk)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)tbaim(mk|cj)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)taeki (cj|be)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktaeki (cj|be)∆abcijk
6 · tadij (ck|bd)tceik(aj|be)∆abcijk
12 · tabil (lj|ck)tcajm(mk|bi)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktaekj(bi|ce)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tbaim(mj|ck)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tabjm(mi|ck)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tcakm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktbeik(cj|ae)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktbcim(mj|ak)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktcajm(mk|bi)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tackm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tabim(mk|cj)∆abcijk
6 · tadij (ck|bd)taeji (bk|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktaejk(bi|ce)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktacjm(mk|bi)∆abcijk
−24 · tabil (lj|ck)tcbkm(mi|aj)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tcbjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktcbjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tcejk(bi|ae)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tcekj(bi|ae)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcekj(ai|be)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktcejk(bi|ae)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktcekj(bi|ae)∆abcijk
−48 · tadij (ck|bd)tabim(mj|ck)∆abcijk
6 · (ai|bj)tcktbeij (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktaeji (ck|be)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)taeij (bk|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktbejk(ci|ae)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktaeki (bj|ce)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktbaim(mk|cj)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktabjm(mi|ck)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktcaim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktbcjm(mi|ak)∆abcijk
−12 · tadij (ck|bd)taeji (ck|be)∆abcijk
6 · tabil (lj|ck)tbaim(mk|cj)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tcbkm(mj|ai)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tbaim(mj|ck)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)tcbkm(mi|aj)∆abcijk
−6 · (ai|bj)tcktackm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktcakm(mj|bi)∆abcijk
−12 · tabil (lj|ck)tabim(mk|cj)∆abcijk
24 · tadij (ck|bd)taeij (ck|be)∆abcijk
−48 · tadij (ck|bd)tcbkm(mj|ai)∆abcijk
24 · tabil (lj|ck)tabim(mj|ck)∆abcijk
24 · (ai|bj)tcktaeik (bj|ce)∆abcijk
−24 · (ai|bj)tcktacim(mk|bj)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktbeji (ak|ce)∆abcijk
−12 · (ai|bj)tcktceik(bj|ae)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktackm(mi|bj)∆abcijk
12 · (ai|bj)tcktbajm(mk|ci)∆abcijk
24 · (ai|bj)tcktaeij (ck|be)∆abcijk
24 · (ai|bj)tcktceki(bj|ae)∆abcijk
−24 · (ai|bj)tcktcakm(mi|bj)∆abcijk
−24 · (ai|bj)tcktabim(mj|ck)∆abcijk
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4.5 Iterative Approximate Coupled Cluster Singles, Dou-
bles, and Triples, THC-CC3
Although providing ground state energies with quality similar to CCSD(T), CC3 method
is less commonly applied by computational chemists (Paul et al. (2020); Myhre and Koch
(2016)). The reason is primarily because of its high computational cost; although its time
complexity is O(N7) – the same as CCSD(T) – such high complexity steps appear iteratively
in CC3, but only once in CCSD(T). For developers, they might consider that the effort
required for deriving, optimizing and implementing this complicated theory is not worthy
considering its applicability.
However, as we mentioned in Chapter 2.5.4, CC3 has better formal justifications than
CCSD(T) and is a member of the coupled cluster method hierarchy CCS, CC2, CCSD,
CC3, and CCSDT which is designed to describe frequency-dependent properties (Hald et al.
(2003)). Excitation energies and frequency-dependent properties such as transition moments
have always been the weakness of the CCSD(T) method, for its lacking of a complete triple-
corrected wave-function description. In this thesis, we study ground state energy calculations
of CC3 method as a pilot study for CC3 linear response theory for computing excited state
energies and frequency-dependent properties.
CC3 method for ground state energy can be viewed as an augmentation of CCSD method
improved by triple contributions to T̂1 and T̂2 amplitudes:
(σai )cc3 =(σ
a
i )CCSD + (σ
a
i )T̂3
(σabij )cc3 =(σ
ab
ij )CCSD + (σ
ab
ij )T̂3
(4.45)
The triple contributions are computed by:
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(σai )T̂3 =
∑
bjck
(tabcijk − tabckji)Ljbkc∆abcijk
(σabij )T̂3 =P
ab
ij {
∑
ck
(tabcijk − tabckji)F̂kc +
∑
ckd
(2tbcdjik − tbcdkij − tbcdjki)(aĉ|kd)
−
∑
ckl
(2tbacjkl − tbaclkj − tbacjlk )(kî|lc)}∆abcijk
Ljbkc =2(jb|kc)− (jc|kb)
tabcijk =P
abc
ijk {
∑
d
(tadij (ck|̂bd))−
∑
l
tabil (ck|̂lj)}
(4.46)
where P abij , P
abc
ijk are permutation operators, and F̂kc, (aĉ|kd) are t1-transformed ERIs
(Christiansen et al. (1996a)) of the similarity-transformed Hamiltonian
˜̂
H = e−T̂1ĤeT̂1 .
Conventionally, computing CC3 amplitude residuals by Equation 4.46 scales at O(N7)
order as system size grows, and this high complexity is caused by explicit calculation of
tensor tabcijk . Again, in order to apply THC approximation on CC3 method, Equation 4.46
should be fully expanded into 240 equations, of which 96 equations are duplicated. All 144
non-duplicated equations are displayed at the last two pages of this section.
We demonstrate our THC-CC3 method with the one of the 144 expanded equations:
(σabij )T̂3 ← −2 · t
cd
il (bj |̂lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk (4.47)
We apply lr-THC approximation on two types of t1-transformed ERIs:
(bj |̂lk)→ X̂Pb X̂Pj V̂ PA V̂ QA XQl V̂ Qk
(aĉ|kd)→ X̂Ra XRc V̂ RB V SBXSkXSd
(4.48)
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We first prepare t1-addressed collocation matrices by non-dressed collocation matrices:
X̂Qi = X
Q
a t
a
i +X
Q
i
X̂Qa = X
Q
i t
a
i −XQa
(4.49)
In order to obtain t1-dressed lr-THC core V̂ , we use the Density Fitting forms of ERIs:
(bj |̂lk)→ D̂AbjD̂Alk
(aĉ|kd)→ D̂AacD̂Akd
(4.50)
These types of t1-dressed DF tensors can also be computed by non-addressed DF tensors:
D̂Aij = D
A
ij +D
A
iat
a
j
D̂Aab = D
A
ab +D
A
ibt
a
i
(4.51)
In fact, DF tensors D can be obtained by lr-THC core V and collocation matrices X:
DAij = (Voo)
A
PX
P
i X
P
j
DAab = (Vvv)
A
PX
P
a X
P
b
DAai = (Vvo)
A
PX
P
a X
P
i
(4.52)
Then, we try to factorize t1-dressed DF tensors D̂ in a way similar to THC:
D̂Aij = (Voo)
A
PX
P
i X
P
j + (Vvo)
A
PX
P
a X
P
i t
a
j ≈ (V̂oo)APXPi X̂Pj
D̂Aab = (Vvv)
A
PX
P
a X
P
b + (Vvo)
A
PX
P
b X
P
i t
a
i ≈ (V̂vv)AP X̂Pa XPb
D̂Aai ≈ (V̂vo)AP X̂Pa X̂Pi
(4.53)
Note that on the right hand sides of Equation 4.53, both types of collocation matrices
(X and X̂) are used at different locations, as a result, V̂ would be like a mixture of different
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V matrices. So next we solve t1-dressed V̂ by a least-square style fitting with X and X̂
matrices:
(V̂oo)
A
P ← min
V̂
‖D̂Aij − (V̂oo)APXPi X̂Pj ‖22
(V̂vv)
A
P ← min
V̂
‖D̂Aab − (V̂vv)AP X̂Pa XPb ‖22
(V̂vo)
A
P ← min
V̂
‖D̂Aai − (V̂vo)AP X̂Pa X̂Pi ‖22
(4.54)
Equation 4.54 can all be solved analytically. We define several intermediate matrices:
(Boo)
PQ = XPi X
Q
i
(B̂oo)
PQ = X̂Pi X̂
Q
i
(Soo)
PQ =
[
(Boo)
PQ(B̂oo)
PQ
]−1
(Bvv)
PQ = XPa X
Q
a
(B̂vv)
PQ = X̂Pa X̂
Q
a
(Svv)
PQ =
[
(Bvv)
PQ(B̂vv)
PQ
]−1
(Svo)
PQ =
[
(B̂oo)
PQ(B̂vv)
PQ
]−1
(4.55)
And the V̂ matrices are computed by:
(V̂oo)
A
P = D̂
A
ijX
Q
i X̂
Q
j (Soo)
PQ
(V̂vv)
A
P = D̂
A
abX̂
Q
a X
Q
b (Svv)
PQ
(V̂vo)
A
P = D̂
A
aiX̂
Q
a X̂
Q
i (Svo)
PQ
(4.56)
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Again, Laplace quadratures are used for factorizing the denominator tensor:
∆abcijk → τ vi τ vj τ vk τ va τ vb τ vc (4.57)
For approximating the T̂2 amplitudes, we used a unitary basis U
ic
M defined by the eigen-
vectors of MP3 amplitudes filtered by eigen-values.
tabij → U iaMZMNU jbN (4.58)
In CCSD amplitude equation shown in Figure 2.7, if the original guess for T̂2 amplitudes
is set to be all zero, then the solution for T̂2 amplitudes after first iteration is:
t̄ai = 0
t̄abij = (ia|jb)∆abij
(4.59)
If this solution is inserted into equation in Figure 2.5, MP2 energy is attained:
EMP2 =
∑
ijab
[
2t̄abij (ia|jb)− t̄abij (bi|aj)
]
(4.60)
Here we call t̄abij the MP2 amplitudes; we get MP3 amplitudes in a similar way (Koch
et al. (1996)), which is computed by:
t̃abij = ∆
ab
ij t̄
cd
ij (ac|bd) + t̄abkl (ik|jl) + t̄acikLbjck + t̄bcjkLaick
− t̄caik (bj|ck)− t̄bckj(ai|ck)− t̄cbik(jk|ac)− t̄ackj(ik|bc)
Ljbkc = 2(jb|kc)− (jk|bc)
(4.61)
And the U iaM matrix is obtained from the eigen-vectors of a reshaped t̃
ab
ij tensor:
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t̃abij
reshape−→ Mia×jb
Mia×jb → (U iajb )† · Λ · U iajb
(4.62)
Because amplitudes t̃abij have exchange symmetry t̃
ab
ij = t̃
ba
ji , the M(i·a)×(j·b) matrix is also
symmetric. Thus in the eigen-decomposition step of Equation 4.62, eigen-values Λ are guar-
anteed to be real numbers. We can sort the eigen-values by their absolute values in de-
scending order, rearrange eigen-vectors in U matrix accordingly, then discard eigen-values
whose absolute values are smaller than a certain threshold (usually set to 10−4), and the
eigen-vectors corresponding to the discarded eigen-values are also discarded. By doing so,
the second dimension of U matrix can be reduced from quadratic jb to a linear M . Next the
ZMN matrix in Equation 4.58 is solved by a O(N5) and a O(N4) step:
V iaM = t
ab
ij · U iaM
ZMN = V iaM · U iaN
(4.63)
Putting all approximations together, Equation 4.47 is eventually approximated by an
equation with 21-factors:
(σabij )T̂3 ← −2 · U
ic
MZ
MNU ldN · X̂Pb X̂Pj V̂ PA V̂ QA XQl V̂ Qk
· X̂Ra XRc V̂ RB V SBXSkXSd · τ vi τ vj τ vk τ va τ vb τ vc
(4.64)
Algorithm 7 shows a proof of an O(N5) complexity algorithm for Equation 4.64. The
time-determining step has complexity lap · O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2), note that the Laplace
quadrature index v is generally irrelevant to system size and is considered constant. The size
of the MP3 eigen-space (index M and N) also scales linearly as system size. This algorithm
is also generated by our automatic code engine, Autom.
We will demonstrate in Chapter 6 that the approximations applied on t1-transformed
ERIs and T̂2 amplitudes only introduced negligible errors to final CC3 energies compared
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with exact CC3 energies when reasonably large auxiliary basis sets are used.
Algorithm 7 An O(N5) algorithm for computing example term in THC-CC3
1: function ComputeEnergy(U , V , V̂ , X, X̂, Z, τ)
2: T jkv1 = τ
v
j τ
v
k
3: T ijdv2 = τ
v
dT
ijv
1
4: T jbR3 = X̂
R
b X̂
R
j
5: T jbA4 = T
jbR
3 V̂
R
A
6: T lkS5 = X
S
l X̂
S
k
7: T lkA6 = T
lkS
5 V̂
S
A
8: T kdU7 = X
U
k X
U
d
9: T kdB8 = T
kdU
7 V
U
B
10: T kdT9 = T
kdB
8 V̂
T
B
11: T kvdT10 = τ
v
dT
kdT
9
12: TUvd11 = τ
v
dX
U
d
13: T ldP12 = T
ldQ
7 Z
PQ
14: T ilcd13 = T
icP
7 T
ldP
12 . O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
15: T licUv14 = T
ilcd
13 T
Uvd
11 . lap ·O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
16: T likvT15 = T
ildTv
14 T
kvdT
10 . lap ·O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
17: T likva16 = T
likvT
15 X̂
T
a . lap ·O(auxTHC · vir2 · occ2) step
18: T ivkaA17 = T
likva
16 T
lkA
6 . lap ·O(auxDF · vir · occ3) step
19: T ivaA18 = T
ivkaA
17 τ
v
k
20: T ivjab19 = T
ivaA
18 T
jbA
4 . lap ·O(auxDF · vir2 · occ2) step
21: (σabij )T̂3 ← T
ivjab
19 T
ijbv
2
22: end function
σabij ← 2 · tbeji (dk̂|ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tbcjl (dk̂|li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 2 · tbejk(cî|de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tbdjl (cî|lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 2 · tceij (dk̂|be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tcbil (dk̂|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 2 · tceik(bj |̂de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tcdil (bj |̂lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 2 · tdekj(cî|be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tdbkl (cî|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 2 · tdeki (bj |̂ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tdckl (bj |̂li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tbeki(dj |̂ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tbckl(dj |̂li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tbekj(cî|de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tbdkl (cî|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tceik(dj |̂be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tcbil (dj |̂lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tceij (bk̂|de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tcdil (bk̂|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tdejk(cî|be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tdbjl (cî|lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tdeji (bk̂|ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tdcjl (bk̂|li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tbejk(dî|ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tbcjl (dî|lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tbeji (ck̂|de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tbdjl (ck̂|li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tcekj(dî|be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tcbkl(dî|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tceki(bj |̂de)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tcdkl (bj |̂li)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tdeij (ck̂|be)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tdbil (ck̂|lj)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −1 · tdeik (bj |̂ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← 1 · tdcil (bj |̂lk)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
σabij ← −2 · tbdjk(cl̂|ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tbajm(cl̂|mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −2 · tbdjl (ak̂|cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tbcjm(ak̂|ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −2 · tadkj (cl̂|bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tabkm(cl̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −2 · tadkl (bj |̂cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tackm(bj |̂ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −2 · tcdlj (ak̂|bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tcblm(ak̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −2 · tcdlk (bj |̂ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 2 · tcalm(bj |̂mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tbdlk (cj |̂ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tbalm(cj |̂mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tbdlj (ak̂|cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tbclm(ak̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tadkl (cj |̂bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tabkm(cj |̂ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tadkj (bl̂|cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tackm(bl̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tcdjl (ak̂|bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tcbjm(ak̂|ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tcdjk(bl̂|ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tcajm(bl̂|mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tbdjl (ck̂|ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tbajm(ck̂|ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tbdjk(al̂|cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tbcjm(al̂|mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tadlj (ck̂|bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tablm(ck̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tadlk (bj |̂cd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · taclm(bj |̂mk)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tcdkj(al̂|bd)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tcbkm(al̂|mj)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tcdkl (bj |̂ad)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← −1 · tcakm(bj |̂ml)(kî|lc)∆abcjkl
σabij ← 1 · tadij (ck̂|bd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tabil (ck̂|lj)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tadik (bj |̂cd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tacil (bj |̂lk)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tbdji (ck̂|ad)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tbajl (ck̂|li)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tbdjk(aî|cd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tbcjl (aî|lk)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tcdki(bj |̂ad)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tcakl (bj |̂li)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tcdkj(aî|bd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tcbkl(aî|lj)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tadkj (cî|bd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tabkl (cî|lj)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tadki (bj |̂cd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tackl (bj |̂li)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tbdjk(cî|ad)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tbajl (cî|lk)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tbdji (ak̂|cd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tbcjl (ak̂|li)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tcdik(bj |̂ad)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tcail (bj |̂lk)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← −1 · tcdij (ak̂|bd)F̂ ck∆abcijk
σabij ← 1 · tcbil (ak̂|lj)F̂ ck∆abcijk
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σai ← 2 · tadij (ck̂|bd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tadij (ck̂|bd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tabil (ck̂|lj)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tabil (ck̂|lj)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tadik (bj |̂cd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tadik (bj |̂cd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tacil (bj |̂lk)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tacil (bj |̂lk)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tbdji (ck̂|ad)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tbdji (ck̂|ad)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tbajl (ck̂|li)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tbajl (ck̂|li)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tbdjk(aî|cd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tbdjk(aî|cd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tbcjl (aî|lk)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tbcjl (aî|lk)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tcdki(bj |̂ad)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tcdki(bj |̂ad)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tcakl (bj |̂li)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tcakl (bj |̂li)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tcdkj(aî|bd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tcdkj(aî|bd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tcbkl(aî|lj)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tcbkl(aî|lj)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tadkj (cî|bd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tadkj (cî|bd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tabkl (cî|lj)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tabkl (cî|lj)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tadki (bj |̂cd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tadki (bj |̂cd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tackl (bj |̂li)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tackl (bj |̂li)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tbdjk(cî|ad)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tbdjk(cî|ad)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tbajl (cî|lk)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tbajl (cî|lk)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tbdji (ak̂|cd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tbdji (ak̂|cd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tbcjl (ak̂|li)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tbcjl (ak̂|li)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tcdik(bj |̂ad)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tcdik(bj |̂ad)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tcail (bj |̂lk)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tcail (bj |̂lk)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← −2 · tcdij (ak̂|bd)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← 1 · tcdij (ak̂|bd)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
σai ← 2 · tcbil (ak̂|lj)(jb|kc)∆abcijk
σai ← −1 · tcbil (ak̂|lj)(jc|kb)∆abcijk
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4.6 Challenges of THC-approximated MBPT methods
In previous sections we introduced how we applied THC-style approximations on several
MBPT methods. THC technique can effectively reduce the minimal time complexity of
MBPT methods: THC-MP3 (O(N6) → O(N4)), THC-CCSD(T) (O(N7) → O(N5)) and
THC-CC3 (O(N7) → O(N5)). However, by listing the hundreds of expanded equations
and analyses of example equations, we also showed that the low-rank approximations of
complicated MBPT theories are impractical, if not impossible, to be derived, optimized and
implemented manually. We summarize the challenges in this process:
• Derivation: given the large number of tensor algebra equations and non-trivial size
of each equation, how do we best determine the complexity lower-bound of an ap-
proximated theory and how do we most effectively derive computational schemes for
implementing different factorizations?
• Optimization: if low-complexity compute schemes are not always more efficient than
high-complexity schemes for finite-sized problems, how can we determine which scheme
should be applied based on system information on-the-fly?
• Implementation: how do we effectively deploy THC algorithms on different computing
platforms, e.g., GPU and CPU based hardwares?
In next chapter, we will introduce our automatic code engine, Autom, which can find
solutions for these challenges automatically. We will show that Autom, as a prototype study
of Chemistry Equation Compilers, show great promise in development of modern chemistry
package designs.
Chapter 5
Chemistry Equation Compiler:
Autom
In this chapter we introduce our automatic code engine, Autom. Autom is primely designed
for automatically deriving optimal compute schemes for high-order MBPT theories equipped
with low-rank approximation techniques such as THC. The rate-determining steps of these
methods usually consist of many tensor algebra equations that are too complicated to be
derived or implemented by hand. More importantly, the optimal scheme for computing
these equations also depends on the specific chemical system being studied and the compute
platform being used. That is, no pre-programmed algorithm can suffice for all scenarios, and
an ideal computational chemistry software should implement a theory based on information
on three levels:
• Theory level: electronic structure method and low-rank approximation techniques
• Chemical system level: information of the chemical system, especially the number of
electrons and size of the basis set
• Hardware level: information such as memory limitation, CPU/GPU parameters, linear
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algebra libraries, etc.
We have shown in Chapter 4 the tremendous amount of work needed for deriving com-
plicated chemistry theories with low-rank approximation techniques. And, in a conventional
chemistry programming procedure, information on the second level is scarcely used, and most
implementations are done with optimizations assuming that the target system is reasonably
large. To incorporate such information, one algorithm would need to be programmed dif-
ferently for different chemical problems and computing platforms. The limitations of such
programming procedure is obvious, and we aimed to develop a program that can utilize
information on all three levels automatically and uniformly. We call such program as Chem-
istry Equation Compilers and our program, Autom, is among the first implementation of
such novel design.
The main functionalities of Autom include:
• Derivation: Autom can automatically derive tensor algebra algorithms for certain
MBPT theories equipped with low-rank approximation techniques. Constraints like
maximum time/memory complexities can be applied.
• Optimization: For a specific chemistry system and a specific computing platform,
Autom can effectively choose an optimal algorithm from myriad possible computing
schemes. Optimization is mainly on computational costs and memory footprints.
• Implementation: Autom does not implement any specific chemistry method, but rather
translates the compute schemes derived at runtime for various compute platforms.
• Visualization: Autom can display derived computation schemes by computation graphs
or human-readable texts.
The overall design of Autom follows the general structure of modern compilers (Aho
et al. (1986); Lattner and Adve (2004)): front-end, optimizer and backend. The front-end is
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a MBPT equation parser that can read user-defined low-rank approximation rules and parse
MBPT equations into graph representations. These graph representations allow Autom to
analyze various MBPT methods approximated by different low-rank factorizations uniformly.
The optimizer consists of two parts, the first part applies a Dynamic Programming (DP)
algorithm (Eddy (2004)) and a Graph Isomorphism (GI) algorithm (Corneil and Gotlieb
(1970)) for each single term of MBPT equations and finds its optimal compute scheme, then
the second part connects schemes of all terms to build a complete computational graph and
further optimizes its global FLOPs and memory footprint. Finally the back-end can print
human-readable compute schemes or generate specific instructions for different chemistry
packages installed on certain compute platforms and perform calculations.
We believe that the design of Autom shows a promising chemistry software infrastruc-
ture that accelerate method development by streamlining the work involved in derivation,
optimization and implementation and encourage the exploration new theories.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we design a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) for expressing MBPT equations and low-rank approximations in a unified form. Next
in Section 5.2 we illustrate the DP and GI algorithm we applied in searching for the optimal
compute scheme of a single equation. Then in Section 5.3 we combine compute schemes of
all single equations to be a whole compute graph and employ other optimizations such as
memory reduction and sub-expression elimination. Finally in Section 5.4 we present some
open questions and investigate some similar challenges met by Machine Learning field and
their solutions toward these challenges.
5.1 MBPT Equation Parser
In order for Autom to solve chemistry equations with low-rank approximation techniques,
we designed a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for describing inputs. The parser takes two
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input files, one for user-defined low-rank approximation rules and one for electronic structure
equations to be solved (which correspond to the method of interest). We demonstrate the
syntax of these files in following two subsections.
5.1.1 DSL for Low-rank Approximation Rules
Figure 5.1 is an example for an input file for our THC approximation technique. An approx-
imation rule file consists of three parts: symbols, tensors and terms.
In the symbols section, we define all symbols that will be used in the equation file with
syntax: symbol id: letters , where symbol id is an integer and letters is a string of english
letters. Letters assigned with a same symbol id represent the same type of matrix/tensor
indices in equations. For example, in the example input file, ijkl represent occupied or-
bitals, abcd represent virtual orbitals, vw represent Laplace indices and pqrs represent THC
auxiliary indices.
Next in tensors section, we define all basic tensors (or matrices, which are tensors of order
two) needed for solving equations. These basic tensors are the factors of expanded MBPT
equations (such as Equation 4.44) that are solved by THC approximation of original ERI
tensors or Laplace transformation of energy denominators. Its syntax is: tsr id: tsr repr [,
symmetry] , where tsr id is an integer and tsr repr is a name used for printing corresponding
tensor in program output, and the optional symmetry part indicates that tensor is invariant
to certain permutations, e.g. a tensor with symmetry Tabc = Tacb is marked with its indices
(1, 2) indicating its equivalent symbols (b, c).
The last terms section defines the low-rank approximation rules in use with syntax: [ten-
sor pattern, ...] → [tsr str, ...], [tsr id, ...] . On the left of the arrow, separated by a
comma, is a group of tensor patterns representing original tensors such as ERI, that can be
factorized into a group of basic tensors/matrices. Tensor patterns consists of symbols defined
in symbols section and delimiters that are any symbols not defined in symbols except comma.
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Figure 5.1: An example input file for THC-approximation rules
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Our parser can then recognize equation factors in equation file based on tensor patterns. On
the right hand of the arrow are a list of factorized tensors/matrices, with their symbolic
representations listed first, followed by their corresponding tensor ids. For example, THC
approximation for VVVV -type ERI
(ab|cd) ≈ XPa XPb ZPQXQc XQd
is represented by line
(ab|cd)→ [pa, pb, qc, qd, pq], [2, 2, 2, 2, 12]
which indicates that (ab|cd) can be factorized into tensor 2 named aux vir and tensor 12
named core VVVV. And tensor 12 is symmetric ZPQ = ZQP according to its definition in
tensors.
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Figure 5.2: An example input file for MP3 equations
5.1.2 DSL for MBPT equations
Figure 5.2 is an example for an input file for MP3 equations. Each equation is assigned with
an equation name, followed by an coefficient, an asterisk, then multiple equation factors
defined in terms section in low-rank approximate rule file, and to the right of the arrow is
the symbolic representation for final result (empty for scalar results).
For example, the last commented line in Figure 5.2 represents one of CC3 residual equa-
tions:
σabij = 2 · tbeji(dk|̂ce)(aĉ|kd)∆bcdijk
After reading two input files, our parser first checks possible errors, e.g. redefined rules,
undefined symbols/tensors/terms, unmatched tensor types among several definitions. Next,
parser builds a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) (Hopcroft et al. (2001)) based on
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term patterns defined in terms section (where the transfer edges of DFA are symbol types
rather than naive string matches). Then the terms in each equation are scanned through
DFA to get final low-rank approximated equations with low-rank factors.
For example, theMP2 J line in the example file would be eventually parsed into equation:
mp2J = einsum(“pi, pa, pq, qj, qb, ri, ra, rs, sj, sb, va, vb, vi, vj → ”)
5.2 MBPT Equation Optimizer
5.2.1 Graph Representation for MBPT Equations
Chemists are already familiar with the technique of representing complicated equations by
diagrams. For example, Hugenholtz and Goldstone diagrams are widely used for deriving
coupled cluster theory. In these methods, second quantization operators are represented as
diagram components, and theories are derived by first combining these components under
certain restrictions then interpreting these diagrams back to tensor equations following cer-
tain rules. These diagrams are designed so that all the information of these equations is
preserved and duplicated equations collapse into identical diagrams.
Similarly, we express low-rank approximated MBPT equations as graphs for further anal-
ysis. Take low-rank approximated equations that consist of matrix factors as an example, a
matrix equation is represented by a graph G = {V,E, T}, where V is vertex set representing
all the symbols appearing in the equation; E denotes the edge set where two vertices are
connected if they can form a factor in the matrix equation; and T represents target vertices
(T ⊂ V ), which would be empty if the equation result is a scalar, otherwise, it consists
of symbols in the result tensor. For example, matrix multiplication MBC =
∑
A PABQAC
(whose Einsum notation is ′AB,AC → BC ′) is represented by a graph with V = {A,B,C},
E = {AB,AC} and T = {B,C}. The target set T is necessary for denoting the type of
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contraction, for example, graph representation of Kronecker product MABC = PABQAC owns
the same V and E set as the matrix multiplication graph MBC =
∑
A PABQAC but has a
different target set T = {A,B,C}.
For contractions of high-order tensors, we add one dummy vertex for each high-order ten-
sor into V and connect the dummy symbol with all symbols in the tensor. For example, tensor
contraction MABC =
∑
D PABDQACD is represented by graph with V = {A,B,C,D,X, Y },
E = {XA,XB,XD, Y A, Y C, Y D} and T = {A,B,C}, where X and Y are dummy indices.
Next, we search optimal compute schemes based on graph representations. For simplicity,
we use Møller–Plesset second order perturbation theory (MP2) for illustrating the scheme
searching algorithm. The MP2 energy consists of two parts, a Coulomb-like contribution:
EMP2J = 2(ia|jb)(ia|jb)∆abij
and an exchange-like contribution:
EMP2K = (ia|jb)(ib|ja)∆abij
We apply THC approximation for ERIs
(ia|jb) ≈ XPi XPa ZPQXQj XQb
and Laplace quadrature for denominator
∆abij ≈ τ vi τ vj τ va τ vb
and get THC-approximated equations:
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Each equation consists of 14 matrices and is represented by a graph with 14 edges.
No dummy index is introduced because all factors are matrices, and target sets are empty
because equation results are scalars. Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 illustrate graph representations
of Coulomb-like Contribution and exchange-like contribution of THC-MP2, respectively.
a
i
P
R
b
j
Q
S
v
Figure 5.3: Graph representation for ETHCMP2J
Because graph representations are equivalent as tensor equations, we can also use graphs
for expressing compute schemes. A compute scheme is defined as: given a list of basic
tensors (THC collocation and core matrices and Laplace quadrature matrices in the case of
THC-MP2), in every step we pop two tensors out of list, contract them and put the resulting
tensor back into the list, these steps are repeated until only one tensor is left in the list, which
should be the target tensor. Translating that into graph language, a compute scheme is:
given a list of basic graphs (14 edges in the case of THC-MP2 graphs), we merge two graphs
in each step and repeat until the target graph is achieved. Note that for each merging step,
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Figure 5.4: Graph representation for ETHCMP2K
there must be common symbols connecting two merged graphs, and the junction vertices can
either appear or disappear in the target set of result graph, indicating Kronecker product or
matrix product, respectively. Obviously, each merging operation corresponds to one tensor
contraction.
In our algorithm, instead of forming target graphs from edges, we derive compute schemes
in the reverse direction. In each step, we decompose the target graph into two subgraphs,
then further decompose subgraphs until only basic graphs are left. A decomposition step
is defined as G(V,E, T ) → {G1(V1, E1, T1), G2(V2, E2, T2)}, where V = V1 ∪ V2, E = E1 ∪
E2, E1 ∩ E2 = ∅ and T ⊆ (V1 ∩ V2) ⊆ (T1 ∪ T2). Obviously, given one equation graph,
there usually exist many ways of decomposing it into subgraphs. The synonymy of this
graph decomposition step in tensor equation context is: given a tensor equation, there
are many ways for splitting it into two sub-equations calculating intermediates. There is
also a relationship that the dimension of intermediates is represented by the target sets of
decomposed subgraphs.
For example, Algorithm 8 shows one compute scheme for calculating EMP2J energy by
THC approximation reported by Kokkila Schumacher et al. (2015). Line 6 of this compute
scheme correspond to the first step in decomposing THC-MP2 graph in Fig.5.3. The original
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Figure 5.5: MP2-J energy equation graph decomposed into two subgraphs by {v,Q,R}.
graph is decomposed by vertex set {v,Q,R}, as illustrated in Fig.5.5.
Algorithm 8 Pseudocode for the Coulomb-like contributions to the THC-MP2 Energy
1: for all Laplace quadrature point v do
2: OPRv = τ vi X
P
i X
Q
i
3: V PRv = τ vaX
P
a X
Q
a
4: APRv = OPRvV PRv
5: BQRv = APRvZPQ
6: EMP2J += −2BQRvBRQv
7: end for
It is important to notice that in such decomposition process, no edge or vertex is deleted.
Thus, such decomposition differs from definition of ‘cut’ in graph theory (Klavzar (2008))
and we cannot directly apply existing ‘cut vertices’ or ‘cut edges’ algorithms (which find
vertices/edges eliminating which the graph becomes disconnected) here. Instead, we pick
possible vertex combinations and try to decompose a graph with it. Or, understanding
it in the tensor algebra contraction context, these newly introduced vertices are zipped
indices/symbols during the contractions of intermediate tensors.
To decompose graph with trial indices, we need to build a new graph G′ = {V ′, E ′} from
original graph G = {V,E, T}, where vertices in G′ represent edges in G and V ′ are connected
when their corresponding edges in G share vertices, viz, V ′ = {v′ = (u, v)|(u, v) ∈ E} and
E ′ = {(v′1, v′2)|v′1
⋂
v′2 6= ∅}. We then delete edges in G′ that are connected by vertices in
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both trial vertex set and target vertex set, then compute strongly connected components
(SCC) of the result graph (Nuutila and Soisalon-Soininen (1994)). If at least one SCC can
be found, such decomposition exists. Because all G edges are preserved as vertices in G′ and
we deleted no vertex in G′, we can convert each SCC of the G′ back to get one subgraph of
G.
Algorithm 9 describes how to decompose a graph by certain vertex set and return sub-
graphs. The algorithm runs in O(N) time where N represent the number of edges in graph
G. In real implementation, to achieve efficiency, G′ graphs are not explicitly built, and the
decomposition is detected by one single Depth First Search (DFS) (Tarjan (1972)). Also,
bit mask technique is used for program acceleration.
Algorithm 9 Pseudocode for decomposing a graph by certain vertex set
1: function DecomposeGraph(G, vSet)
2: G′ ← new graph
3: G′.V = G.E
4: for all edge pairs (e1, e2) of G.E do
5: if e1, e2 share index and index not in vSet then
6: Add edge (e1, e2) to G
′.E
7: end if
8: end for . can be replaced by BFS
9: Result← empty list . for storing subgraph
10: SCCs← strongly connected components of G′
11: if SCCs.length > 1 then
12: for all SCC in SCCs do . convert back to G
13: Sub← new graph
14: for all e in SCC.E do
15: u, v ← vertices of e
16: Add vertices u and v to Sub.V
17: Add edge (u, v) to Sub.E
18: end for
19: Sub.T = vSet ∩ Sub.V
20: Append Sub to Result
21: end for
22: end if
23: return Result . empty if cannot be decomposed
24: end function
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With the decomposition algorithm, we can easily come up with a brute force algorithm
for searching optimal compute scheme, as shown in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Brute force search of optimal scheme
1: function SchemeSearch(G)
2: if G is a basic graph then . Direct return on basic graphs
3: return 0
4: else
5: min cost =∞
6: for all G→ G1, G2 do . Graph decomposition
7: cost = CostFunction(G1, G2, G)
8: cost += SchemeSearch(G1)
9: cost += SchemeSearch(G2)
10: if cost < min cost then
11: G.left = G1
12: G.right = G2
13: min cost = cost
14: end if
15: end for
16: return min cost
17: end if
18: end function
Recall that each graph decomposition G → {G1, G2} represents a tensor contraction
calculation and the subgraphs represent intermediate tensors. The memory dimensions of
intermediate tensors are thus represented by sizes of target sets of subgraphs G1.T and
G2.T . That is, during the decomposition steps, we can limit the maximum dimension of
intermediate tensors during computation by setting an upper-bound for target set size of
subgraphs. Similarly, we can also restrict the maximum time complexity for the whole
compute scheme. This is how we theoretically determined that THC is able to reduce time
complexity of MP3 method to O(N4) and reduce CCSD(T) and CC3 to O(N5). However, as
we will demonstrate in Chapter 6, compute schemes with best time complexities may not be
optimal for small molecules, in which cases Autom is able to automatically switch to more
efficient schemes, possibly with worse asympototic scaling.
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It is obvious that there exists myriad schemes for decomposing one large graph into
edges. Usually, the number of possible decompositions on a general graph grows in factorial-
like speed with respect to the number of vertices, and for each subgraph there are also many
ways to decompose it into subsubgraphs. As a result, the total number of global compute
schemes for computing the whole tensor chain equation grows exponentially and can be
extremely large when complicated MBPT methods are encountered. For example, 1 of 124
equations in THC-CCSD(T) method consists of 24 terms and can lead to 106 ∼ 107 distinct
decompositions. For such large searching space, brute force searching for optimal schemes
would be impractical.
In next section, we will introduce our efficient Dynamic Programming algorithm used for
compressing the searching space and accelerate computations based on a Graph Isomorphism
algorithm.
5.2.2 Dynamic Programming Algorithm for Scheme Search
We used a Dynamic Programming (DP) strategy for searching optimal schemes. DP is
an algorithm design pattern for problems that can be divided into sub-problems and the
solution of original problem can be derived by the sub-solutions of sub-problems (Cormen
et al. (2009)). If the sub-problems overlap with each other, instead of solving same sub-
problem repeatedly like in brute force algorithms, we store sub-solutions upon solving it
and read the answer directly when an identical sub-problem is queried. This space-time
trading strategy can greatly reduce the computation complexity, in certain scenarios, it
can even ameliorate the computation complexity from exponential to polynomial. Figure
5.6 illustrates how DP strategy can be applied to our problem. In our problem, to form
the target graph optimally, we should also form its subgraphs optimally, thus the optimal
scheme for a target graph must include optimal schemes of its subgraphs.
In our DP strategy, we store solutions for all searched graphs. Each solution consists of
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Figure 5.6: Illustration for Dynamic Programming Algorithm
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five attributes: id, parent ids, operations, cost and depend set, where id is a unique integer
for every unique intermediate tensor (namely, the corresponding subgraph or sub-problem),
parent ids is a pair of ids denoting that current tensor can be computed by other two
intermediates (referred to as parents) according to operations, which is an Einsum-style
instruction, and cost is the estimated compute time for current tensor computed by two
parents. And depend set is a set of ids representing all intermediates required in order to
compute current tenor.
In our implementation, we applied DP strategy on two levels based on two data structures:
Graph and Tensor. A Graph is defined similarly as our previous definition G(V,E, T ), while
in Tensor, the explicit symbols are discarded and distinct Tensors differ only by symbol
types or their connections. We introduce Tensor because Graphs with different symbol sets
may point to one common intermediate, for example, in Figure 5.5, the two decomposed
Graphs are labeled differently, but they both represent intermediate BQRv in Algorithm 8.
Theoretically, we could use only Tensor structure for identifying sub-problems, but building
and hashing a Tensor object is much more time-consuming than doing so for a Graph object.
We will introduce how to identify unique Tensor objects based on a Graph Isomorphism
algorithm in next section.
Algorithm 11 demonstrates our DP process, every time a sub-solution is queried, we first
hash the Graph, and return its solution if it’s already stored in solution dictionary. Otherwise,
we compute its corresponding Tensor, and check if it is solved based on its hash. If not, we
have to decompose the graph and query solutions of its subgraphs, pick the most efficient
sub-scheme combination and store selected solution to both Graph and Tensor dictionaries.
Note that before compute scheme searching process, we already stored all basic tensors into
solution dictionary as termination cases.
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Algorithm 11 Algorithm for finding the optimal scheme for a graph
1: function QuerySolution(graph)
2: if graph in graphBank then . DP based on edge and vertex string hash
3: return graphBank[graph]
4: end if
5: Build tensor according to graph
6: if tensor in tensorBank then . DP based on a special Tensor hash
7: return tensorBank[tensor]
8: end if
9: Initialize solution with a unique solution.id
10: min cost← inf
11: for all gA, gB that decompose graph do . Start a new searching
12: sA ← QuerySolution(gA)
13: sB ← QuerySolution(gB)
14: operation← {gA.target set, gB.target set, graph.target set}
15: cost← CostFunction(operation, size dictionary)
16: depend set← sA.depend set ∪ sB.depend set ∪ {sA.id, sB.id}
17: all cost← cost + total cost of intermediates in depend set
18: if all cost < min cost then
19: min cost← all cost
20: solution.cost← cost
21: solution.parent ids← {sA.id, sB.id}
22: solution.operation← operation
23: solution.depend set← depend set
24: end if
25: end for
26: store (graph, solution) pair into graphBank
27: store (tensor, solution) pair into tensorBank
28: return solution
29: end function
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5.2.3 Graph Isomorphism for Common Intermediates Recognition
In order to efficiently apply DP strategy for our problem, it is important to identify whether
a sub-problem have been solved. In last section, we showed that Graph hashes based on
symbols/string matches are not good enough for detecting whether a sub-problem is solved.
Successfully recognizing sub-problems is not only very important for accelerating the scheme
searching process, but also essential for generating optimal compute schemes. For example,
identifying two subgraphs in Figure 5.5 are transposes of each other can effectively reduce
the final computation time by half. In this section, we introduce our method for recognizing
such common intermediates.
It is worth pointing out that, two subgraphs in Figure 5.5 share one intermediate tensor
only when matrix PQ is identical with matrix RS and they are symmetric. Note that
though indices Q and R both appeared in target sets of two subgraphs, they do not match
with each other, i.e. Q vertex in one subgraph matches with R vertex in another subgraph,
or, T vQRleft = T
vRQ
right. This explains why in line 6 of Algorithm 8, two kinds of labels are used
for tensor B. From the aspect of algorithm design, we also need to find such correspondence
between vertices.
It is common that ERI tensors are symmetric, and usually such symmetric properties are
preserved by low-rank approximation techniques. For example, in the THC approximation,
all collocation matrices corresponding to same vir/occ orbital spaces are identical, e.g. for
decomposition (ia|jb) ≈ XPi XPa ZPQ1 XQj XQb and (ij|ab) ≈ XPi XPj ZPQ2 XQa XQb we have rela-
tionships XPi = X
Q
j = X
P
j and X
P
a = X
Q
b = X
Q
a , where Z
PQ
1 is symmetric but Z
PQ
2 is not.
One basic tensor can be assigned with multiple symbolic names is the main reason why we
need a Tensor data structure that contains information only about vertex and edge types
instead of specific symbol labels.
Now we demonstrate how to use the tensor data structure for detecting identical inter-
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mediates, including considerations on symmetric properties. Each tensor object has two
attributes: symbol vec and adj matrix. The symbol vec is built upon the vertex (symbol) set
of graph, each element in symbol vec matches with one unique symbol in graph vertex set,
but instead of labelling its elements with specific symbols, they are marked by an integer
pair, whose first element represents whether this symbol appears in graph.target and second
element is its corresponding symbol ids, e.g. all occupied orbital vertices are marked with 0s
and virtual orbital vertices with 1s.
Next we form the modified adjacency matrix adj matrix. A normal adjacency matrix
represents a graph by filling its elements with 1 if two vertices are connected in the graph
and with 0 if otherwise. But for our adj matrix attribute, we do some modifications on
normal adjacency matrices to encode more information about matrix types and symmetry.
Take a matrix equation graph (with no dummy vertex introduced) as example, we first assign
each edge with an id according to its corresponding matrix type, then we change undirected
edges to be directed. The directions of edges can be arbitrary but we make sure that for
edges with same id, the types of their starting vertices and ending vertices are consistent,
and finally, edges connecting symbols in symmetric matrices are made bidirectional.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the modified MP2-J graph and Table 5.1 represents two adj matrix s
of the subgraphs. Note that adj matrix is determined depending on the order of symbols
in symbol vec and with the displayed symbol vec order, two adj matrix s of two subgraphs
are identical, and they are identical only when PQ and RS matrices are identical and
symmetric. Also, in this aligning, symbol Q of one subgraph matches with R in another
subgraph, which is consistent with our observation in Algorithm 8, that they refer to one
common intermediate, but are transposes of each other.
With symbol vec and adj matrix computed, we can easily conclude that different tensors
sharing a same symbol vec and adj matrix refer to one common intermediate. However,
the aligning of symbol vec can be arbitrary, which means if we rotate the symbol vec of one
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Figure 5.7: Graph edges marked according to matrix types.
tensor, modifying its adj matrix accordingly and it become identical with another tensor,
they should share one common intermediate as well. This is defined in Graph Theory as a
Graph Isomorphism (GI) problem. One common solution for solving GI (namely, canonically
labelling a graph) is finding the maximal/minimal representation for the adjacency matrix
among all vertex rotations, with a factorial-like time complexity (Babai (1980); Elk (1992)).
But the solution is easier for labeled graphs, like in our case. Because such rotations only
need to be done among undistinguishable vertices, for which we define as orbitals. So in our
implementation, we first build a vector collecting simple information for each symbol, e.g.
whether existing in graph.target, its symbol id, a vector of matrix id in which the symbol
appeared in the corresponding matrix. Then we sort the symbols, and the adjacent symbols
with identical information vector are included in the same rotation orbital. We then find the
maximal representation of adj matrix among all possible rotations, and we are guaranteed
that such maximal representation is unique and tensor with identical maximal representation
share common intermediates.
Algorithm 12 illustrates the whole process for building tensor object. In practical im-
plementation, to accelerate calculation, the adj matrix is never rebuilt upon rotations, and
because adj matrix is usually a sparse matrix, it is also stored in a sparse format.
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Algorithm 12 Algorithm for building tensor based on graph
1: function BuildTensor(graph)
2: symbols← set for all uniqe symbols
3: best permute← Range(0, symbols.length) . For index rewiring
4: curr permute← Range(0, symbols.length)
5: adj mtx← modified adjacency matrix . Only build once, never modified
6: Build permute orbitals for indistinguishable symbols
7: for all rotation combinations for all orbitals do
8: modify curr permute according to current orbital rotation
9: flag ← False
10: for all i in Range(0, symbols.length) do
11: if flag == True then
12: break
13: end if
14: for all j in Range(0, symbols.length) do
15: best value← adj mtx[best permute[i]][best permute[j]]
16: curr value← adj mtx[curr permute[i]][curr permute[j]]
17: if best value 6= curr value then
18: flag ← True
19: if best value < curr value then . For finding maximal representation
20: best permute← curr permute
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: Initialize a new tensor
27: Reorder symbols according to best permute
28: Rotate adj mtx according to best permute
29: tensor.symbol vec← symbols
30: tensor.adj matrix← sparse representation of adj mtx
31: return tensor
32: end function
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Table 5.1: Modified adjacency matrices of two subgraphs of MP2-J graph.
Our strategy can be easily adapted for tensor equations by adding dummy vertices when
building adj matrix. Take density-fitting tensors of ERIs as example, to represent decom-
position (ij|ab) ≈ PAijQAab, we create dummy vertices X and Y and fully connect them
with symbols in PAij and QAab, respectively, and mark the dummy edges according to its
tensor type and dummy edge type. As shown in Figure 5.8, edge Xi and Xj are marked
with a same edge id and edge XA is marked with a second id to indicate symmetric property
PAij = PAji, which is similarly done for QAab = QAba.
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Figure 5.8: Dummy vertices introduced for representing tensors
Moreover, GI is also providing symmetry information for all tensor intermediates. The
maximal representation for a tensor object should be achieved by multiple symbol vecs with
different orders if the corresponding tensor intermediate is symmetric. Thus, we can collect
all symbol vec sequences that lead to the maximal representation and excerpt the permu-
tation indices of graph.target vertices, which represents the symmetry of the tensor object.
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Such symmetry information can be used for finding more efficient compute schemes and
accelerating computations.
5.2.4 Addition Chain Problem: NP-completeness
Equipped with our GI algorithm, we are guaranteed that in the final compute scheme,
same intermediates are never computed twice, and reusing intermediates can effectively
help reduce final compute time. However, it is important to pointing out that, if reusage
of intermediates are considered, results found by DP algorithm is not the optimal global
solution. This is because the optimal solution may not necessarily be a combination of
two optimal solutions for sub-problems. Two less-optimal sub-solutions may share more
intermediates and eventually lead to a better solution. With intermediates, our problem
become similar to the Addition-Chain Exponentiation Problem in mathematics, which is
known to be an NP-complete problem and does not have a general optimal solution (Bos
and Coster (1989); Gordon (1998); Nedjah and de Macedo Mourelle (2002)).
The optimal-ness of our DP algorithm vanishes when an entire electronic structure
method is considered. Because each theory consists of multiple equations, and the com-
putation among different theories can share intermediates, it is even harder to determine
which equations should be computed first to provide more reusable intermediates. We leave
such exploration as future works.
The difficulty of NP-complete problems makes the search for a true globally optimal
impractical: it is wasteful to develop a more efficient algorithm if the time it takes to derive
that algorithm is longer than the time saved by the algorithm itself. And with the efficient
DP and GI algorithms, Autom has proved to be fast enough to be used on-the-fly for many
methods. Table 5.2 illustrates the size of searching space for different electronic structure
methods and the compute time comparison for searchings compute scheme with or without
DP algorithm. The searching can be trimmed and done more effectively if certain constraints
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THC-MP2 THC-MP3 THC-CC3 THC-CCSD(T)
Number of equations 2 12→10 240→144 216→124
Number of factors in equation 14 26 16/21 24/28
Naive search time per equation ∼2s ∼5min ∼1min Never finished
Autom search time per equation ∼ 10−3s ∼ 10−1s ∼ 10−2s ∼ 2s
Table 5.2: Problem size of different THC-approximated MBPT methods
(such as maximum memory/time complexities) are applied, which may lead to 10x∼20x
speedups. Since DP algorithm already compared tons of possible compute schemes, we are
confident that the compute schemes found are already quite efficient, if not globally optimal.
5.2.5 Output: Compute Graphs
In previous sections we introduced how Autom deploys a fast DP and GI algorithm and finds
efficient compute schemes for a chemistry theory with low-rank approximation techniques
for a specific chemistry system. This already endows Autom good value for theoretical
studies. For example, we can easily determine the theoretical complexity upper-bound for a
certain chemistry theory with an experimental low-rank approximation technique, proving
its correctness by generating the corresponding compute schemes.
For the output, most directly, Autom can generate human-readable instructions for com-
putation in Einsum syntax, as shown in Figure 5.9. Chemistry method developers can easily
implement the compute scheme according to these instructions, but this step of machinery
work is likely to be less interesting, less creative, while more error-prone and more time-
consuming. For us, Autom is designed with a philosophy: good programmers should not
tolerate repetitions in their routine work, as we believe that similar, repeated work should be
described as higher level rules and programmed into a machine that automatically operate
the rules. We wish to build our code engine as a black box like a modern compiler, where
everything that can be automatically done is automatically done. That is, Autom should
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complete the task of automatic optimization and evaluation of derived compute schemes.
In Autom, the derived compute schemes are internally represented by Compute Graphs,
where leaves of a compute graph represent basic tensors/matrices provided by low-rank
approximation techniques, and nodes represent intermediate/result tensors. Figure 5.10
illustrates the compute graph of MP2 J energy and the corresponding tensor contractions.
Parent nodes in compute graphs depend on descendent nodes to be computed, so compute
graphs are essentially Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). Such DAG representations are also
widely utilized in the Machine Learning (ML) community. Lazy-evaluating is common in
ML software, such as TensorFlow (Abadi et al. (2016); Shukla and Fricklas (2018)), where
after reading the code for basic operations (convolution, matrix production, batching, etc.),
its compiler does not perform calculations immediately, instead, these operations are wired
into a similar DAG. After a special TensorFlow run function is called, many optimizations
are performed before the execution. Such optimization may involve a global graph optimizer
grappler (Larsen and Shpeisman (2019)), a linear algebra optimizer HLO/XLA (Schardl
and Samsi (2019)), a polyhedral optimizer (Pradelle et al. (2017)), etc. The optimizers
would rewrite the graph based on the features of the computation, especially the compute
platform being used (CPU/GPU/TPU/FPGA devices), while maintaining the correctness
of the rewritten graphs. These compute graphs of TensorFlow can also be visualized with
tools like TensorBoard (Vogelsang and Erickson (2020)).
Similar workflow structure also exists in compilers. Upon reading the source code, a
modern compiler would first build its Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) according to its language
grammer, then split the source codes into code blocks and build a Control Flow Graph
(CFG), which is also a DAG. Note that in Autom, we achieve our compute graph DAG
with an extra step of scheme searching (with DP and GI algorithm) after parsing. With
the programing language DAG, compilers may also perform specific optimizations on top of
it, such as dead block elimination (Cooper and Torczon (2011)), graph coloring for register
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Figure 5.9: Human-readable compute instructions generated by Autom
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Figure 5.10: Decomposition of MP2-J graph and compute graph for final scheme.
allocation (Chaitin (1982)), etc. Some optimization options may greatly effect the efficiency
of resultant binary runnables.
That being said, in terms of practical usage, we are only half way to Autom being
a Chemistry Equation Compiler. In next sections, we will introduce how the com-
pute graphs are optimized Autom and how Autom can automatically perform error-free and
memory-safe calculations on multiple computing platforms. We hold the belief that further
developments on Chemistry Equation Compilers will eventually free chemistry programmers
from tedious scientific programming and debugging, while providing performance surpassing
hand-coded implementations.
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5.3 Compute Graph optimization
In last section, we introduced how Autom can efficiently derive compute graphs with a
Dynamic Programming and a Graph Isomorphism algorithm. In this section, we focus on
optimizing compute graphs on primarily two aspects, optimizing global memory footprints
and accelerating linear algebra calculations.
5.3.1 Memory Footprint Optimization
The two main limitations of applying accurate electronic structure methods on large chemical
systems are time and memory. In Chapter 4, we introduced the THC approximation which
can reduce the complexity of high accuracy methods such as CCSD(T) and CC3 by two
orders. Because the time complexity of these methods is reduced from the original O(N7) to
O(N5), we can conclude that the maximum memory complexity of intermediates does not
exceed O(N4), for any contraction operation on O(N5) tensor would lead to calculations with
complexities no less than O(N6). But for large systems, it is preferred that only intermediates
with O(N3) complexities are stored, e.g., the Density Fitting approximation factorizes the
ERI tensor (pq|rs) into two three order tensors DApq and DArs. That is, Autom needs to
reduce maximum memory requirements by one complexity order.
For simple tensor contractions, we may reduce complexity of memory requirements by
unwrapping calculation in loops. For example, for contraction C = Einsum(“acd, bcd →
ab”, A,B), we may loop through “c” and “d” index, inside each loop, only corresponding
chunks of tensor A and B are computed and stored on the fly, then chunked calculations are
performed and accumulated: C += Einsum(“a, b→ ab”, Acd, Bcd). In this case, maximum
memory complexity is reduced from O(N3) to O(N2).
However, compute graphs generated by Autom are much more complicated than the ex-
ample one. Because of intermediate reusage and index dependencies, such memory-reducing
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Figure 5.11: Complicated dependencies make explicit storage of A unavoidable
loop unwrappings may not exist. Figure 5.11 illustrates a calculation where Aac matrix must
be explicitly stored. We cannot loop through first index of A because C would be also chun-
ked and stored as a vector inside loop but D depends on a whole C to be computed. Neither
can we loop through its second index because C must be completely accumulated after all
loops, and D depending on both A and C indicates that D must be both inside and outside
the loop, which is impossible.
A possible solution for the aforementioned problem is splitting nodes. For example, we
can loop through “c” index when computing D, which requires chunking A on its second
index and chunking C on its first index, and computing the chuck of C requires chunking
of A again on its first index. As a result, the price of avoiding direct storage of A is
that it needs to be computed twice. Moreover, for large compute graphs (around 1000
nodes for THC-CC3 and THC-CCSD(T)), determining which nodes should be chunked and
on which indices that chunking should occur is non-trivial work. We leave it as a open
question whether there exists efficient ways for finding possible loop-unwrapping strategies
while introducing the least amount of extra calculations. Recent developments in polyhedral
compilation techniques (Simbürger et al. (2019)) for parallel programming may provide new
insights into this problem, but that is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Instead, in Autom, we setup a parameter for memory limitation when searching for
compute graphs. Similar to complexity constraints, scheme searches are terminated early if
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the current memory footprint exceeds its limit. And if the whole compute scheme search
is killed because of memory limitations, a new trial loop is built. In each trial, we select
one index in original equation and mark its size to be 1, and this mark naturally gives such
index priority when decomposing graphs, as a result, the index usually exists in most high-
order intermediates. And during computation, these intermediates are computed inside the
common loop through the marked index, thus avoiding complicated dependency problems.
With this strategy, we can compute CC3 and CCSD(T) for 20 water molecule systems with
maximum O(N3) memory complexity and within 200 GB memory, which is acceptable for
most high performance computing centers.
5.3.2 Common Subexpression Elimination
Subexpression elimination is an important optimization technique for accelerating computa-
tions. For example, tensor computation {A×B+A×C} can be replaced by {A× (B+C)},
which reduces amount of computation from two multiplications and one summation to one
multiplication and one summation. Generally, tensor multiplication calculations are much
more time-consuming than tensor summations, so this optimization can roughly lead to a 2x
speedup. Another common elimination pattern is extracting common terms, such as replac-
ing computation {E = A×B+C;F = A×B×D} with {temp = A×B;E = temp+C;F =
temp×D}. But because all operations in Autom are binary and common terms are recog-
nized by Graph Isomorphism, this optimization is already naturally performed.
We observed that subexpression elimination is critical for computation efficiencies of t1-
transform involved methods. For example, in our THC-CC3 method, such optimization can
accelerate calculations by 30%. This is because many equations in these methods only differ
by few terms and many intermediates are shared across equations.
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5.3.3 Tensor Transpose Optimization
Figure 5.9 illustrated some unoptimized instructions of a compute graph generated by Autom,
in which computations are expressed in Einstein Summation (Einsum) syntax. In our current
implementation, floating point computations are handled by an Einsum library.
There are three types of indices in one Einstein Summation instruction: Hadamard, single
and zipped indices. For example, in operation {C = Einsum(“abd, acd→ abc”, A,B)}, “a”
is a Hadamard index because it appears in all three tensors, “b” and “c” are single indices as
they appear in result tensor and only one of two input tensors, and “d” is the zipped index
because it appears in both input tensors and disappears in the result tensor.
A typical Einsum operation consists of two steps: transposition of the original data and
BLAS function calls on transposed data. In transposition step, input tensors are transposed
so that Hadamard indices are followed by single indices then followed by zipped indices.
Then, looping through all Hadamard indices, BLAS functions are called on certain contin-
uous memory blocks of input tensors and results are assigned to blocks of result tensors
accordingly.
In unoptimized instructions generated directly by Autom, input tensors are not usually
arranged by the proper index order (Hadamard, single, then zipped), and when input tensors
are used for several computations, the same transpose may be applied for multiple times,
leading to repeated work. So in this optimization step, we explicitly transpose all tensor
intermediates so that indices of all input tensors of BLAS calls are properly ordered. In
some of our calculations, this optimization technique accelerated the total compute time by
around 20%.
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5.3.4 Compute Sequence Optimization
Figure 5.12: Compute sequence {C,D,B,E,A} and {E,C,D,B,A} are both correct, but
the former one is preferred for memory efficiency.
In previous sections, we represented compute schemes by compute graphs, but in practi-
cal implementations, calculation are performed sequentially. In principle, all topologically
sorted sequences of compute graph are equivalently correct, but they differ in their memory
requirements. This is because the memory used to store an intermediate tensor can be freed
when no future calculations depend on it.
For example, Figure 5.12 illustrates a simple compute graph consisting of five tensors.
Two compute sequences {C,D,B,E,A} and {E,C,D,B,A} are both valid for this calcula-
tion. However, with the first compute sequence, after computing B, memories of C and D
can be freed immediately, while in second compute sequence, E is computed before B and
it consumes memory during computation of B even though it is not needed.
Practical situations are much more complicated than this example case. This problem is
known similarly in the math and computer science community as a pebble game (Jacobs and
Thorpe (1995)). Solving the pebble game is a challenging task (Lengauer and Tarjan (1982)),
and it may not be necessary to find a globally optimal solution. In our implementation, we
used a greedy heuristic method when deriving compute sequences for compute graphs.
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5.4 Domain Specific Compilers and Outlook
In previous sections of this chapter we introduced main components of our automatic code
engine, Autom. In this section we focus on potential influences of Autom by comparing to
similar research in the Machine Learning community and by comparing workflows of pro-
gramming electronic structure methods in the conventional style and in the Autom style.
We show that Autom is not only one successful automated code engine for solving compli-
cated CC theories with THC, but is also a prototype for future chemistry equation compiler
designs. We believe that in an era where the demise of Moore’s law is close at hand, domain
specific compilers are the most promising solution for enhancing performance of large scale
scientific programs, and its development in the Computational Chemistry field will also prove
to be a necessity.
5.4.1 Machine Learning Compilers
In this section, we investigate several domain specific compilers in Machine Learning com-
munity. We first show that Computational Chemistry field and Machine Learning field share
many similar challenges:
• Both need to design Internal Representations (IRs) for multiple inputs. For example,
Machine Learning compilers need to accept inputs from different ML software front-
ends, and electronic structure equation compilers need to process different theories and
low-rank approximation techniques uniformly.
• Both represent computes scheme by compute graphs, and should optimize compute
graphs on a platform-independent level by techniques such as loop-fusion, strength
reduction and sub-expression elimination.
• Both involve immense amount of floating point calculations, especially high-order ten-
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sor algebra computations, whose efficient implementation is very sensitive to the ac-
celerators used such as GPU/TPU platforms or distributed systems.
Of these challenges the computational efficiency is of the greatest interest. In our current
implementation, the floating point calculation is usually performed by linear algebra (LA)
libraries provided by hardware vendors, such as cuBlas by Nvidia (Barrachina et al. (2008))
and MKl by Intel (Wang et al. (2014)). This strategy was similarly employed in some early
ML softwares designs. However, even though these LA libraries are meticulously tuned with
countless engineering efforts, they are optimized at the finest granularity, and hence lack
information about the whole compute graph. As the size of compute graphs (both ML and
Autom graphs) grows larger, the efficiency we can gain from global graph optimizations gets
more notable.
In order to gain computational efficiency on all levels, Google team has released a novel
Machine Learning compiler framework, Multi-Level Internal Representation (MLIR) (Lat-
tner et al. (2020, 2021)) as an augmentation to the TensorFlow software. On a higher level,
TensorFlow depends on its Grappler module for compute graph performance optimizations
through graph simplifications and other high-level optimizations such as inlining functions (to
enable inter-procedural optimizations), or optimizing the mapping of graph nodes (to specific
compute resources to reduce the devices peak memory usage and improve hardware utiliza-
tion). On a lower level, MLIR employ polyhedral compilation techniques (auto-tensorize,
auto-tiling and auto-scheduling) (Verdoolaege et al. (2013)) to make dependence analysis
and loop transformations efficient and reliable. Through machine-level optimizations, recent
research demonstrated that MLIR can generate low-level machine codes at the speed of finely
tuned cuBLAS libraries (Bondhugula (2020); Tian et al. (2021)).
The internal representation (IR) of compute graphs in MLIR are converted through di-
alects. Figure 5.13 shows how high level graphs (which consist of hardware-unaware opera-
tions such as multiplication and batching) are processed through different dialects, optimized
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Figure 5.13: Graph lowering through dialects in MLIR. Image courtesy: MLIR official website
on finer granularity and eventually converted to low level IRs (such as llvm IR for CPU plat-
forms, which involve machine level instructions such as register allocation), this process is
called lowering. Through combinations of dialects of different optimization levels (hence the
name, multi-level), one high-level graph can be lowered to multiple IRs suitable for different
back-ends (GPU, TPU, TFLite, etc.). For example, MLIR supports polyhedral compilation
through a built-in dialect named Affine (Moses et al. (2021)), which has the capability of
expressing the static control part of the program and allows programmers to accomplish the
tailored optimization with the semantics of the nested loops.
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Aside from dozens of built-in dialects, MLIR allow users to define customized dialects and
passes for optimizing compute graphs. This amazing feature enables programmers to define
their own domain specific compilers, customize optimization passes with domain-specific
knowledge, while taking advantage of the versatile tools provided by MLIR. We leave it as
our future work to utilize the MLIR as the back-end for Autom.
Another similar work is lead by Chen et al. (2018) with their Tensor Virtual Machine
(TVM). TVM is also a ML compiler that exposes graph-level and operator-level optimiza-
tions to provide performance portability to Machine Learning workloads across diverse hard-
ware back-ends. Quoting its official document, NNVM compiler can: represent and optimize
the common deep learning workloads in high level graph internal representation (IR); trans-
form the computation graph to minimize memory utilization, optimize data layout and fuse
computation patterns for different hardware back-ends; present an end to end compilation
pipeline from front-end deep learning frameworks to bare metal hardwares. Such function-
alities are all consistent with our Autom design philosophy.
Moreover, compared with conventional parameter-fixed BLAS-dependent implementa-
tions, this end-to-end ML compiler infrastructure has proven to be more flexible for hyper-
parameter optimizations. For example, project Ansor (Zheng et al. (2020)) and AutoML
(He et al. (2019)) both utilized Machine Learning techniques to automatically tune hyper-
parameters. Instead of using pre-set hyper-parameters like MKL/cuBlas, these softwares
perform probe computations with trial parameters and derive the optimal setting on-the-fly
according to the specific calculation size and features of the compute platform similar to the
older ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software) BLAS library.
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5.4.2 Chemistry Programing Workflows in Conventional Style and
in Autom Style
In this section we compare the workflow of chemistry theory development in conventional
style with Autom style. We show that Autom is not only one successful automated code
engine for solving complicated MBPT theories, but is also a promising prototype for future
electronic structure equation compiler designs.
Figure 5.14 illustrates a conventional theory development workflow. The rectangles rep-
resent input information. For every theory, when a new low-rank approximation technique is
applied, programmers need to design a new algorithm for it. Then for each specific compute
platform/software, the same algorithm need to be programmed repeatedly. Some shortcom-
ings of this conventional workflow are:
• The number of algorithms that need to be derived is the product of number of theories
and number of low-rank approximation techniques. That is, each time a new low-rank
approximation technique is introduced, efforts are needed to adapt it on all popular
chemistry methods.
• For each derived algorithm, double work is required in order to deploy it on both CPU
and GPU platforms.
• Duplications in chemistry equations are hard to detect. Take THC-CCSD(T) as exam-
ple, though the number of equations we introduced in Chapter 4 is 124, a raw expansion
of original equation actually gives 216 equations, and 92 of them are non-trivial dupli-
cates. However, without an systematic analysis method, it is hard to eliminate these
duplicated terms and unnecessary work.
• Manually deriving algorithms for complicated electronic structure methods is challeng-
ing, as shown in Chapter 4, a theory could be expanded into hundreds of equations,
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each requiring dozens of lines of code to be implemented, which leads to an enormous
amount of programming and debugging work.
• No information about specific chemical systems is used when algorithms are derived,
instead, programmers usually derive an algorithm assuming that target system is fairly
large and only implement algorithms with lowest complexity. We will show in next
chapter that low complexity compute schemes works inefficiently for small or medium
size systems and optimal compute schemes should be derived on-the-fly.
As a comparison, Figure 5.15 illustrates the workflow for developing electronic structure
theories using Autom. Unlike the conventional approach, all output information is derived
automatically on-the-fly, and it can be conveniently visualized in text instructions or compute
graphs. Some advantages are listed below:
• The effort for deriving and implementing algorithms is minimized. Researchers only
need to define the electronic structure theory and low-rank approximation rules ac-
cording to Autom DSL and provide basic matrices/tensors to Autom. Autom can
automatically derive compute schemes, implement algorithms and compute results.
• In the algorithm derivation step, information of the specific chemical system under
consideration is utilized, which guarantees that suitable compute schemes are applied
for all system sizes.
• Many optimizations are introduced, which can eliminate duplicated terms, reduce
memory footprint and accelerate calculations on a global level. Augmenting old im-
plementations with new optimization techniques is much more convenient than the
conventional way, which requires rewriting of all previous codes.
• Efficiently deploying implementation on a specific compute platform is non-trivial work
which requires immense engineering work. Autom back-ends can lower the problem
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Figure 5.14: Workflow of conventional implementations of chemistry theories with low-rank
approximation
of deployment to other mature back-ends platforms such as MLIR and easily take
advantage of new advances originating in the ML community.
To sum up, in our era that is seeing the end of Moore’s law, domain specific compilers
are proving to be the best solution for many scientific computing problems. We believe that
as pioneering work for Chemistry Equation Compilers, Autom has demonstrated a promising
future for electronic structure software development.
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Figure 5.15: Workflow for automatic algorithm derivation and implementation on-the-fly
using Autom
Chapter 6
Results: Rank-reduced MBPT
Methods
In the last chapter, we introduced the components of our electronic structure equation com-
piler, Autom. In principle, Autom is capable of processing any arbitrary MBPT theory with
customized low-rank approximation rules, searching for an optimal compute scheme and
generating runnable codes base on the information of a specific chemical system as well as
the compute platform being used. In this chapter, we show some practical results of Ten-
sor HyperContraction (THC) approximated MBPT methods that are automatically derived,
optimized and implemented by Autom. We demonstrate that THC is a powerful low-rank
approximation technique that can accelerate MBPT methods by orders of time complexities
and that the approximated methods are more efficient than their counterparts in popular
chemistry software while only introducing negligible errors. We also point out that Autom
played an indispensable role in the application of THC techniques.
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 6.1, we discuss several previous related
work on rank-reduced CC theories and automatic code-generation techniques. Then in Sec-
tion 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we test on the efficiency and accuracy of THC-approximated third-order
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Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (THC-MP3), perturbative triples correction to coupled
cluster singles and doubles (THC-CCSD(T)) and iterative approximate coupled cluster sin-
gles, doubles, and triples model (THC-CC3), respectively.
All our THC-approximated methods are automatically derived, optimized by our code en-
gine, Autom. And the implementation is in cooperation with the LIGHTSPEED-TERACHEM
rapid prototyping environment. All timed calculations are performed on a machine with 6
core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU (E5-2643 v4 @ 3.40GHz) with MKL as BLAS library backend.
Unless otherwise noted, cc-pVDZ basis set is used and cc-pVDZ-ri (for MP3 and CCSD(T))
and cc-pV6Z-ri (for CC3) are used as the auxiliary basis sets for DF, THC and lr-THC
methods.
6.1 Related Work
In Chapter 4 we introduced how rank-reduced coupled cluster methods can be derived with
THC technique. Aside from low-rank approximation, another effective approach to solving
the dimensionality curse is through exploiting the spatial sparsity of coupled cluster theory.
One popular local orbital method has been popularized by Neese and coworkers, named
Domain-based Local Pair Natural Orbital (DLPNO) (Sparta and Neese (2014); Liakos and
Neese (2015); Saitow et al. (2017); Brabec et al. (2018)). DLPNO technique depend on the
fact that dynamical electron correlation is usually a short-range effect (i.e. it decays as 1
R6
).
Localized molecular orbitals (LMO) are used as occupied space and virtual orbital space is
built by projecting out the occupied LMOs from the full atomic orbitals, named projected
atomic orbitals (PAOs). DLPNO method can reduce the scaling of CC theories by truncating
the virtual space using pair natural orbitals (PNOs) and by allowing only excitations from
an LMO into PNOs in its vicinity. It has been reported that its approximation on CCSD(T)
(DLPNO-CCSD(T)) (Riplinger et al. (2013); Liakos et al. (2019); Schneider et al. (2016))
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can accelerate the method to be linear-like scaling in certain study cases (Pavošević et al.
(2017); Riplinger et al. (2016); Guo et al. (2018)), and thus the method can be applied
chemical systems as large as hundreds of atoms (Minenkov et al. (2015); Calbo et al. (2017);
Sandler et al. (2021)).
However, the downside of the local orbital approach is that accuracy of the method is
determined by two truncation thresholds that control the number of electron pairs included
in the coupled cluster iterations and the size of the pair natural orbital virtual space for each
electron pair. While tightening these thresholds leads the quality of DLPNO-CCSD(T) the
method to smoothly converge to its canonical counterparts, the improved accuracy is usually
accompanied by a steep increase of the computational cost (Liakos et al. (2015); Sparta et al.
(2017); Altun et al. (2020)). The threshold parameters for determining which electron pairs
should be treated with CC and which should be approximated is not convenient for extending
canonical CC theories to their linear-response or Equation of Motion counterparts.
Meanwhile, our Tensor HyperContraction technique is also under active development.
Aside from applications of THC on MBPT methods developed by our group (THC-MP2
(Kokkila Schumacher et al. (2015)), THC-CCSD (Parrish et al. (2014)), THC-CC2 (Hohen-
stein et al. (2013a)) and THC-EOM-CC2 (Hohenstein et al. (2013b))), many other groups
are also contributing to THC technique, mainly on its application on Møller-Plesset Per-
turbation Theory (Bangerter et al. (2020); Matthews (2021)) and improving approximation
quality of THC (Schutski et al. (2017); Lee et al. (2019); Matthews (2020)). Another inter-
esting cross-field application of THC is to quantum computations (Lee et al. (2021)).
Another development focus of THC is on exploring low-rank sparsity of high order tensors
other than ERIs (such as T̂2 amplitudes) and solve coupled cluster Lagrangian equations in
a THC-approximated equation space. Previously, we have reported that accurate rank-
reduced implementations of Lagrangian-based CCSD and EOM-CCSD methods (Parrish
et al. (2019); Hohenstein et al. (2019)) can be achieved by factorizing T̂2 amplitudes with
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eigen-vectors of MP3 amplitudes as basis tensors.
Beyond energies, the THC technique has also been utilized to compute analytical gradi-
ents for MP2 (Song and Mart́ınez (2017)) and CASPT2 (Song and Mart́ınez (2018, 2020);
Song et al. (2021b)) methods with implementations on GPU (Song et al. (2016); Seritan et al.
(2020)). The computation of THC-approximated analytical gradients are guaranteed to be
at same time complexity level as their energy counterparts, which are rank-reduced. In order
to efficiently derive analytical gradient equations, Song et al. (2020, 2021a) has creatively de-
veloped a diagrammatic approach for automatic differentiation of THC-approximated MBPT
theories, and these automatically derived equations can also cooperate with Autom for ob-
taining optimal compute schemes and performing efficient calculations.
Though Autom, as a chemistry equation compiler, is a quite special project in the compu-
tational chemistry field, it is not the only one. A similar automatic code engine work, named
Tensor Contraction Engine (TCE) (Baumgartner et al. (2004)), is still contributing to the
NWChem chemistry package. TCE was first developed by Hirata (2003), which focused on
the automatic derivation of MBPT equations through Wick’s theorem and diagrammatic
rules, while generating executable code for many MBPT methods and CC theories. We
introduced our similar work in Chapter 3. Then, many optimization techniques were intro-
duced to TCE for generating more efficient codes, techniques such as Common Subexpression
Elimination (CSE), loop-fusion and Tiling (Auer et al. (2006)) lead to more efficient CCSD
and CCSDT calculations than previous implementations (Hartono et al. (2005)). More re-
cently, researchers also connected TCE with more compute platforms such as GPUs (Ma
et al. (2013)) and HPC (Hammond and DePrince (2011)).
Here, it is necessary to point out several critical differences between Autom and TCE:
• TCE is built for canonical MBPT theories and cannot be directly used for deriving
rank-reduced CC methods, whereas Autom is designed primarily for cooperation with
low-rank approximations.
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• For a certain MBPT theory, TCE usually handles dozens of canonical tensor algebra
equations each with 5 ∼ 6 factors. For these equations, it is trivial to enumerate all
possible contractions and find the optimal compute scheme, and TCE can gain effi-
ciency through CSE among equations by a heuristic algorithm (Hartono et al. (2006)).
Whereas, Autom processes hundreds of low-rank approximated equations, each with
20 ∼ 30 factors. To efficiently search for the optimal compute scheme of such many
factors, Autom has to employ a DP and GI algorithm on equations independently. As
a result, CSE among equations is performed after scheme searching of each equation.
We leave higher level CSE identifications as future work for Autom.
• Autom is fast enough to be called on-the-fly, thus it can effectively derive compute
schemes according to size information of the chemistry system, which, as we pointed
out, can greatly affect the performance of different compute schemes. This important
feature was not emphasized by TCE.
In following sections, we present practical computation results of THC-approximated
MBPT theories that are automatically derived, optimized and implemented by Autom.
6.2 Accelerated THC-MP3 Method
We conclude major contributions of our THC-MP3 implementation here:
• We demonstrate with both theoretical proof and practical timing that THC technique
can be used to derive O(N5) and O(N4) scaling MP3 methods, whereas the conven-
tional MP3 method has O(N6) time complexity.
• We show that for small or medium size systems, O(N6) complexity THC-MP3 methods
can be more efficient than O(N5) complexity methods. The optimal compute scheme
is selected by Autom on-the-fly according to size of chemistry system.
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Figure 6.1: Compute time comparison of THC-MP3 methods and DF-MP3 method
• We show that our program Autom implemented THC-MP3 method more efficiently
than manually tuned DF-MP3 implementations in popular chemistry package, PSI4,
while only introducing negligible errors.
In Chapter 4.3, we have theoretically proven that O(N4) and O(N5) scaling MP3 methods
can be achieved through THC approximation. We also showed through comparasion of
floating point operation counts that lower complexity compute schemes may actually be
accompanied with larger pre-factors, and thus are not favored when small molecules are
studied. Here we demonstrate our claims through practical calculations.
Figure 6.1 presents the wall clock timing of MP3 correlation energy computations with
THC, lr-THC and DF approximations for water cluster systems. In this figure, compute
schemes are derived by Autom and optimized on-the-fly for each water cluster system indi-
vidually. The optimal- curves represent compute schemes derived with no restriction, O(N5)
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curves represent computed schemes derived with a restriction that all computations must
have complexity no larger than O(N5) and the conventional curve collects timings of a well
developed DF-MP3 method provided by chemistry package, PSI4. We list several important
observations with analysis here:
• Compute schemes derived with lr-THC techniques are generally faster than those de-
rived with THC techniques. This is because lr-THC approximation separates ERIs
with an extra index, and this flexibility can be effectively utilized by Autom. Note that
the only difference between derivation procedures of THC- and lr-THC-approximated
methods is in their low-rank approximation rule files provided to Autom.
• For water cluster systems with NH2O < 17, non-restricted compute schemes (which
include O(N6) scaling computations) are all much faster than O(N5) complexity-
restricted compute schemes. Which is consistent with our theoretical comparasion
of O(N5) and O(N4) compute schemes.
• As the number of water molecules surpasses 13(15), lr-THC-MP3(THC-MP3) methods
become more efficient than the manually-tuned, expert-implemented DF-MP3 methods
provided by psi4. There only exists one O(N6) scaling implementation of DF-MP3 in
the package.
Now we further demonstrate the necessity of deriving compute schemes on-the-fly ac-
cording to system size. In Figure 6.2 we illustrate the time scaling of MP3 correction energy
calculations by lr-THC approximations. In this figure, compute schemes are derived with
O(N6) and O(N5) complexity restrictions for 5 and 20 water molecule systems. Results of
a fixed-implementation of O(N6) scaling DF-MP3 method and a hand-coded O(N4) scal-
ing THC-MP3 method are also presented. We list several important observations with our
analysis here:
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Figure 6.2: Compute time scaling comparison of lr-THC-MP3 methods and DF-MP3 method
• For all water cluster systems, O(N6) scaling compute schemes are faster than O(N5)
schemes. Even though O(N5) scaling results are fitted into lines with lower complexity
orders, their pre-factors are much larger. We can predict that as the system size grows
even larger, O(N5) scaling schemes will eventually become more efficient.
• Compared with compute schemes derived for 5 water systems, the schemes derived
for 20 water system are fitted into lines with relatively larger pre-factors and smaller
complexity orders. This is consistent with our understanding that as system size grows
larger, lower complexity compute schemes will be automatically chosen by Autom.
• For a 20(5) water molecule system, the compute scheme derived for 5(20) water system
performed poorly compared with compute scheme derived for 20(5) water system. This
fact is especially true for O(N6) scaling schemes, which shows a strong proof that no
compute scheme can be optimal for all chemistry systems.
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6.3 O(N 5) Scaling CCSD(T) Method
We conclude major contributions of our THC-CCSD(T) implementation here:
• We demonstrate with both theoretical proof and practical timing that THC technique
can be used to derive O(N5) scaling CCSD(T) methods, whereas the conventional
CCSD(T) method has O(N7) time complexity. O(N5) scaling CCSD(T) methods
were never reported before.
• We show that four-order T̂2 amplitude tensors can also be factorized in THC-style,
using same collocation matrices for factorizing ERIs, while only introducing negligible
errors. This type of factorization of T̂2 amplitude was never reported before.
• We show that low-rank approximating CCSD(T) theory is non-trivial work and it is
impractical to manually derive, implement and optimize THC-CCSD(T) method. We
show that the development of Autom is necessary for applying THC technique on
CCSD(T) theory and other more complicated MBPT methods.
Autom engine is fast enough to derive optimal compute schemes for a specific chemistry
system on-the-fly. In order to exploit the algebraic flexibility afforded by THC (lr-THC)
approximation technique, CCSD(T) energy equations must be expanded into 124 equa-
tions, each with 25(27) tensor/matrix factors. If no complexity restriction is applied, Autom
searches compute scheme among ∼3 million (∼6 million) intermediate tensors in ∼100s
(∼300s) time. If the time complexity is set to O(N5), ∼700k (∼1 million) intermediate
tensors are searched in ∼25s (∼45s) time. Note that a compute scheme consists of combi-
nations of many intermediate tensors and the number of compute schemes are much larger
than the number of intermediate tensors. Without an automatic code engine, it may take
an expert weeks or even months to implement thousands of tensor contraction operations
for one compute scheme.
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Figure 6.3 presents the wall clock timing of CCSD(T) triple correction energy computa-
tions with THC, lr-THC and DF approximations for water cluster systems. For this Figure,
we first derived THC- and lr-THC approximated CCSD(T) methods optimized for 2 and 7
water cluster systems, the compute schemes are restricted to O(N5) complexity and then
employed on water clusters of all sizes. Results of a manually derived and implemented
DF-CCSD(T) methods provided by chemistry package, PSI4 is also included. In this Figure,
we can recognize patterns consistent with our observations with THC-MP3 method: lr-THC
method is faster than THC method, compute schemes derived for a certain system is not
optimal for other systems.
Because CCSD(T) calculations are too time-demanding, we only studied water clusters
with at most 7 water molecules. In Figure 6.4, we fit a line to the logarithm of compute times
with respect to logarithm of system size, where the slope of the fitt line indicates the practical
time complexity of a compute scheme. Note that the practical time complexity orders are
smaller than their theoretical complexity orders. For example, the time-determining step
in DF-CCSD(T) method provided by PSI4 scales with O(N7) order, while its practical
complexity is only O(N6.682). This is because calculations with complexity order lower than
the O(N7) also contribute to the total compute time. As system size grows larger, compute
time spent on O(N7) scaling calculations will become dominant, and the practical complexity
orders will converge to their theoretical upper-bounds.
The four compute schemes derived by Autom with O(N5) complexity restriction have
complexity orders O(N4.201), O(N4.195), O(N4.224) and O(N4.233), so we conclude that O(N5)
scaling THC-CCSD(T) method was successfully implemented. Because CCSD(T) method is
very popular and was efficiently implemented in PSI4, and because only small systems were
studied, we have not achieved an implementation that is more efficient than the manually
tuned codes. Nonetheless, the timing of DF-CCSD(T) method increases much more rapidly
than THC-CCSD(T) as chemistry system size grows. We extrapolate the fitted lines of both
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methods and predict that our THC-CCSD(T) method would be faster when the system
size reaches 12 water molecules. Note that this fitted line is for a fixed compute scheme
derived specially for 7 water system, and for other water systems more optimal compute
schemes can be derived, so the extrapolated compute timings should be upper-bounds for
real calculations. That being said, we believe the practical crossing between our O(N5)
method and the conventional O(N7) implementation should happen at around 30 atoms.
6.4 O(N 5) Scaling CC3 Method
We conclude major contributions of our THC-CC3 implementation here:
• We demonstrate with both theoretical proof and practical timing that THC technique
can be used to derive O(N5) scaling CC3 methods, whereas the conventional CC3
method has O(N7) time complexity. O(N5) scaling CC3 methods were never reported
before.
• We show that t1-addressed ERIs (pq̂|rs) can also be factorized in THC style with t1-
dressed collocation matrices. We also show that T̂2 amplitudes can be factorized by
a projector UVia , where U
V
ia are the nV -highest magnitude eigen-vectors of MP3 double
amplitudes. These newly developed low-rank approximate techniques only introduced
negligible errors to resultant energies and amplitudes.
• We show that low-rank approximating CC3 theory is non-trivial work and it is imprac-
tical to manually derive, implement and optimize THC-CC3 method. We show that
the development of Autom is necessary for applying THC technique on CC3 theory
and other more complicated MBPT methods.
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Low-rank approximation of the CC3 method is easier than doing so for CCSD(T) method
because results of CC3 equations are T̂1 and T̂2 amplitude tensors, so there are less options
in dispatching equation indices. But still, in order to exploit the algebraic flexibility af-
forded by lr-THC approximation technique, CC3 energy equations must be expanded into
144 equations, each with 21 tensor/matrix factors. If no complexity restriction is applied,
Autom searches compute scheme among ∼300k intermediate tensors in ∼8s time. If the time
complexity is set to O(N5), only ∼40k intermediate tensors are searched in ∼1s time. Again,
a compute scheme consists of combinations of many intermediate tensors and the number
of compute schemes are much larger than the number of intermediate tensors. Without an
automatic code engine, it may take an expert weeks or even months to implement thousands
of tensor contraction operations for one compute scheme.
In Figure 6.5 we compare the wall clock timing of CC3 correction energy computations
for water cluster systems computed with lr-THC approximations and by conventional O(N7)
implementation. In this figure, we show the timings of THC-CC3 schemes with no restriction
(denoted as optimal) and with O(N5) complexity restrictions. Two timing curves almost
completely overlapped, which indicates that CC3 method naturally favors O(N5) scaling,
even for small size systems. In Figure 6.6, we show linear-fitting of the logarithm of compute
times with respect to logarithm of system size, where the slope of a fitted line indicates
the practical time complexity of a compute scheme. The practical complexity order of
conventional O(N7) scaling CC3 method and fixed O(N5) scaling THC-CC3 method are
O(N6.385) and O(N4.244), respectively. So we conclude that O(N5) scaling THC-CC3 method
was successfully implemented.
Because CC3 calculations are too time-demanding, we only studied water clusters with at
most 7 water molecules. As system size grows larger, our O(N5) scaling lr-THC-CC3 method
rapidly out-performed the conventional O(N7) CC3 implementation in PSI4, when the sys-
tem size is larger than 15 atoms. This rapid performance crossing between O(N5) and O(N7)
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scaling implementations is partly because there is no efficient DF-approximated O(N7) im-
plementation in PSI4 software. CC3 is a fairly complicated method, and DF-approximated
CC3 method consists of dozens of equations each with around 10 tensor factors. Manually
deriving, optimizing and implementing DF-CC3 is already challenging, not to mention do-
ing so for a rank-reduced THC-CC3 method. However, with the help of Autom, the only
difference between implementing a THC-CC3 method and implementing a THC-CCSD(T)
method is that we provide different MBPT equations (by the program introduced in Chap-
ter 3) and different low-rank approximation rule files to Autom, then Autom would handle
the derivation, optimization and implementation work uniformly. So during the develop-
ment procedure, we spent most of our effort on finding accurate low-rank approximations for
(pq̂|rs) and T̂2 tensors. This smooth development experience gave us confidence that Autom
would greatly facilitate the exploration of new theories and novel accelerate techniques for
chemists in the future.
6.5 Accuracy of THC Techniques
6.5.1 Compression on T̂2 Amplitude Space
In this section we discuss the compression of T̂2 amplitude tensors. Through many low-rank
approximation techniques (DF, pseudospectral, THC) have been successfully explored to fac-
torize ERI tensors, low-rank approximation on T̂2 amplitudes beyond MP2, which is essential
for reducing complexity for all coupled cluster methods including triple contributions, is still
desiring satisfactory factorization techniques. This is partly because these tensors are not
built explicitly, but rather defined through iteratively solving non-linear equations. However,
it has long been surmised that the intrinsic information content of CCSD theory might be
considerably lower than the quartic memory requirement of the T̂2 amplitudes.
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We start with a qualitative study. Figure 6.7 shows the eigen-spectrum of the T̂2 am-
plitudes tensor for water clusters (upper) and linear acenes (lower) computed in a cc-pVDZ
basis for MP2, MP3, and CCSD. The eigen-value magnitudes are plotted on a log scale as a
function of the relative index T/no, where T is the eigen-index and no is the size of occupied
orbitals (frozen core is applied). The negative wing of the eigenspectrum is plotted on the
left and the positive wing is plotted on the right. We observe that eigen-values of T̂2 ampli-
tudes decay promptly and rapidly for all cases and the initial and most rapid epoch of decay
(i.e. region with eigen-values larger than 10−3) is self-similar from system to system, mean-
ing that the eigen-structure is essentially linear with respect to the number of monomers.
For the asymptotic region with eigen-values smaller than 10−3, larger systems exhibit slower
spectral decay in a relative sense. Overall, these spectral characteristics suggest that a linear
scaling rank truncation can provide high fidelity for this region of eigenspectrum.
Recall in Chapter 4.5 we mentioned that our factorization of T̂2 amplitudes utilized pro-
jectors U
T (MP3)
ia which are derived from MP3 eigen-vectors. The newly introduced dimension
T , which is a truncation from full eigen-space jb by a threshold, indeed show linear scaling
with respect to system size. We chose MP3 amplitudes for basis because the positive wing
of eigen-spectrums only start appearing for post-MP2 theories. And comparing with CCSD
amplitudes, MP3 amplitudes are much more straightforward to obtain and the spectrum of
MP3 amplitudes is in good agreement with CCSD spectrums for both wings.
Additionally, in our recent publications (Parrish et al. (2019); Hohenstein et al. (2019))
we reported a rank-reduce CCSD method by projecting original tabij amplitude equations
to a reduced-scaling space T TU with the same MP3 projector mentioned above. Solving
the projected amplitudes T TU can in fact be viewed as an indirect diagonalization of tabij
amplitudes under the MP3 projector basis, as depicted in Figure 6.8. In this figure, the top
panel depicts the symmetric CCSD T̂2 amplitudes in the full jb space. The bottom panel
shows the projected amplitude space T TU solved by a Lagrangian formalism of CCSD. But
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Figure 6.7: T̂2 amplitudes spectrum of water clusters (H2O)N and linear acenes
(C4H4)NC2H2 computed at CCSD/cc-pVDZ.
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the projection is treated with no truncation, i.e. T = j · b. It can be seen that T TU is nearly
diagonalized, clearly suggesting that T̂2 amplitudes should as well be low-rank, just like ERI
tensors.
Figure 6.9: Relative convergence of CCSD correlation energy as a function of compression
for water clusters (H2O)N computed at CCSD/cc-pVDZ.
The accuracy of this MP3 projector-based rank-reduced CCSD method is depicted in
Figure 6.9. The figure shows relative correlation energy errors on a log scale as a function of
the relative compression rank nT/no, where nT and no are sizes of truncated projector space
and occupied orbitals, respectively. Correlation energy for water clusters are computed at
CCSD/cc-pVDZ using projector tensor UTia taken from MP2, MP3, and CCSD amplitude
eigenvectors. In all cases, relative energy errors are roughly converging as the molecular size
and relative compression rank increase, indicating that a linear-scaling compression rank is
possible for an arbitrarily desired relative error tolerance.
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Figure 6.8: Structure of CCSD T̂2 amplitudes for (H2O)6 computed in cc-pVDZ with no
projector and projector UTia(MP3).
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Overall, we conclude that factorization on T̂2 amplitude tensors through MP3 projector
tensors is a promising approach for accurately and efficiently capturing the low-rank essence
of double amplitudes. Currently in our study of coupled cluster theory with triple contri-
butions, we are using MP3 projectors as pre-provided components, but we also believe that
more efficient projectors may be achieved by only including effective diagrams in the MP3
amplitude projectors. We leave the challenge of finding more flexible and accurate projectors
as future work.
6.5.2 Accuracy of THC Approximated Coupled Cluster Methods
In this section we discuss the accuracy of THC-approximated methods as a whole aggregation
of low-rank approximations. Figure 6.10 shows accuracy of lr-THC-approximated MP3,
CCSD(T) and CC3 methods for water cluster systems, compared with energy results of DF-
MP3, DF-CCSD(T) and CC3 methods provided by software PSI4, respectively. The energy
deviations are all within sub-milli-Hartree for water cluster systems with less than 40 atoms,
and energy deviations for all curves scale linearly as the system size grows larger, which
indicates numerically that our approximation is in total size extensive. We also performed
calculations on other chemical systems such as linear acenes and linear alkanes and found
such observations is in general.
For Figure 6.10, all reference calculations (HF for MP3 and DF-CCSD for CCSD(T) and
CC3) used a cc-pvdz basis set and the DF approximation is used for conventional DF-MP3
and DF-CCSD(T) methods. Also, when THC core matrices are built, lr-THC-MP3 and lr-
THC-CCSD(T) methods used ERIs approximated by DF tensors with cc-pvdz-ri auxiliary
basis, and lr-THC-CC3 method used DF tensors with cc-pv6z-ri auxiliary basis.
For all lr-THC approximated methods, Laplace transformation quadratures are used for
factorizing orbital energy denominators, with an error threshold set to 10−6, and a cc-pvdz-
rdvr3 Becke-type grid is used for fitting THC collocation matrices. The same collocation
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Figure 6.10: Accuracy of THC-approximated methods
matrices are used for the THC-style approximation of T̂2 amplitudes in THC-CCSD(T)
method and for lr-THC-style factorization of t1-dressed ERI tensors in THC-CC3 method.
The projection matrix in THC-CC3 method for factorizing T̂2 amplitudes used a 10
−4 thresh-
old when filtering MP3 double amplitude eigen-vectors.
We conclude that all low-rank approximation techniques applied in THC-MP3, THC-
CCSD(T) and THC-CC3 only introduced negligible errors. Of these three methods, THC-
MP3 and THC-CCSD(T) results are compared with DF-approximated results while THC-
CC3 results are compared with exact CC3 energies.
Our THC-CC3 method approximates exact CC3 energies at one-tenth milli-Hartree level,
which is both much faster and more accurate than the DF-CC3 module provided by PSI4.
This is because in our approximation a large auxiliary basis (cc-pv6z-ri) was used for DF-
approximating ERIs and such approximation is accurate enough for high quality results.
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Moreover, the drastically enlarged auxiliary basis size actually had less effect on the timing
of THC-CC3 calculations. For example, when the DF auxiliary basis is switched from cc-
PVDZ-ri to cc-PV6Z-ri, the running time of DF-CCSD reference module doubled while the
THC-CC3 module only consumed∼ 20% more time. This is because our Autom engine would
select compute schemes that can eliminate the auxiliary basis indices through contraction,
thus minimizing the effect of extremely large orbital sizes. This suggests that THC can
provide enough flexibility to obtain high-accuracy results (compared with exact energy) using
large basis sets without significant loss of efficiency, and such flexibility can be automatically
recognized and utilized by our code engine, Autom. We will leave the study of effects of
size of basis sets on efficiency of Autom-implemented THC-approximated MBPT theories as
future work.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, we gave readers a thorough overview of low-rank approximated many body
perturbation theories (MBPT): the fundamental theories (Chapter 2, 3), low-rank approxi-
mation techniques (Chapter 4), as well as our contribution to this field with our automatic
code generation engine: Autom (Chapter 5, 6).
In Chapter 2, we walked through some basic computational chemistry theories: Hartree
Fock, Configuration Interaction, Perturbation Theory, and Coupled Cluster Theory. We
introduced several derivation techniques for modern chemistry theories (second quantization,
Wick’s theorem and diagrammatic techniques) and demonstrated the relationship between
Coupled Cluster theories and MBPT methods. Then we focused on high-accuracy Coupled
Cluster methods: CCSD(T) and CC3, which are two types of post-CCSD methods that
include corrections for triple excitations. We discussed the applications and limitations of
these methods.
In Chapter 3, we explained how quantum chemistry equations are conventionally de-
rived with diagrammatic techniques, followed by an introduction of our automatic equation
derivation program. Based on our automatic derivation, we presented an understanding
of the diagrammatic rules. This equation derivation program can generate well-formatted
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fully-expanded spin-adapted equations for complicated CC theories and is very useful for
generating equation inputs for Autom.
In Chapter 4, we introduced low-rank approximated computational chemistry methods,
focusing on several variants of Coupled Cluster theories. Development of Coupled Cluster
methods date back to the 1960s, at that time the implementation of CC theories was limited
by the lacking of computer resources. Several decades later, however, computation efficiency
is still the primary consideration when applying accurate CC methods on large chemical
systems. One popular solution for accelerating calculations is the introduciton of low-rank
approximations: Density Fitting, Cholesky Decomposition, Pseudospectral Methods and
Laplace Transformation. We focused on our novel approximation technique, Tensor Hy-
perContraction (THC), which, compared with previous developed low-rank approximation
techniques, is advantageous in that it can completely separate all four indices of ERI tensors.
We then presented THC-MP3, THC-CCSD(T) and THC-CC3 theories with implementation
details. We theoretically proved that THC can effectively reduce the minimal time complex-
ities for MP3, CCSD(T) and CC3 theories by two orders. For THC-CCSD(T), we explored
a novel THC-style approximation on T̂2 amplitudes, and for THC-CC3, we also explored
THC-style approximation of t1-dressed ERIs with T̂2 amplitudes factorization using a MP3
double amplitude eigen-vector projector. In the end, we also discussed several challenges of
applying low-rank approximation techniques for complicated electronic structure theories.
Lastly, we argued that information from three levels should be combined in order to achieve
an efficient implementation of a particular electronic structure theory: theory level (chem-
istry theory and low-rank approximation rules), system level (orbital sizes of the chemical
system studied) and hardware level (CPU/GPU parameters, linear algebra libraries). We
pointed out that conventional chemistry programming is not effectively utilizing these in-
formation, and novel software designs are necessary for more efficient and flexible chemistry
programming.
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In Chapter 5, we introduced our automatic code engine, Autom. Autom is a Chemistry
Equation Compiler that can generate code on-the-fly for low-rank approximated chemistry
theories and the generated code takes account of information from all three levels men-
tioned above. Autom consists of three main components: front-end, optimizer and back-end.
The front-end parses chemistry equations and low-rank approximation rules into an internal
graph representations. The optimizer derives the optimal compute graph based on graph
representations, orbital sizes of chemistry system and compute platforms. The back-end
connects with linear algebra libraries, generate code for chemistry softwares and performs
calculations. The most challenging part in this design is the optimizer, because the searching
space of all possible compute schemes grows factorially-like as the sizes of low-rank approx-
imated equations increase (size includes both number of equations and number of factors
in each equation). In order to tackle this problem, we employed a fast Dynamic Program-
ming and a Graph Isomorphism algorithm to make the searching process rapid enough to
be employed on-the-fly. Autom also provided functionalities such as storing/loading derived
models to/from disk and visualize the compute schemes by human-readable instructions or
compute graphs. We then discussed some open questions in the compute graph optimization
process and reviewed several existing solutions for similar problems in Machine Learning
field. We showed the similarities of challenges between computations in Computational
Chemistry field and Machine Learning field. We believe that domain specific compilers, as
a maturing solution for many other scientific programming fields in this era when Moore’s
law is seeing its demise, is also heralding the structure of future computational chemistry
programming infrastructures.
In Chapter 6, we presented performances of THC- and lr-THC-approximated codes gen-
erated by Autom. We proved through practical timings that THC-MP3 method can scale as
O(N4) complexity and THC-CCSD(T) and THC-CC3 methods can scale as O(N5) complex-
ity, which was never reported before. We also demonstrated the importance of generating
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optimal compute schemes on-the-fly for specific chemistry systems in order to achieve effi-
cient implementations. Lastly, we showed that our THC and lr-THC approximated methods
only introduced minor computation errors compared with their popular DF-approximated
counterparts. We also discussed that when large basis sets are used, computation efficiency of
THC approximated methods are resilient, while the accuracy of THC approximated methods
are comparable with exact, non-DF-approximated results.
All together, we set out to explore novel efficient rank-reduced MBPT theories through
low-rank approximation techniques, especially through our THC technique. Because chem-
istry theories such as CCSD(T) and CC3 are too complicated to be derived, optimized and
implemented by hand, we developed an automatic code engine, Autom that can automatic
derive, optimize and implement efficient and rank-reduced MBPT methods on-the-fly. We
believe that THC technique together with Autom can encourage chemistry theory develop-
ers to explore more creative and efficient chemistry theories without the burden of tedious,
repeated and error-prone method implementations.
We present Autom as a domain specific compiler for the computational chemistry field,
handling all details from the high-level electronic structure theory equations to the low-
level hardware implementations. We hope that Autom takes a first step in this research
direction and this new paradigm of chemistry software design. We look forward to future
work of Autom, which will connect with some popular research achievements in Machine
Learning community to achieve more portable and efficient implementations. We also hope
to encourage more researchers to work on the development of domain specific compilers in
the computational chemistry field.
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